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Abstract
In this thesis, we study three problems related to geometric algorithms of reconfig-
urable structures.
In the first problem, strip folding, we present two universal hinge patterns for
a strip of material that enable the folding of any integral orthogonal polyhedron of
only a constant factor smaller surface area, and using only a constant number of
layers at any point. These geometric results offer a new way to build programmable
matter that is substantially more efficient than what is possible with a square N x N
sheet of material, which can achieve all integral orthogonal shapes only of surface area
O(N) and may use E(N 2) layers at one point [BDDO1O]. To achieve these results, we
develop new approximation algorithms for milling the surface of an integral orthogonal
polyhedron of genus 0, which simultaneously give a 2-approximation in tour length
and an 8/3-approximation in the number of turns. Both length and turns consume
area when folding strip, so we build on previous approximation algorithms for these
two objectives from 2D milling.
In the second problem, maxspan, the goal is to maximize the distance between
the endpoints of a fixed-angle chain. We prove a necessary and sufficient condition
for characterizing maxspan configurations. The condition states that a fixed-angle
chain is in maxspan configuration if and only if the configuration is line-piercing
(that is, the line through each of the links intersects the line segment through the
endpoints of the chain in the natural order). We call this the Line-Piercing Theorem.
The Line-Piercing Theorem was originally proved by [BSO8] using Morse-Bott theory
and Mayer-Vietoris sequences, but we give an elementary proof based on purely ge-
ometric arguments. The Line-Piercing Theorem also leads to efficient algorithms for
computing the maxspan of fixed-angle chains.
In the third problem, efficient reconfiguration of pivoting tiles, we present an
algorithmic framework for reconfiguring a modular robot consisting of identical 2D
tiles, where the basic move is to pivot one tile around another at a shared vertex.
The robot must remain connected and avoid collisions throughout all moves. For
square tiles, and hexagonal tiles on either a triangular or hexagonal lattice, we obtain
optimal O(n 2)-move reconfiguration algorithms. In particular, we give the first proofs
of universal reconfigurability for the first two cases, and generalize a previous result
for the third case. We also consider a model analyzed by Dumitrescu and Pach [DP06]
where tiles slide instead of pivot (making it easier to avoid collisions), and obtain an
optimal O(n2 )-move reconfiguration algorithm, improving their 0(n') bound.
Thesis Supervisor: Erik D. Demaine
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A reconfigurable modular robot is a type of robot, consisting of several units or mod-
ules, whose global shape can change dynamically by modules moving around each
other. Such robots are typically arranged in either a lattice (e.g. EM Cube of [An08])
or chain/tree based architecture (e.g. the modular snake robots of CMU [WJP+07]).
The vision is that a robot with many small modules can reconfigure like the "liq-
uid metal" T-1000 robot from Terminator 2 [Cam9l] which "melts" into human
forms, tools, etc. Such a robot would effectively become programmable matter, able
to change its shape as easily as a universal Turing machine can change its program.
In this thesis, we consider computational geometric problems motivated by recon-
figurable modular robots. Before delving into the results of this thesis, we survey
previous work related to reconfigurable robots.
Reconfigurable robots in 2D and 3D have been studied extensively in recent years,
from both practical and theoretical perspectives. We first discuss some notable ex-
amples of real reconfigurable robots, and later will survey some of the theoretical
results.
1.1 Real Self-Reconfigurable Modular Robots
AIST and Tokyo-Tech developed the self-reconfigurable modular robot M-TRAN in
the 1990s, and are now onto their third prototype M-TRAN III (2005) [YMK+02,
KTK+06]. Each module of M-TRAN is composed into two blocks: an active block
and a passive block, connected via a link. Each block also has its own rotational degree
of freedom, and three connection surfaces. M-TRAN is capable of both lattice and
chain like architectures; thus it is considered a hybrid system. When it is connected
in lattice form, it is capable of transforming its structure very easily via connecting
and disconnecting to other modules. When in the chain form, it acts as a snake robot.
In 2006, the Polymorphic Robotics Group at USC developed SuperBot [SMS06,
SKC+06]. The module design is quite similar to that of M-TRAN, but it has an
additional rotational axis giving it extra flexibility. SuperBot is capable of several lo-
comotive gaits, including climbing, rolling, and walking. It is also specifically designed
to withstand harsh environments, making it ideal for search and rescue operations.
In 1997, PARC developed the first generation GI of PolyBot, and as of 2002 are
on the third generation G3 [YDROO]. PolyBot is also capable of several locomotive
gaits, and can even ride a tricycle.
In 1998, Kotay and Rus developed the modular robot Molecule [KR0O]. Each
module consists of two atoms linked by a bond, with each atom having 5 connection
points and two degrees of freedom.
Rus and Vona also developed the two-dimensional self-reconfigurable robot Crystal
[RVO1]. Each module can expand or contract by a factor of two, in either one of two
orthogonal directions. A module also has four faces to which it connect to neighboring
modules. Suh et al. of PARC extended the work of Rus and Vona to 3D with their
design of Telecubes [SHY02]. Crystalline robots have also inspired a lot of theoretical
work, which we will describe later [ACD+07, ACD+09, ABD+09, ACD+11].
Zykov et al. at Cornell developed a self-replicating reconfigurable modular robot
called Molecubes [ZMAL05]. Each module consists of a cube bisected along a regular
axis, with the ability for one half to twist around the other. Each module is also
equipped with magnets for attaching and detaching to other modules.
It's worth mentioning that most of the robots introduced thus far all have fixed
hinges. Next we present a couple of examples of robots where hinges can change on
the fly (i.e. an atom/module is not constrained to be hinged to the same atom/module
throughout all reconfigurations). In this thesis, we consider both fixed-hinge models
(in Chapter 2 and 3), as well as models where hinges can move around (Chapter 4).
ByoungKwon An developed a two-dimensional robot consisting of cubes which can
slide about each other on a flat surface [AnO8]. Chiang and Chirikjian also developed
a two-dimensional model consisting of square modules on a lattice which can slide
about each other [CCO1]. These models are closely related to the sliding square
theoretical model we consider in Chapter 4 and to that of [DP06] and [AK08].
Hosokawa et al. also introduced a robot made of cubes which can slide and rotate
about each other in a vertical plane [HTF+98]. This robot relates nicely to the
pivoting and sliding models we present in Chapter 4.
1.2 Theoretical Work in Self-Reconfigurable Mod-
ular Robotics
We now highlight the theoretical work which has been done on reconfigurable modular
robots. As mentioned previously, the Crystalline robots of Rus and Vona have inspired
a great deal of theoretical work. Aloupis et al. developed algorithms for reconfiguring
Crystalline robots in three-dimensions [ACD+07, ACD+09]. In particular they proved
that any two robots consisting of n atoms (modules) arranged in 2 x 2 x 2 meta-
modules can be reconfigured into each other using a total of O(n) atomic operations
(i.e. expand, contract, attach, detach) and O(n) parallel steps, improving the previous
algorithms of [RVO1, VYS02, FR02] which required O(n 2 ) parallel steps. They later
developed a 2D reconfiguration algorithm using a total of O(log n) parallel moves,
but the total number of atomic operations increases to O(n log n) [ACD+08]. Aloupis
et al. also considered a more physically realistic model in which each atom can only
displace a constant number of other atoms, and cannot exceed a constant velocity,
yielding bounds of O(n 2 ) atomic operations and O(n) parallel steps [ACD+11]. A
related group proved that the results for Crystalline robots also apply to M-TRAN
and Molecubes [ABD+09]. Their idea is to arrange the respective robot modules into
meta-modules which can simulate the Crystalline robot actions.
Dumitrescu et al. developed a two-dimensional model of a reconfigurable modular
robot, consisting of unit squares which can slide about each other [DSY04]. Later
Dumitrescu and Pach achieved an 0(n3 ) universal reconfiguration algorithm [DP06].
In one of the results of Chapter 4, we improve their bound to 0(n 2 ), which is opti-
mal. Independently, Sacristin developed a parallel and distributed algorithm for the
sliding square model running in 0(n) parallel steps, also implying 0(n 2) total moves
[Sac11]. This model was also analyzed in higher dimensions by Abel and Kominers
[AK08]. Bose et al. study a similar model but where the moves are interchanges, that
is a square can move to any unoccupied cell with which it shares a vertex [BDHM08].
In the case where both the occupied and unoccupied cells must remain connected
through edges, they show any two configurations differ by 0(n 4 ) interchanges. By
weakening the connectivity requirement to vertices in either the occupied or the un-
occupied cells, they achieve 0(n 2).
This concludes our summary of previous work in the area of reconfigurable mod-
ular robotics.
1.3 Thesis Overview
1.3.1 Problems Considered
We consider three problems related to reconfigurable modular robots. The individ-
ual motivation for each of the problems as well as the related work will be given in
their respective chapters. In one of the problems (Chapter 4), based on a lattice
architecture, the modules are free to attach and detach from each other even though
the entire unit must remain connected, whereas in the other two problems (Chap-
ters 2 and 3) the modules do not detach from each otherl and they are arranged in a
chain architecture.
'In most modular robotic systems, the modules are free to detach and attach to each other thereby
changing its own connectivity, but there are some recent robots [HAB+10] where the modules are
permanently attached, so in particular you don't need to power every module independently. These
results are about such robots.
Figure 1-1: Chapter 2: (a) A canonical strip of length 5.
6. The dashed lines are hinges.
(b) A zig-zag strip of length
Figure 1-2: Chapter 2: Sample strip folding of a canonical strip.
Figure 1-3: Chapter 3: Two views of a maxspan configuration of an 11-chain with
900 joint angles.
In the first problem, strip folding, we are given a strip of identical modules con-
nected via hinges and would like to fold the strip such that it covers the surface of
various orthogonal 3D shapes. See Figures 1-1 and 1-2. This problem is motivated
by programmable matter, where the interest is to create a self-folding strip or sheet
embedded with actuation and sensing capable of folding into many different shapes
upon external command.
In the second problem, maxspan of fixed-angle chains, we are given a chain with
fixed-link lengths and fixed joint angles, and would like to maximize the distance
between the endpoints of the chain subject to the length and angle constraints. See
Figure 1-3. (In view of reconfigurable modular robotics, the links are the modules,
though they need not have identical length, and they are connected in a chain via
fixed joints.) By understanding the geometric structure of maxspan configurations,
one can produce efficient algorithms for computing the maxspan of fixed-angle chains
[BS10, BS11]. We reprove a necessary and sufficient condition characterizing maxspan
configurations using elementary geometric arguments. The original proof of [BSO8]
uses Morse-Bott theory and Mayer-Vietoris sequences.
In the third problem (see Figure 1-4), efficient reconfiguration of pivoting tiles,
the robot consists of a set of identical tiles in 2D which are allowed to pivot around
each other at shared vertices. The robot must remain connected and avoid collisions
throughout all moves. We study reconfigurability within this framework for various
types of tiles. For instance, with identical square tiles, we prove that universal recon-
(a) Squares. (b) Triangles. (c) Hexagons on (d) Hexagons on a
a triangular lat- hexagonal lattice.
tice.
Figure 1-4: Chapter 4: Pivoting a module around a vertex shared with another
module.
figurability is possible and give an optimal 0(n 2 ) algorithm for reconfiguring between
any two configurations of n squares.
1.3.2 Results Obtained
The three main chapters of the thesis can be read in any order, as the results are
stand-alone. We now summarize the main results for each of the chapters.
In Chapter 2, we explore strip foldings of integral orthogonal polyhedra without
boundary of genus 0, which we term grid polyhedra, and also present approximation
algorithms for milling grid polyhedra. (Incidentally, it is the approximation algo-
rithms for the milling problem which lead to the efficient strip foldings, but we will
not discuss milling until Chapter 2.) We consider two types of strips, a canonical
strip and a zig-zag strip (see Figure 1-1). For a grid polyhedron P with N unit grid
squares on its surface, we prove that P can covered by folding a canonical strip of
length 2N with at most two layers covering any point of P, and P can be covered by
a folding of a zig-zag strip of length 4N with at most four layers covering any point
of P. Analogous results can be obtained for higher genus polyhedra, but we have not
included these in the thesis.
In Chapter 3, we prove that a fixed-angle chain is in maxspan configuration if and
only if the configuration is line-piercing (that is, the line through each of the links
intersects the line segment through the endpoints of the chain in the natural order-
see Chapter 3 for a precise definition). We call this the Line-Piercing Theorem. The
Line-Piercing Theorem was originally proved by [BS08] using Morse-Bott theory and
Mayer-Vietoris sequences, but we give an elementary proof based on purely geometric
arguments.
In Chapter 4, we present an algorithmic framework for reconfiguring a modular
robot consisting of identical 2D tiles, where the basic move is to pivot one tile around
another at a shared vertex. The robot must remain connected and avoid collisions
throughout all moves. For square tiles, and hexagonal tiles on either a triangular
or hexagonal lattice, we obtain optimal O(n 2)-move reconfiguration algorithms. In
particular, we give the first proofs of universal reconfigurability for the first two cases,
and generalize a previous result for the third case. We also consider a model analyzed
by Dumitrescu and Pach [DP06] where tiles slide instead of pivot (making it easier
to avoid collisions), and obtain an optimal O(n 2)-move reconfiguration algorithm,
improving their 0(n') bound.
Chapter 2
Milling and Strip Folding of
Integral Orthogonal Polyhedra
Co-authors. The results of this chapter are joint work with Erik D. Demaine,
Martin L. Demaine, and Anna Lubiw. We also thank ByoungKwon An and Daniela
Rus for several helpful discussions that motivated this work.
2.1 Introduction
In computational origami design, the goal is generally to develop an algorithm that,
given a desired shape or property, produces a crease pattern that folds into an origami
with that shape or property. Examples include folding any shape [DDMOO], folding
approximately any shape while being watertight [DT11], and optimally folding a
shape whose projection is a desired metric tree [Lan96, LD06]. In all of these results,
every different shape or tree results in a completely different crease pattern; two
shapes rarely share (m)any creases.
The idea of a universal hinge pattern [BDDO10] is that a finite set of hinges
(possible creases) suffice to make exponentially many different shapes. The main
result along these lines is that an N x N "box-pleat" grid suffices to make any
polycube made of O(N) cubes [BDDO10]. The box-pleat grid is a square grid plus
alternating diagonals in the squares, also known as the "tetrakis tiling". For each
target polycube, a subset of the hinges in the grid serve as the crease pattern for that
shape. Polycubes form a universal set of shapes in that they can arbitrarily closely
approximate (in the Hausdorff sense) any desired volume.
The motivation for universal hinge patterns is the implementation of programmable
matter-material whose shape can be externally programmed. One approach to
programmable matter, developed by an MIT-Harvard collaboration, is a self-folding
sheet-a sheet of material that can fold itself into several different origami designs,
without manipulation by a human origamist [HAB+10, ABDRar]. For practicality,
the sheet must consist of a fixed pattern of hinges, each with an embedded actuator
that can be programmed to fold or not. Thus for the programmable matter to be
able to form a universal set of shapes, we need a universal hinge pattern.
The box-pleated polycube result [BDDO10], however, has some practical limita-
tions that prevent direct application to programmable matter. Specifically, using a
sheet of area 8(N 2 ) to fold N cubes means that all but a 0(1/N) fraction of the
surface area is wasted. Unfortunately, this reduction in surface area is necessary for a
roughly square sheet, as folding a 1 x 1 x N tube requires a sheet of diameter Q(N).
Furthermore, a polycube made from N cubes can have surface area as low as 8(N 2/3 ),
resulting in further wastage of surface area in the worst case. Given the factor-Q(N)
reduction in surface area, an average of Q(N) layers of material come together on the
polycube surface. Indeed, the current approach can have up to 8(N 2 ) layers coming
together at a single point [BDDO10]. Real-world robotic materials have significant
thickness, given the embedded actuation and electronics, meaning that only a few
overlapping layers are really practical [HAB+10].
Our results: strip folding. In this paper, we introduce two new universal hinge
patterns that avoid these inefficiencies, by using sheets of material that are long only
in one dimension ("strips"). Specifically, Figure 2-1 shows the two hinge patterns:
the canonical strip is a 1 x N strip with hinges at integer grid lines and same-oriented
diagonals, while the zig-zag strip is an N-square zig-zag with hinges at just integer grid
lines. We show that any grid polyhedron-integral orthogonal polyhedron without
Figure 2-1: Two universal hinge patterns in strips. (a) A canonical strip of length 5.
(b) A zig-zag strip of length 6. The dashed lines are hinges.
boundary of genus 0-can be folded from either strip. The strip length only needs to
be a constant factor larger than the surface area, and the number of layers is at most
a constant throughout the folding. Specifically, a grid polyhedron of surface area N
can be folded from a canonical strip of length 2N with at most two layers everywhere,
or from a zig-zag strip of length 4N with at most four layers everywhere, as shown
in Section 2.4.
The improved surface efficiency and reduced layering of these strip results seem
more practical for programmable matter. In addition, the panels of either strip (the
facets delineated by hinges) are connected acyclically into a path, making them po-
tentially easier to control. One potential drawback is that the reduced connectivity
makes for a flimsier device. It remains to see which of these issues dominate in
practice.
We also show in Section 2.4.3 an important practical result for our strip foldings:
under a small assumption about feature size, we give an algorithm for actually folding
the strip into the desired shape, while keeping the panels rigid (flat) and avoiding
self-intersection. Such a rigid folding process is important given current fabrication
materials, which put flexibility only in the creases between panels [HAB+10].
Milling tours. At the core of our efficient strip foldings are efficient approxima-
tion algorithms for "milling" the surface of a grid polyhedron. Milling problems are
typically stated in terms of a 2D region called a "pocket" and a cutting tool called
a "cutter", with the goal being to find a path or tour for the cutter that covers the
entire pocket. In our situation, the "pocket" is the surface of the grid polyhedron,
and the "cutter" is a unit square constrained to move from one grid square of the
surface to an (intrinsically) adjacent grid square. More precisely, a milling tour of a
grid polyhedron is a tour (spanning cycle) of the graph with a vertex for each grid
square (unit grid cell) of the surface and edges corresponding to pairs of grid squares
that share a side.
The typical goals in milling problems are to minimize the length of the tour
[AFM00] or the number of turns in the tour [ABD+05]. Both versions are known to
be strongly NP-hard, even when the pocket is an integral orthogonal polygon and the
cutter is a unit square. We conjecture that the problem remains strongly NP-hard
when the pocket is a grid polyhedron, but this is not obvious.
In our situation, both length and number of turns are important, as both influence
the needed length of a strip to cover the surface. Thus we develop one algorithm that
simultaneously approximates both measures. Such results have also been achieved
for 2D pockets [ABD+05]; our results are the first we know for surfaces in 3D.
Our results: milling tours. We develop in Section 2.3 an approximation algo-
rithm for computing a milling tour of a given grid polyhedron. The tour is both
a 2-approximation in length and an 8/3-approximation in turns. The first version
of our algorithm (Section 2.3.1) runs in pseudopolynomial time, namely O(N 2 log N)
time where N is the number of grid squares on the surface. For a polyhedron encoded
in the usual way (vertices and faces), N can be arbitrarily large with respect to the
number n of vertices. For this situation, we give a polynomial-time version of the
algorithm (Section 2.3.2). Necessarily, the output is not an explicit tour (which has
complexity O(N)), but rather an implicitly encoded tour-a polynomial-size encoding
which can be decoded in time linear in the explicit length.
2.2 Definitions
Recall that a grid polyhedron P is an integral orthogonal polyhedron without bound-
ary of genus 0. A grid square refers to a unit grid cell on the surface of P. A milling
tour of P is an orthogonal cycle (not necessarily simple) through the centers of the
grid squares of P whose parallel offset by 1/2 in both directions is precisely the surface
of P. Equivalently, if we consider the dual graph with a vertex per grid square and
two vertices connected by an edge if their corresponding grid squares share a side,
then a milling tour is a spanning cycle (not necessarily simple) in that graph. The
tour turns at a grid square g if the tour enters and exits g via two incident sides of
the square g; the tour is straight if it enters and exits via opposite sides of g. Intu-
itively, we can see whether a tour turns or is straight at a grid square g by unfolding
(developing) the tour flat and measuring the resulting planar turn angle at the center
of g.
We now define the notion of "bands" for a grid polyhedron P. Let Xmin and Xmax
respectively be the minimum and maximum x coordinates of P; define Ymin, Ymax,
Zmin, zmax analogously. Recall that these minima and maxima have integer values
because the vertices of P are integral. Define the ith x-slab S2(i) to be the slab
bounded by parallel planes x = zmin + i and x = Xmin + i + 1, for each i C
{0, 1, ... , Xmax - Xmin - 1}. The intersection of P with the ith x-slab Sx(i) (assuming
i is in the specified range) is either a single band (i.e., a simple cycle of grid squares
in that slab), or a collection of such bands, which we refer to as z-bands. Define
y-bands and z-bands analogously.
Two bands overlap if there is a grid square contained in both bands. Each grid
square of P is contained in precisely two bands (e.g., if a grid square's outward normal
were in the +z-direction, then it would be contained in one c-band and one y-band).
Two bands B1 and B 2 are adjacent if they do not overlap, and a grid square of B1
shares an edge with a grid square of B 2. A band cover for P is a collection of c-, y-,
and z-bands that collectively cover the entire surface of P. The size of a band cover
is the number of its bands.
2.3 Milling Tour Approximation
This section presents a constant-factor approximation algorithm for milling a grid
polyhedron P with respect to both length and turns. Specifically, our algorithm is
a 2-approximation in length and a 2a-approximation in turns, where a is the best
approximation factor for vertex cover in tripartite graphs.
The best known bounds on a are 34/33 < a < 4/3. Clementi et al. [CCR99]
proved that minimum vertex cover in tripartite graphs is not approximable within a
factor smaller than 34/33 = 1.03 unless P = NP. Theorem 1 of [Hoc83] implies a 4/3-
approximation for minimum weighted vertex cover for tripartite graphs (assuming we
are given the 3-partition of the vertex set, which we know in our case). Thus we use
a = 4/3 below. An improved approximation ratio a would improve our approximation
ratios, but may also affect the stated running times, which currently assume use of
[Hoc83].
We start in Section 2.3.1 with a pseudopolynomial-time version of the algorithm.
Then, in Section 2.3.2, we modify this algorithm to obtain a polynomial-time approx-
imation algorithm with implicitly encoded output.
2.3.1 Pseudopolynomial Approximation Algorithm
Covering Bands
The starting point for the milling approximation algorithm is to find an approximately
minimum band cover, as the minimum band cover is a lower bound on the number
of turns in any milling tour:
Proposition 2.1. [ABD+05, Lemma 4.9] The size of a minimum band cover of a
grid polyhedron P is a lower bound on the number of turns in any milling tour of P.
Proof. Consider a milling tour of P with t turns. Extend the edges of the tour of P
into bands. This yields a band cover of size at most t.
Next we describe how to find a near-optimal band cover. Consider the graph Gp
with one vertex per band of a grid polyhedron P, connecting two vertices by an edge
if their corresponding bands overlap. It turns out that an (approximately minimum)
vertex cover in Gp will give us an (approximately minimum) band cover in P:
Proposition 2.2. A vertex cover for Gp induces a band cover of the same size and
vice versa.
Proof. Because the vertices of Gp correspond to bands, it suffices to show that a set
of bands S covers all the grid squares of P if and only if the corresponding vertex set
Vs covers all the edges of Gp. First suppose that Vs covers the edges of Gp. Observe
that a grid square is contained in two bands and those bands overlap, so there is a
corresponding edge in Gp. Because Vs covers the edge in Gp, S must cover the grid
square.
Conversely, suppose S covers all the grid squares of P. Any edge of Gp corresponds
to two overlapping bands, which overlap in a grid square (in fact, they overlap in at
least two grid squares since P has genus 0). Because the grid square is in exactly
two bands, and S covers the grid square, then Vs covers the corresponding edge in
GP. E
Because the bands fall into three classes (x-, y-, and z-), with no overlapping
bands within a single class, Gp is tripartite. Hence we can use an a-approximation
algorithm for vertex cover in tripartite graphs to find an a-approximate vertex cover
in Gp and thus an a-approximate band cover of P.
Connected Bands
Our next goal will be to efficiently tour the bands in the cover. Given a band cover
S for a grid polyhedron P, define the band graph Gs to be the subgraph of Gp
induced by the subset of vertices corresponding to S. We will construct a tour of the
bands S based on a spanning tree of Gs. Our first step is thus to show that Gs is
connected (Lemma 2.2 below). We do so by showing that adjacent bands (as defined
in Section 2.2) are in the same connected component of Gs.
Lemma 2.1. Let S be a band cover for a grid polyhedron P. For any pair of adjacent
bands S1 and S2 in S, their corresponding vertices in the band graph Gs are in the
same connected component.
Proof. If there is no pair of adjacent bands (this can only happen when P is a 1 x 1 x n
box), then the statement is vacuously true. Thus assume there is at least one pair
of adjacent bands Si and S2 in S. Because Si and S2 are adjacent, there exists grid
squares gi E Si and g2 E S2 which share an edge e. Let S3 be the band through grid
squares gi and g2.
Clearly if S3 is in the band cover, then the vertices corresponding to Si and S 2
are in the same connected componernt of Gs since S3 overlaps both Si and S2 . Thus
suppose that S3 is not in S. Then each of the bands overlapping S3 (excluding S3
itself) must be in S; otherwise there would be an uncovered grid square of S3. Let B
denote this set of bands. Let Gp[B] denote the subgraph of Gp corresponding to B.
Corollary 3.1 of Genc implies that Gp[B] is connected [Gen08]. Now since Gp[B] is
also a subgraph of Gs, we have that the vertices corresponding to Si and S2 are in
the same connected component of Gs.
D
Lemma 2.2. Let S be a band cover for a grid polyhedron P. Then the graph Gs is
connected.
Proof. First define an auxiliary graph Hs which has edges between adjacent bands in
addition to edges between overlapping bands. Notice that Hs is connected, because
there is a path on the surface of P between any two bands and this path induces a
sequence of edges in HS. Now by Lemma 2.1, any pair of vertices corresponding to
adjacent bands are in the same connected component of Gs. Hence any edge in Hs
corresponding to a pair of adjacent bands corresponds to a path in Gs. Thus Gs is
also connected. E
Band Tour
Now we can present our pseudopolynomial algorithm for transforming a band cover
into an efficient milling tour.
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a grid polyhedron with N grid squares. In time polynomial
in N, we can find a milling tour of P that is a 2-approximation in length and a 2a-
approximation in turns. In particular, for a = 4/3, we obtain an O(N 2 log N)-time
algorithm that is an 8/3-approximation in turns.
Proof. We start with an a-approximation to the minimum vertex cover of Gp, such
as the a = 4/3 algorithm of [Hoc83]. Then we convert this vertex cover into a
band cover S. By Proposition 2.2, S is an a-approximation for the minimum band
cover for P. Construct the band graph Gs, and construct a spanning tree T of Gs,
which exists as Gs is connected by Lemma 2.2. We now describe how to obtain a
milling tour by touring T. (Note that we will use nodes of the tree and bands of S
interchangeably.)
Consider the band r which is the root of T. Pick an arbitrary starting grid square
pr on r, as well as a starting direction. Now order the children of r based on the order
in which they are first encountered as we walk along r starting at pr. We will visit the
children of r in this order when we follow the tour. Let the ordered children of r be
denoted by ui,. . ., uk. Walking along r, when we hit a child ui (say at grid square pi)
which has not yet been visited, we turn right (or left, it doesn't matter) onto band ui
and recursively visit the children of ui as we are walking, until we eventually return
back to r which requires an additional turn (in the opposite direction of the turn onto
uj) to get back onto r and resume walking along r. Because turns only ever occur
between parent and child pairs, we can bound the number of turns in terms of the
number of edges of T. In particular, there are two turns per edge of T, one turn from
the parent band onto the child band, and one turn from the child band back onto the
parent band. Thus the total number of turns is
2|E(T)| = 2 - (|S| - 1) < 2 a - OPTBC,
where OPTBC is the size of the minimum band cover for P. Now by Proposition 2.1,
OPTBC is a lower bound on the number of turns necessary, so this yields a 2a-
approximation in turns.
S2  S2 S2
(a) (b)
Figure 2-2: Illustrates a straight junction, and a turn junction, respectively.
Next we argue that each grid square is visited at most twice, implying a 2-
approximation in length. Each grid square is contained in exactly two bands of
P, at least one of which must be in S because S is a band cover. Let g be a grid
square of P. If g is contained in just one band of S, then clearly it is only visited once,
namely when that band is traversed by the milling tour. Thus suppose g is contained
in two bands, Si and S2 , of S. There are two cases to consider. In the first case,
neither band is a parent of the other band. So g will be visited exactly two times,
once when Si is traversed, and a second time when S2 is traversed. (We call such a g
a straight junction due to the way in which it is traversed, as Figure 2-2(a) depicts.)
The second case to consider is when one of the bands is a parent of the other band.
Without loss of generality, assume Si is a parent of S2. Then g will be visited twice,
once when turning from S1 onto S2, and a second time when turning from S2 back
onto S1. (We call g a turn junction in this case, as Figure 2-2(b) depicts. Notice
that the turn from Si onto S2 is in the opposite direction of the turn from S2 onto
S1. This fact will be useful when we explore applications of this algorithm to strip
folding, although it is not immediately of use.) Hence each grid square is visited at
most twice.
Finally we analyze the running time of this algorithm. The time to compute an
a-approximation for the minimum band cover of P is the same as the time to compute
an a-approximation for the minimum vertex cover for Gp. Because each grid square
corresponds to an edge of Gp and each edge of Gp corresponds to two unique grid
squares, the number of edges |E(Gp)| = N/2. The number of vertices |V(Gp)| is
the number of unit bands of P, which is at most N. By Theorem 1 of [Hoc83],
the time to compute a 4/3-approximation for the minimum vertex cover for Gp is
O(1V(Gp)||E(Gp)Ilog |V(Gp)1), which is thus O(N 2 log N). This term is dominant
in the running time for computing the milling tour, establishing the theorem. E
We now state the properties of any milling tour produced by the approximation
algorithm of Theorem 2.1. These properties will be useful for later applications to
strip folding in Section 2.4.
Proposition 2.3. Let P be a grid polyhedron, and consider a milling tour of P
obtained from the approximation algorithm of Theorem 2.1. Then the following prop-
erties hold:
1. A grid square of P is either visited once, in which case it is visited by a straight
part of the tour; or it is visited twice, in one of the two configurations of Figure 2-
2 (a straight junction or a turn junction).
2. In the case of a turn junction, the length of the milling tour between the two
visits to the grid square (counting only one of the two visits to the grid square
in the length measurement) is even.
3. The tour can be modified to alternate between left and right turns (without chang-
ing its length or the number of turns).
Proof. Property (1) has already been established in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (see
the paragraph on the length calculation which bounds the number of times each grid
square is visited and how a grid square can be visited).
The proof of Property (2) follows by induction on the number of bands in the
spanning tree from which the milling tour was constructed. The base case of one
band is trivial as a band has an even number of grid squares. Thus suppose Property
(2) holds for all such trees with fewer than k bands for some k > 1. Assume we have
a tree T with k bands. Consider a leaf of T. Let B 2 be the band corresponding to the
leaf, and let B1 be the band corresponding to the parent of B 2. If we remove B 2 from
T we get a tree T' with k - 1 bands, so by induction Property (2) holds. Adding B 2
back, the length of the milling tour between the two visits to a grid square will either
be unaffected (in the case where the subtree rooted at the child band corresponding
to the grid square does not contain B 2 ) or it will increase by IB 2 1 (i.e., the number
of grid squares in B 2 ) which is even. Thus Property (2) still holds.
Property (3) follows by the way we constructed the milling tour as a tour of a
spanning tree of bands. We had the freedom to choose whether to turn left or right
from a parent band onto a child band, and then the turn direction from the child back
onto the parent was forced to be the opposite turn direction. Hence we can choose
the turn directions from parent bands onto child bands in such a way that maintains
alternation between left and right turns.
2.3.2 Polynomial Approximation Algorithm
In this section, we modify the pseudopolynomial-time algorithm of Section 2.3.1 to
obtain a polynomial-time algorithm, for when the grid polyhedron is given as a set
of vertices and faces (instead of individual grid squares). We cannot afford to deal
with unit bands directly, as we did in the pseudopolynomial section, because their
number is polynomially related to the number N of grid squares, not the number
n of vertices. To achieve the improvement, we concisely encode the output milling
tour using "fat" bands rather than unit bands, which can then be easily decoded into
a tour of unit bands.1 By making each band as wide as possible, their number is
polynomially related to n instead of N.
Fat Bands
More precisely, we obtain the entire collection F of fat bands by slicing through each
vertex of P with coordinate planes. The x-fat bands are obtained by slicing through
'In the previous section, we used the term "band" to always refer to unit-width band, but now
that we have introduced "fat bands", the term "band" can refer to either a fat band or a unit-width
band. Thus we use the term "unit band" to refer to a unit-width band in order to avoid confusion.
Figure 2-3: Surface of polyhedron is partitioned into grid regions, which are outlined
in black. F is a fat x-band (shaded blue).
each vertex of P with yz-planes, and y-fat bands and z-fat bands are obtained by
slicing with xz- and xy-planes, respectively. A grid region is a maximal connected
region obtained in the cutting of P by all three coordinate planes through each vertex.
Refer to Figure 2-3. Thus for example an x-fat band would be cycle of grid regions
where consecutive grid regions share an edge parallel to the x-axis. There are O(n 2)
grid regions, where n is the number of vertices of P. A fat tour is the analog of a
milling tour except that it traverses entire grid regions at a time rather than individual
grid squares. (This concept could be modeled by a cutter than can instantaneously
change its size when traversing from one grid region to another, but mainly fat tours
are useful as a step toward a regular milling tour with unit-square cutter.) A fat band
cover is a collection of fat bands which collectively cover the surface of P.
Define a weight function w : F - Z+ on fat bands by letting w(f) be the width
of fat band f. Let
F = {F C TF F is a fat band cover of P}.
grid region
z
Define the weight weight(F) of a fat band cover F E F to be weight(F) = EfEF w(f)
A fat band cover is minimum if it has minimum possible weight among all fat band
covers in F.
Analogously, for unit band covers, let
U = {u Iu is a unit band of P},
and
U = {U C U I U is a unit band cover of P}
The weight of a unit band is 1, and so the weight of a unit band cover U E U is
simply |UI. A unit band cover is minimum if it has minimum possible weight, i.e.,
cardinality (as considered in Section 2.3.1).
We will show in Theorem 2.2 that the weight of a minimum fat band cover is equal
to the weight of a minimum unit band cover. Thus, if we can find an a-approximate
fat band cover, then it must have an underlying a-approximate unit band cover. The
idea is then to obtain a fat tour from the fat band cover, and to show that it encodes
a milling tour (essentially a tour of unit bands), which is a 2a-approximation in turns
and a 2-approximation in length. The decoding of the fat tour into a milling tour is
straightforward, as shown in Theorem 2.3.
First we need a basic result
Proposition 2.4. Let P be a grid polyhedron, and let g be a grid square of P. Then
g is contained in exactly two fat bands of P.
Proof. The surface of P is partitioned into grid regions, each of which contains an
integral number of grid squares. Hence g is contained in exactly one grid region. But
a grid region is precisely the intersection of two fat bands. (If a third fat band were to
intersect a grid region, then the grid region would be split up into additional regions,
contradicting that it was a grid region to begin with.) Hence g is contained in exactly
two fat bands of P. D
Theorem 2.2. Let P be a grid polyhedron. The weight of a minimum fat band cover
is equal to the weight of a minimum unit band cover. Formally, we have
minF Fweight(F) =minU UU|.
Proof. Clearly we have
minFEFweight(F) > minuEu|UI, (2.1)
as any fat band cover F induces a unit band cover U of identical weight by replacing
each fat band f E F by w(f) unit bands; then weight(F) = weight(U) = |UI. It
remains to show the opposite inequality.
Let U' E U be a minimum unit band cover. The idea is to show that U' "contains
a fat band cover" F', that is to say, for each fat band f' in F', each of the unit bands
comprising f' is also in U'. Hence we would have
|U'l > E w(f') = weight(F') > minFEFweight(F), (2.2)
f'EF'
which combined with (1) would prove that we must have equality between the weight
of a minimum fat band cover and the weight of a minimum unit band cover.
Recall from Proposition 2.4 that each grid square of P is contained in exactly two
fat bands of P. We will show that for each grid square g of P that one of the two fat
bands, say fg, containing g is "contained in U'." And so
F':= U fg
grid square g
would be a fat band cover which is "contained in U'." Hence we would have
|U'l > [: w(f) = weight(F'),
f EF'
which would establish the theorem.
Suppose for contradiction that there exists a grid square g, neither of whose fat
bands fg, and fg2 is contained in U'. Notice that the intersection of fg, with fg2 is a
grid region R of dimensions w(fg1 ) x w(fg2 ). In particular for all pairs of unit bands
si C fgi and S2 E fg 2 , their intersection si n s2 is a grid square in R. But because
fgi and f92 are not contained in U', there exist unit bands si C fyi and s 2 E fg 2 such
that si V U' and s2 V U'. Hence the grid square si n s2 is not covered by U' (as a
grid square is contained in exactly two unit bands and neither of those bands is in
U'), contradicting that U' was a unit band cover. This concludes the proof. D
Next we define the analogous graphs for fat band covers as we did for unit band
covers in Section 2.3.1. We define a graph Hp analogous to Gp of Section 2.3.1 with
a node per fat band in F and two nodes connected via an edge if their corresponding
fat bands overlap. Additionally, we weight each vertex by the width of the fat band
corresponding to it. As in Proposition 2.2 of Section 2.3.1 (except that we now also
have weights), a vertex cover of weight W for HP corresponds to a fat band cover
of weight W and vice versa. Similarly, for a fat band cover F, the graph HF is the
induced subgraph of Hp on the subset of vertices corresponding to F. HF is the
analog of the graph Gs for a unit band cover S. As shown in Lemma 2.2 for Gs,
HF is also connected: conceptually, we can just contract all fat bands down to unit
bands, which does not change the topology of the band graph.
Fat Band Tours
We are now ready to prove that, in polynomial time, we can find a fat tour implicitly
encoding a milling tour that is a 2-approximation in length and a 2a-approximation
in turns:
Theorem 2.3. Let P be a grid polyhedron with n vertices. In time polynomial in n,
we can find a fat tour of P which can be decoded in linear time into a milling tour
that is a 2-approximation in length and an 2a-approximation in turns. In particular,
for a = 4/3, we obtain an O(n3 log n)-time algorithm that is an 8/3-approximation
in turns.
Proof. The proof is broken into three stages for easier readability. First we describe
how to compute the fat tour. Then we explain how to decode it into a milling tour,
and show that the milling tour obtained achieves the stated approximation factors.
Finally we analyze the running time of the algorithm.
Computing a fat tour: First we construct the graph Hp, where each vertex is
weighted by the width of the fat band corresponding to it. Recall that finding an
a-approximation for the minimum weight vertex cover for P is equivalent to finding
an a-approximation for minimum fat band cover. By Theorem 1 of [Hoc83], we can
find a vertex cover whose weight is at most 4/3 times the weight of an optimal cover
in time
O( V(Hp)| E(H) I log |V(H )|) =O(n' log n),
because the number of vertices IV(Hp)| = I O(n) and the number of edges
|E(Hp)| = O(n 2). We then convert this vertex cover into a fat band cover F for
P, and extract the induced subgraph HF of Hp. Because HF is connected, we can
compute a spanning tree T of HF. Finally we can construct a fat tour from T by
picking an arbitrary grid region and starting direction on the root band, and traversing
children in the order they are encountered as we did in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Decoding the fat tour into a milling tour: Recall that the fat tour can be
fully described by a spanning tree T where the root is annotated with a starting grid
region and a direction, and the children of each node are ordered from left to right
based on the order they are encountered by the tour. Similarly a milling tour can
be represented by such a tree except that we have unit bands rather than fat bands
representing each node, and the root is annotated with a starting grid square rather
than a starting grid region.
To obtain the tree T' describing a milling tour, we proceed as follows. (For
convenience we use nodes of the tree and their corresponding bands interchangeably.)
Replace each non-root node fi of T by the unit bands ul, . . . , uisf comprising fat
band fi ordered in the same way they are encountered by the fat tour. Assign all the
unit bands comprising the children of fi to the first unit band ui, of fi. The root is a
special case, which we describe now. Let fi be the root of T, and let the unit bands
u1 1, ... , u1 1,i be ordered in increasing order (e.g., say by increasing x-coordinate if
fi were an x-fat band). Let f2 be the leftmost child of fi (i.e., the first child of fi
visited by the fat tour). Let the root of T' be uil, and assign all other unit bands
comprising fi to be children of the first unit band U21 of f2. These new children of
U21 will ordered in the manner consistent with the way they would be traversed after
turning from u11 onto U21 (this order will clearly depend on whether it is a left turn
or a right turn). See Figures 2-4 and 2-5 for examples illustrating how you translate a
portion of a fat tour into a portion of a milling tour. In the first example, a left turn
is made from zil onto U21 (which in this figure are labeled A1 , and B 1, respectively).
In the second example, a right turn is made from u11 onto U21. Notice the change in
the ordering of the children of B1 between the case of a left turn versus a right turn
(if you had done a right turn onto a child, but wanted to change the turn to be a left
turn it has the effect of reversing the order of the children of that child).
Now we are ready to analyze the length and number of turns of the milling tour
described by T'. The nodes of T' are the unit bands in the underlying unit bands
of the fat band cover F, and hence there are weight(F) nodes in T'. The number of
edges in T' is thus weight(F) - 1. Turns only occur when turning from a parent onto
a child, or from turning from a child onto a parent. Thus the number of turns is the
number of edges traversed (in the tree view of the milling tour). Because each edge
is traversed twice, the number of turns is at most
2(weight(F) - 1) < 2a - OPTBC,
where OPTBC the size of a minimum unit band cover for P. This is because F was an
a-approximation for the minimum fat band cover, and hence its underlying unit band
cover was also an a-approximation for the minimum unit band cover by Theorem 2.2.
Now because the size of a minimum unit band cover is a lower bound on the number
of turns by Proposition 2.1, we obtain a 2a-approximation in turns. Finally, because
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Figure 2-4: Illustrates how to transform a portion of a fat tour into a portion of a
milling tour (red). The white dot indicates the starting grid square. The tree T on
the left describes a portion of a fat tour, and the tree T' on the right describes a
portion of a milling tour. The transformation from T to T' is obtained by replacing
non-root nodes of T by the unit bands comprising them, ordered in the same order
they are encountered by the fat tour. The root of T' is the only special case. The
root of T' is the topmost unit band A1 of the root S1 of T, and all other unit bands
of Si are assigned as children of the leftmost unit band of the leftmost child of S1,
which in this case is B 1. In this example, we turn left from A1 onto B 1, causing the
children of B1 to be visited in the order D 1, D2, A 4, A3, A2.
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Figure 2-5: Illustrates how to transform a portion of a fat tour into a portion of a
milling tour (red). The white dot indicates the starting grid square. The tree T on
the left describes a portion of a fat tour, and the tree T' on the right describes a
portion of a milling tour. The transformation from T to T' is obtained by replacing
non-root nodes of T by the unit bands comprising them, ordered in the same order
they are encountered by the fat tour. The root of T' is the only special case. The
root of T' is the topmost unit band A1 of the root Si of T, and all other unit bands
of Si are assigned as children of the leftmost unit band of the leftmost child of Si,
which in this case is B 1. In this example, we turn right from A1 onto B 1, causing the
children of B1 to be visited in the order A2, A3, A4 , D2, D1 .
each grid square is visited at most twice by the milling tour, this is a 2-approximation
in length.
Running time analysis: The time to compute a fat band cover F which is a 4/3-
approximation for the minimum fat band cover is O(na log n). A spanning tree T of
HF can be computed via depth-first search in time O(IV(HF)| + E(HF)) = 0(n 2 ).
Finding a tour of the tree takes time O(|E(T)|) = O(n). Thus the dominant term in
the running time is O(na log n). D
In Theorem 2.3, we stated the runtime as O(n3 log n), but more precisely it is
0(nm log n) where m (= 0(n 2)) is the number of edges in Hp, i.e., the number of
overlapping pairs of fat bands. Thus in some cases (specifically, m = o(n 2)), we can
do better than O(n3 log n) time.
2.4 Strip Foldings of Grid Polyhedra
In this section, we show how we can use a milling tour to efficiently cover a grid
polyhedron by folding a long strip. As mentioned in the introduction, strip folding
has important applications to programmable matter. We consider two types of strips,
the canonical strip and the zig-zag strip (see Figure 2-1). For each of the strip types,
define the length of a strip to be the number of grid squares it contains. For a strip
folding of a polyhedron P, define the number of layers covering a point q on P to be
the number of interior "non-crease" points of the strip that map to q in the folding,
where a crease point is a point lying on a hinge which gets folded by a non-zero angle.
We will give bounds on the length of the strip and also on the maximum number of
layers of the strip covering any point of the polyhedron.
2.4.1 Universality
First we observe that a strip of either type can follow any milling tour and thus
make any grid polyhedron. It suffices to show how to go straight, turn left, and turn
Figure 2-6: (a) Left and (b) right turn with a canonical strip.
Figure 2-7: Going straight with a zig-zag strip requires at most two unit squares per
grid square.
right. These notions of direction are intrinsic to the surface; in 3D, the strip would
be further folded at each edge of the polyhedron to follow the surface.
Figure 2-6 shows how a canonical strip can turn left or right; it goes straight
without any complex folding. Each turn adds 1 to the length of the strip, and adds 2
to the coverage of part of the grid square where the turn is made. Therefore a milling
tour of length L with t turns of a grid polyhedron can be followed by a canonical strip
of length L+t. Furthermore, if the milling tour visits each grid square at most c times,
then the strip folding has at most 3c layers covering any point of the polyhedron.
Figure 2-7 shows how to fold a zig-zag strip in order to go straight. In this
straight portion, each square of the polyhedron is covered by two squares of the strip.
Figure 2-8 shows left and right turns. Observe that turns require either one or three
squares of the strip. Therefore a milling tour of length L with t turns can be followed
by a zig-zag strip of length at most 2L + t. Furthermore, if the milling tour visits
each grid square at most c times, then the strip folding has at most 3c layers covering
any point of the polyhedron.
Figure 2-8: Illustrates the parity issue of turns with the zig-zag strip. (a) Turning
left at an odd position requires three grid squares, whereas turning right requires one
grid square. (b) Turning left at an even position requires one grid square, whereas
turning right requires three grid squares.
2.4.2 Improvements
We now show that these bounds can be improved for the milling tours obtained from
the approximation algorithm of Section 2.3. Recall that the milling tours produced
by the approximation algorithm satisfy the following properties:
(1) A grid square is either visited once, in which case it is visited by a straight part
of the tour; or it is visited twice, in one of the two configurations of Figure 2-2
(a straight junction or a turn junction).
(2) In the case of a turn junction, the length of the milling tour between the two
visits to the grid square (counting only one of the two visits to the grid square
in the length measurement) is even.
(3) The tour can be modified to alternate between left and right turns (without
changing its length or the number of turns).
The main idea for canonical strips is that Properties (1) and (3) allow us to make
turns as shown in Figure 2-9, so that we do not waste an extra square of the strip
per turn.
Theorem 2.4. If a grid polyhedron P has a milling tour T of length L with t turns,
and T satisfies properties (1) and (3) above, then P can be covered by a folding
of a canonical strip of length L with at most two layers covering any point of P.
Furthermore, the number of 1800 folds of the strip is t.
Proof. Because T alternates between left and right turns (property (3)), the canonical
strip can follow T by making a single 1800 diagonal fold at each turn. (It is the
fact that the canonical strip has all the diagonal hinges in the same direction that
forces you to alternate between left and right turns if you only make 180' folds at
diagonal hinges.) Furthermore, by Property (1), if T turns at a grid square, then
the grid square is visited twice and must correspond to a turn junction as shown in
Figure 2-2(b). Thus we can cover turn junctions with the canonical strip as shown in
Figure 2-9. Notice that one grid square of the strip is used per turn, and there are
only two layers of the strip covering a turn junction.
Figure 2-9: Illustrates a turn junction for a canonical strip. The parent band is
vertical and the child band is horizontal. The canonical strip starts out traveling
upwards, turns right onto the child, visits the child and its subtree, and returns from
the child by turning left back onto the parent band. Notice that each turn uses just
one grid square of the canonical strip, and there are only two layers of paper covering
the turn junction grid square.
By Property (1), if T goes straight at a grid square, then it is visited at most
twice by T (and in the case of being visited twice, it is a straight junction as shown
in Figure 2-2(a)). Going straight along T uses just one grid square of the strip, so a
straight junction is covered by two layers of the strip. The total length of the strip
used is thus L, and there are at most two layers of the strip covering each point of
P. The number of 1800 folds is just the number of turns of the milling tour, which is
t. D
Corollary 2.1. Let P be a grid polyhedron, and let n be the number of grid squares
of P. Then P can be covered by a folding of a canonical strip of length 2n, and with
at most two layers covering any point of P.
For zig-zag strips, we can use Properties (1) and (2) to argue that the bounds
are better than the naive bounds given for the zig-zag strip at the beginning of this
section.
Theorem 2.5. If a grid polyhedron P has a milling tour T of length L with t turns,
and T satisfies properties (1) and (2) above, then P can be covered by a folding
of a zig-zag strip of length 2L with at most four layers covering any point of P.
Furthermore, the number of 1800 folds of the strip is L.
Proof. Consider a path (not necessarily simple) of grid squares containing no 180'
turns (i.e., all turns are ±90) on the surface of P. If we try to follow the path with
a zig-zag strip, at even positions left turns require one unit square of the strip and
right turns require three unit squares, while at odd positions left turns require three
unit squares and right turns require one unit square. See Figure 2-8. Notice that T
does not contain any 180' turns by Property (1) and the definition of a turn junction
(see Figure 2-2(b)). Hence the positions along T alternate between left turns being
"easy" or being "hard" for the zig-zag strip (and similarly for the right turns).
Consider a grid square g corresponding to a turn junction of T. Then g is visited
twice by the tour, with the first visit and second visit having opposite turn directions
(i.e., if the first visit is a left turn, the second visit will be a right turn, and vice
versa). Now by Property (2), the length of the milling tour between the first and
second visit to g (counting g itself only once) is even, and so the second visit to g
has the same parity as the first visit to g. Now because the turns are in opposite
directions, one of the turns costs one grid square of the zig-zag strip, while the other
turn costs three grid squares of the zig-zag strip as we explained above. Hence turn
junctions are covered by four grid squares of the zig-zag strip.
By Property (1), the only other types of grid squares to consider are a straight
junction, or a grid square which is visited exactly once by going straight. Figure 2-7
illustrates that going straight at a grid square requires at most two squares of the
zig-zag strip. And because a straight junction is visited twice, at most four squares
of the zig-zag strip cover a straight junction. Combining this with the turn junction
coverage of four, we have at most four layers of the strip covering any point of P.
Now we are ready to measure the total length of the zig-zag strip used. The length
of T spent going straight is L - t; thus we use < 2(L - t) grid squares of the strip
for going straight. The length of T spent on turns is t, and half of the turns cost 1
grid square while the other half cost 3 grid squares, so we spend < t/2 + 3t/2 = 2t
grid squares of the strip for turns. Thus the total number of grid squares of the strip
used is at most 2(L - t) + 2t = 2L.
Finally we bound the number of 180' folds of the strip. At portions of the tour
going straight, we use one 1800 fold per unit of length, and thus L - t such folds are
dedicated to going straight. For turns, half of the turns require two 180' folds, whereas
the other half require no 180' folds. Hence we obtain a total of L - t + 2(t/2) = L
180' folds. E
Corollary 2.2. Let P be a grid polyhedron, and let n be the number of grid squares
of P. Then P can be covered by a folding of a zig-zag strip of length 4n, and with at
most four layers covering any point of P.
We briefly mention a coloring result for the zig-zag strip. By coloring the two sides
of the zig-zag strip differently, we can also bicolor the surface of P in any pattern
we wish as long as each grid square is assigned an entire color. We do not prove
this result here, except to say that the bounds in length are worse and the gadgets
(presented in Section 2.4.3) to avoid self-collision do not work. This bicolor result
has little interest from a practical standpoint, which is another reason why we do not
explore this topic further.
In the next section, we explore avoiding collision during strip foldings of the two
strip types.
2.4.3 Avoiding Collision
So far we have ignored collision (self-intersection) of the strip during the strip folding,
and rather focused on just specifying a final folded state for the strip. While this is
fine from a theoretical standpoint, given our interest in applications to real-world
programmable matter, this is an unrealistic assumption. Thus we describe gadgets
to specify a folding motion of the strip into the desired state, while avoid collision.
The gadgets presented here work more generally to avoid collision during any strip
folding, not just those generated from our milling tour algorithm.
We prove that, if the grid polyhedron P has feature size at least 2, then we can
construct a strip folding without collision. (By feature size at least 2, we mean that
every exterior voxel of P is contained in an empty 2 x 2 x 2 box.) If the target grid
polyhedron to fold has feature size 1, then one solution is to scale the polyhedron by
a factor of 2, and the results here then apply.
The idea to avoid collision is to keep the unused portion of a strip folded up into
an "accordion" and then to unfold only what is needed for the current move: straight,
left, or right. See Figure 2-10 for the accordion gadgets for the canonical strip and
the zig-zag strip, respectively. The reason why we restrict to feature size at least 2
is because the accordion gadgets fail even for just going straight with feature size 1.
This is because the portion of the accordion that needs to be unrolled can be blocked
by a previous portion of the strip that came from visiting that grid square earlier in
the tour, and in some cases there is no local move to fix it. Having feature size at
least 2 allows enough space to locally maneuver around such collisions.
We will perform the strip folding in such a way that we wrap the outside of the
polyhedron, so that the strip never penetrates the interior of the polyhedron, and it
never weaves under previous portions of the strip. In reality this may be a stronger
assumption than necessary as the polyhedron might not physically be there in an
actual programmable self-folding strip, so the strip may in fact have more space
to maneuver. But having these more stringent restrictions only makes our results
stronger. It suffices to show that regardless of the local geometry of the polyhedron
at the grid square where the milling tour either goes straight or turns, and regardless
of whether the accordion faces up or faces down relative to the grid square it is
covering (see Figures 2-11 and 2-12), that we can maneuver the accordion in a way
that allows us to unroll as many squares as necessary to perform the milling tour
move. A naive enumeration of the combinations of local geometry, up or downness
of the accordion, the type of move (left turn, right turn, or straight) and the type
of strip being folded, would lead to a large number of cases, but fortunately we will
(a) (b)
Figure 2-10: For both strip types, we can fold the unused portion of the strip into an
accordion to avoid collision during the folding motion: (a) canonical strip folded into
an accordion; (b) zig-zag strip folded into an accordion (hinges are drawn in pink for
increased visibility).
attempt to narrow it down to a small number of essential cases.
Before exploring the accordion gadget moves for the canonical strip and zig-zag
strip, we first establish some preliminary notation as well as justify why we can omit
certain cases. Throughout we will let gi, g2, and g3 denote the grid square previously
visited by the strip, the current grid square, and the next grid square the strip will
visit, respectively. Let e12 refer to the edge shared by gi and 92, and let e23 refer to
the edge shared by g2 and g3 . The local geometry of P at 92 is determined entirely
by the position of e12 relative to e23 (i.e., are they adjacent edges of g2 as in the case
of a turn, or are they opposite edges as in the case of a straight) and whether each of
those edges is reflex (270' dihedral angle), flat (180' dihedral angle), or convex (900
dihedral angle), respectively. Notice that for both the canonical strip and the zig-zag
strip, when the accordion is facing up, then going straight or turning is trivial as the
voxel above 92 is empty. Thus we will reduce our case analysis by only considering
cases where the accordion is facing down. In such a case, how to maneuver the strip
may not be straightforward as you cannot simply unroll below as the strip may be
blocked by a previous portion of the strip that came from visiting 92 earlier. Without
loss of generality, we will also only consider right turns, as the case of left turns can
be derived from the right turn moves presented.
We consider the accordion gadget moves separately for the canonical strip and the
zig-zag strip, respectively. We begin first with the canonical strip.
Figure 2-11: The accordion covering grid square 92 faces up. (g3 is only yellow for
visibility purposes, not because it signifies anything special.)
Figure 2-12: The accordion covering grid square g2 faces down.
(a) (b)
Figure 2-13: (a) The local geometry for turn case 1. (b) The local geometry for turn
case 2. The dashed voxel beginning one unit away from gi must be empty by the
feature size > 2 assumption. We will use the fact that this voxel is empty during the
canonical accordion gadget moves for this case.
Canonical Strip Accordion Gadget Moves
For the canonical strip, there are two turn cases and one straight case which we need
to consider.
Turns: Let turn case 1 refer to the case where e12 is a flat edge, and e23 is a reflex
edge, as illustrated in Figure 2-13(a). The moves we will present for this case will
also work for any combination of e12 being convex or flat and e23 being reflex, flat or
convex. Hence these moves cover all turn cases except for the case where e12 and e23
are both reflex, which we cleverly name turn case 2 (see Figure 2-13(b)).
The moves for turn case 1 are illustrated in Figure 2-14, and the moves for turn
case 2 are illustrated in Figure 2-15. Notice that for turn case 1 we do not exploit
feature size 2, which is why the moves here still work for any combination of e12 being
convex or flat and e23 being reflex, flat or convex. For turn case 2, we use the fact
that the dashed voxel in Figure 2-13(b) one unit away from gi must be empty by the
feature size at least 2 assumption, and so the moves here rely on the specific position
of gi relative to g2 (i.e., they rely on e12 being a reflex edge).
Figure 2-14: Illustrates the moves for turn case 1 for a face-down canonical accordion.
Figure 2-15: Illustrates the moves for turn case 2 for a face-down canonical accordion.
Figure 2-16: Illustrates the local geometry for straight case 1. Notice that the dashed
voxel beginning one unit above g2 must be empty; otherwise P would not have feature
size at least 2. We use the fact that this voxel is empty in the canonical accordion
gadget moves for this case (refer to Figure 2-17).
Straight: Let straight case 1 refer to the straight case where e12 is a reflex edge
and e23 is a convex edge (see Figure 2-16). Notice that the dashed voxel beginning
one unit above g2 must be empty; otherwise P would not have feature size at least
two. The moves for straight case 1 where the canonical accordion lies face-down on
g2 are shown in Figure 2-17. The moves for this case can clearly be modified for any
straight case (i.e., any combination of edge types for e12 and e23).
Zig-Zag Strip Accordion Gadget Moves
The analysis for the zig-zag strip accordion moves is slightly more complicated because
we now also have to consider whether a turn costs 1 unit or whether it costs 3 units,
as the moves can be different depending upon which turn cost case we are in.
Turns: There are four turn cases for the zig-zag gadget which need to be considered,
although for brevity we will only show the moves for one of the cases (see case (2)
below). Upon request, we are happy to provide the moves for the other cases. The
four cases are as follows: (1) e12 is flat and e23 is reflex and the turn costs one unit,
(2) e12 is reflex and e23 is flat and the turn costs one or three units (the moves work
regardless of the turn cost) (3) e12 and e23 are reflex and the turn costs one unit, (4)
e12 and e23 are reflex and the turn costs three units.
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Figure 2-17: Illustrates the moves for straight case 1 for a face-down canonical accor-
dion.
Figure 2-18: Illustrates the local geometry for zig-zag case (2).
We explain briefly why these are the only turn cases which need to be considered.
The moves for case (1) also work with e12 being convex and e23 being reflex with turn
cost one unit. The moves for case (2) also work for any combination of edge types for
e12 and e23 where e23 is not reflex. Finally the moves for case (4) work for e12 being
flat or convex and e23 reflex with turn cost three units. Thus these cases collectively
cover all possible cases we would need to consider for the zig-zag strip.
The moves for case (2) (see Figure 2-18) with turn cost one are shown in Figure 2-
19. These moves also work for turn cost three.
Figure 2-19: Illustrates the moves for zig-zag case (2) for a face-down zig-zag accordion
where the turn costs one unit. These moves also work for turn cost three, and for any
combination of edge types for e12 and e23 not having e23 reflex.
Straight: As with the canonical strip, it suffices to consider the case where e12 is a
reflex edge and e23 is a convex edge. The moves for this case with the zig-zag strip
are analogous to those presented for the canonical strip, so we do not reprove any
results here.
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Chapter 3
Maxspan of Fixed-Angle Chains
Co-authors. The results of this chapter are joint work with Joseph O'Rourke.
3.1 Introduction
Polygonal chains with fixed joint angles, permitting "dihedral" spinning about each
edge, have been used to model the geometry of protein backbones [STOO], [DLO06].
Soss studied the span of such chains: the endpoint-to-endpoint distance. He proved
that finding the minimum and maximum span of planar configurations of the chain-
the min and max flat span-are NP-hard problems [Sos0l]. Protein backbones are
rarely planar, so the real interest lies in 3D. Soss provided an example of a 4-chain
whose max span in 3D is not achieved by a planar configuration, establishing that
3D does not reduce to 2D. He designed an approximation algorithm, but left open
the complexity of finding 3D spans.1
Henceforth we will focus exclusively on the 3D maxspan problem, using the term
maxspan to refer to the 3D case unless otherwise indicated. Before continuing the
summary of previous work on this problem, we first introduce some terminology. For
a polygonal chain with vertices (VO, v1 , . . , vn), the joint angle at a vertex vi is the
angle Zvi_1 , vi, vi+1 . The turn angle at a vertex is just the supplement of the joint
'Recently, Borcea and Streinu proved that the 3D min and maxspans can be computed in poly-
nomial time [BS11], in contrast with Soss's NP-hardness results in 2D [Sos0l].
angle, i.e., the amount the joint has turned from straightness to reach its current
angle. Let a fixed-angle chain refer to a polygonal chain in which each of the joint
angles is fixed to some angle ai. The term chain will always refer to a fixed-angle
chain in this chapter, unless otherwise indicated. If all joint angles of the chain are
fixed to the same angle a, it is called an a-chain. A unit-chain refers to a fixed-angle
chain all of whose link lengths are 1. An n-chain refers to a fixed-angle chain with n
links.
My involvement on this work with O'Rourke spans over five years, but for brevity
I summarize the highlights of our findings as well as some failures. In my under-
graduate thesis, I proved that the maxspan of a unit a-chain is always achieved by
a planar configuration in which the turn angles alternate between ±(7r - a) [Ben06).
This configuration is called the trans-configuration, terminology from molecular biol-
ogy, which distinguishes between the trans- and cis-configurations of molecules. More
colloquially, the configuration is known as a staircase configuration. I also proved sev-
eral 3D lemmas for the general problem, leading only to a partial characterization of
maxspan configurations as well as some conjectures. In particular, O'Rourke and I
conjectured a structural theorem (henceforth referred to as the Structure Theorem),
stating that a maxspan configuration of a chain can always be partitioned into pla-
nar subchains, each of which is in maxspan configuration, and whose spans align
collinearly. We conjectured the Structure Theorem based on empirical evidence from
a gradient-ascent algorithm implemented by O'Rourke. (See Figure 3-15 for an exam-
ple of output of this program on an 11-chain. Notice that this maxspan configuration
can be partitioned into three sections, which respectively correspond to a maxspan
configuration of a 3-chain, a 5-chain, and a 3-chain, and which align end-to-end.) We
also conjectured a polynomial-time dynamic programming algorithm for computing
the maxspan of a-chains.
Although we came close to proving the structure theorem, as well as the polynomial-
time algorithm for a-chains, each of our attempts contained flaws. (We even published
these results in a conference abstract and an arXiv submission, but later had to re-
tract them when we realized they were incorrect.) In particular we made a false
assumption: that the max flat-span of an a-chain is always achieved by a simple (i.e.
non-self-crossing) configuration. As our entire proof was built on this assumption,
our proofs were not sound, even though the conclusions were (it turns out) correct.
There were also certain degeneracies we had ignored, but it turns out they cannot be
ignored.
In 2008 (although not published until his book in 2011), O'Rourke proved that
if a configuration of a chain is ordered link-piercing (that is, the axis segment vov,
intersects each link of the chain in order), then it is a maxspan configuration [O'R11].
This led to a much simpler proof of the unit-a chain result from my undergraduate
thesis, which he included in his book [O'R11]. Shortly after this, Borcea and Streinu
proved that a configuration of a chain achieves the maxspan if and only if it is ordered
line-piercing (that is, the segment vovn intersects the line through each link in order.)
(We will formally define ordered line-piercing later, as there are some subtleties in
the definition which must be handled for degenerate configurations, but are now only
interested in giving a high-level summary of the previous work.) The [BS08] publi-
cation uncovered previous work largely from the mechanical engineering community
showing that non-ordered line-piercing was a necessary condition for maximality of a
configuration [KW81], [Der8l], [Kor85], [SD81], [SD82]. For example, Stephen Derby
says [Der8l, p. 255]
"The maximum reach of a manipulator consisting of three or more revolute
joints is achieved when the line connecting the hand to the base is made
to intersect all the intermediate joint axes."
(Here "revolute joints" imply a fixed-angle chain, and "joint axes" are the lines con-
taining a link about which a joint spins its fixed angle determined by the next link.)
We-and Soss and Toussaint-were unaware of this work on line-piercing from me-
chanical engineering literature. Borcea and Streinu also proved that the maxspan for
a-chains (for a ;> /3) can be computed in linear time [BS10]. (Recently, they proved
that for all fixed-angle chains, the min and maxspans can be computed in polyno-
mial time [BS11].) In [BS10], they also informally state the Structure Theorem as
an immediate consequence of their [BSO8] result. Henceforth, we use the term line-
piercing to exclusively refer to ordered line-piercing, as both the notion of unordered
line-piercing, and ordered link-piercing, have proven not to be the key concept: it is
ordered line-piercing that is the key to understanding maxspan configurations. Let
the Line-Piercing Theorem refer to the result, originally proved by [BS08], that: a
chain is in maxspan configuration if and only if it is line-piercing.
We reprove the Line-Piercing Theorem using elementary geometric arguments.
Our proof is vastly different from that of [BS08], which uses Morse-Bott theory and
Meyer-Vietoris sequences. They use differential reasoning on the Hessian matrix,
whereas we use metric geometric reasoning. We include our proof of the Line-Piercing
Theorem, not only because it is interesting in of itself, but because the Line-Piercing
Theorem has been such a major breakthrough in finding efficient computations of the
maxspan for fixed-angle chains. 2
We now give a very crude outline of the remainder of the paper, which is primarily
dedicated to proving the Line-Piercing Theorem. The Structure Theorem follows eas-
ily from the Line-Piercing Theorem, and is stated as a corollary in Section 3.7. In this
section we'll refer to the forward direction of the Line-Piercing Theorem as: maxspan
=> line-piercing; and the reverse direction as: line-piercing => maxspan. Both di-
rections of the Line-Piercing Theorem are proved via induction on the number of links.
In Sections 3.2 and 3.4, we establish some base cases of 3- and 4-chains which will
be used in both directions of the proof of the Line-Piercing Theorem. In Section 3.3,
we introduce the notion of shortcutting chains, a powerful technique which we use
throughout most of our proofs. The high-level idea behind shortcutting is that if you
have a maxspan configuration of a chain and shortcut the chain from either endpoint
to an interior vertex, the induced shortcut chain configuration must also be a maxs-
pan configuration. In Section 3.5, we prove that certain degeneracies can never occur
in a maxspan configuration of an admissible chain (i.e., one whose joint angles are all
2The algorithms of Borcea and Streinu [BS10, BS11] have completely subsumed our own results,
so we do not bother including any of our algorithms in this chapter. Also our algorithms were based
on the Structure Theorem, which we did not have a correct proof of at the time, which is another
reason why we do not include our own algorithms.
non-zero). In particular, we prove that the shortcut of a maxspan configuration of an
admissible chain is itself admissible (see Lemma 3.9). Although proving Lemma 3.9
is not straightforward, it leads to much simpler proof of the forward direction of the
Line-Piercing Theorem (Theorem 3.1). It is worth mentioning that the forward di-
rection of the Line-Piercing Theorem does not even hold for non-admissible chains
(although we'll discuss how to handle such chains shortly in Section 3.1.2), which is
why we need Lemma 3.9 in order for the inductive proof of Theorem 3.1 to work.
Finally, the reverse direction of the Line-Piercing Theorem (Theorem 3.2) is easy to
show, so we do not feel the need to sketch its proof here. We now introduce some
formal definitions, as well as notational conventions used throughout the paper.
3.1.1 Definitions
We distinguish between an abstract chain C specified by its link lengths (1,.... If)
and joint angles (ai, .... , an-1 ) and a configuration C of C, a realization of C embedded
in R2 or R3, specified by its vertex coordinates, C = (vo,... , vn). The maxspan of
C is the maximum of |vovn| over all configurations C of C. A maxspan configuration
of a fixed-angle chain C is a configuration achieving the maxspan of C. By a slight
abuse of language (using a noun as an adjective), we also say that a configuration is
maxspan 3 it achieves the maxspan of C.
We now define what it means for a configuration to be line-piercing. (Neither
the 1980s literature nor BS provide a formal definition of line-piercing, encompassing
all situations.) See Figure 3-1 for examples of line-piercing configurations. Let C =
(vo, v 1 , .. . , vn) be a configuration of an n-chain. The segment voV is the axis segment
of the chain, and the line L D vov containing vov is the axis line of the chain. Let
Li-,i D vi_1vi be the line containing the link vi-ivi, and define x = Li1,i n L to be
the point where the i-th link's line Li_,, crosses the axis line L, if it does cross. Define
xi = vi if Li_1 , is identical to L-i.e., the link's right endpoint is xi, and xi = oo if
Li_,, does not intersect L.
3 This is to avoid having to constantly say "a configuration is a maxspan configuration" which
sounds redundant.
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Figure 3-1: Two examples of line-piercing configurations.
Note that x,, = va, and, when the first link is not collinear with L, x1 = vo. We
say that the configuration of the chain is line-piercing if the xi occur in their natural
order along L:
Vo _ X1 _ X2 -< Xn-1 _ Xn = Vn.
Note that, if a configuration is line-piercing, then no link's containing line can cross the
axis line at a point outside of the axis segment. Nor can a line-piercing configuration
contain a link whose containing line does not intersect L. If some link vi_1 vi of a
line-piercing configuration lies on the axis line L, then it must be that vi-ivi points
(as a vector) from vo to vn. This follows because the reverse orientation results in
xi_1 > xi in the case that i - 1 # 0 and vo > xi in the case that i - 1 = 0.
Two special joint angles need to be distinguished in the proofs. Recall that the
joint angle ac at vi is Zvi_ 1vivi+1- If ai = 180', the joint is called straight. If
ai = 0, the joint is called jackknifed. Both straight and jackknifed joints imply that
(vi_ 1, vi, vi+1) are always collinear in any configuration of the chain. Thus, in some
sense, these joints are not true "joints" in that they permit no flexibility at vi: the
chain is equivalent to one that replaces the two links vi_1 vi and vivi+ 1 with one link
v0 x1
vi_1 vi. A chain is called admissible if it contains no jackknifed joints.
3.1.2 Treatment of Jackknifed and Straight Joints
In the majority of our theorem statements, we assume the input chain is admissible
and that it does not contain any straight joints. Furthermore, if we get into a sit-
uation in a proof where we may have created a jackknifed joint or a straight joint
via shortcutting, then we will address the situation explicitly where it occurs. This
assumption makes sense both from an ideological standpoint as well as a practical
standpoint.
From an ideological standpoint, as stated above, jackknifed and straight joints
provide no extra flexibility, and any such joints can be removed yielding an admissible
chain with no straight joints having identical properties to the previous chain (i.e. any
configuration of the latter chain induces a configuration of the former chain having
identical span, and vice versa). Thus if you wanted to characterize the maxspan of
a chain with jackknifed or straight joints, you would simply clip off any jackknifed
joints and merge any straight joints, at which point you could apply the results in
this paper to characterize its maxspan. See Figure 3-2 for an example of how to
remove jackknifed and straight joints from a chain configuration in order to obtain
an admissible chain configuration with no straight joints.
From a practical standpoint, including non-admissible chains or straight joints
yields messier proofs. Also (as previously mentioned), the forward direction of the
Line-Piercing Theorem (Theorem 3.1) does not even hold for non-admissible chains.
See Figure 3-3 for an example. (Theorem 3.1 does however hold for admissible chains
having straight joints.)
We now briefly show that straight joints do not affect whether a configuration is
line-piercing, which further motivates our choice to exclude straight joints from the
majority of our theorems. We state this below in Proposition 3.1, leaving the proof
to the reader. The results in this paper are unaffected by either the inclusion or
exclusion of straight joints.
V 6 V0 V 1 V
Figure 3-2: Removal of the jackknifed and straight joints from the configuration on
the left yields the equivalent 3-chain configuration on the right. Any configuration of
the chain on the left induces a configuration of the chain on the right having identical
span, and vice versa.
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Figure 3-3: A maxspan configuration of a non-admissible 4-chain which is not line-
piercing, since x 1 > X2. Thus Theorem 3.1 does not hold for non-admissible chains.
Proposition 3.1. The following two properties hold:
1. If a configuration of a fixed-angle chain containing some straight joints is line-
piercing, then it is line-piercing if some or all of the straight joints are merged
(i.e., removed by joining collinear links).
2. If a configuration of a fixed-angle chain is line-piercing, then splitting one or
more links by introducing straight joints in their interior leaves the new chain
configuration line-piercing.
3.2 3-Chains
The trans-configuration was previously defined for a-chains as the planar configura-
tion in which the turn angles alternated between (7r - a). A more general definition
for arbitrary chains is one in which the turn angles alternate between ±(7r - ai).
For an arbitrary 3-chain, this is equivalent to defining the trans-configuration of 3-
chain (vo, v1i, v2, v3 ) to be the planar configuration in which vo and v3 lie on opposite
sides of the line through viv 2. Equivalently we can define the cis-configuration to be
the planar configuration in which vo and v3 lie to the same side of the line through
v1v2. In this section we show that the maxspan of an admissible 3-chain (with no
straight joints) is always achieved by the trans-configuration. In particular, the trans-
configuration is the only line-piercing configuration of such a chain.
Lemma 3.1 (3-Chain Lemma). The maxspan of an admissible 3-chain (with no
straight joints) is achieved uniquely by the trans-configuration. (The minspan is
achieved uniquely by the cis-configuration.)
Proof. Let the chain be (vO, v1, v2, v3), and let 3 denote the angle between vov 2 and
v2v3. Without loss of generality, fix {vo, vi, v2 } in a plane H. Then the maximum
distance between vo and V3 , maxlvov 3|, is achieved when 3 is largest. This is because
the lengths |vov 2 and |v2v3 are already determined by the fixed link lengths and fixed
joint angles of the chain, leaving only 3 to vary. Now we just need to show that #
is largest when v3 is in HI on the opposite side of the line through the middle link
as vo. See Figure 3-4. Looking down on H from above as in (b), it is clear that the
segment that is the projection of the cone rim on which v3 rides must cut the level
curves transversely. For only if {vo, vi, v2} were collinear could it be parallel to the
level curves, but then the joint angle a1 would be 0 or ir contrary to our assumption
of no jackknifed or straight joints (joint angles must be in the open interval (0, 7r)).
Thus the v3 projection intersects each level curve at most once, beginning at some
intermediate 13 and ending at the maximum / in the plane H. In particular, the
minimum valid # corresponds to the cis-configuration, while the maximum valid # is
achieved by the trans-configuration.
We now establish that the only line-piercing configuration of an admissible 3-chain
(with no straight joints) is the trans-configuration.
(a) (b)
Figure 3-4: The maxspan of a fixed-angle 3-chain is achieved uniquely by the planar
trans-configuration. The rim of the cone (red) is the locus of possible locations of v3.
The cone ribs (green) specify all possible location of link v2v3 . The rings (blue) are
the level sets for # = Zvov 2v3.
Proposition 3.2. Let C be an admissible 3-chain (with no straight joints). The
trans-configuration is the only line-piercing configuration of C.
Proof. The fact that the trans-configuration is line-piercing is obvious, so it remains
to show that there are no other line-piercing configurations.
Suppose C = (vo, v1, v2 , v3) is a line-piercing configuration of C. Let L 12 denote
the line through the middle link viv 2. By definition of line-piercing and the fact that
C contains no jackknifed or straight joints, L 12 must intersect the line segment vov 3
at a single point. Hence L 12 and vov3 are coplanar, and vo and v3 lie on opposite sides
of L 12 . Thus C is the trans-configuration. l
It follows immediately by combining Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 that a con-
figuration of an admissible 3-chain is maxspan if and only if it is line-piercing.
Corollary 3.1. Let C be an admissible 3-chain (with no straight joints). A configu-
ration of C is maxspan if and only if it is line-piercing.
We now prove that in any maxspan configuration of a fixed-angle chain with at
least three links, the first three vertices are coplanar with the last vertex, and the
last three vertices are coplanar with the first vertex. We appropriately name this the
4- Vertex Lemma. Notice that in the 4-Vertex Lemma, we make no assumption on the
joint angles of the chain.
Lemma 3.2 (4-Vertex Lemma). Let C = (vo,..., Vn) be a maxspan configuration of
an n-chain with n > 3. Then {vo,v 1,v 2,vn} are coplanar, and {vo, Vn-2, Vn1, vn} are
coplanar.
Proof. We prove the latter claim; the former follows by relabeling the vertices in
reverse. Notice that if VO, Vn-2, v_ 1 are collinear or if Vn-2, Vn-1, Vn are collinear,
then there is nothing to prove as {vO, Vn-2, vn_, vn} would already be coplanar. Thus
assume neither triple is collinear. Let H be the plane determined by {vo, Vn-2, on_1}.
Then C': (vo, Vn-2, vn1, vn) is a configuration of a "virtual" 3-chain (having no 0' or
180' joint angles) whose span is maximized when vn lies in 1I by the 3-Chain Lemma.
Hence C' must be the trans-configuration, otherwise we could increase the distance
between vo and v by rotating v, about the axis v,-2vn_1 into the trans-configuration.
Thus {vo, Vn-2, v_, 1, vI are coplanar. El
3.3 Shortcutting Chains
We now introduce a very powerful technique for characterizing maxspan configura-
tions. The idea is that if you have a chain in a maxspan configuration then if you
shortcut the chain from either of the two endpoints, the subchain induced must also
be in a maxspan configuration. This insight proves very useful in characterizing
the structure of maxspan configurations. In particular, if you want to characterize
maxspan configurations of n-chains, you can obtain a lot of preliminary results just
based on what you already know about chains with fewer links. Thus we use this
shortcutting technique in many of the inductive proofs in this paper.
We are now ready to formalize what we mean by shortcutting a configuration of
a chain. Let C be a n-chain, and let C = (vo, ... ., v) be a configuration of C. By
shortcutting from either end of C, we obtain a configuration of a fixed-angle k-chain
C' for some k < n. We will show that any configuration of C' corresponds to a
configuration of the original chain C having identical span. We state this formally
in the Shortcut Lemma below. Notice that in the Shortcut Lemma we make no
assumption on the joint angles of the chains, so this lemma applies equally well to
configurations of chains with jackknifed and straight joints.
Lemma 3.3 (Shortcut Lemma). Let C be an n-chain with joint angles ai for 1 <
i < n - 1, and let C = (vo,...,v,...,vn) be a configuration of C. Let C' =
(vo,... ,vk-1iVkvn) be a configuration of the chain C' that matches C at the cor-
responding vertices up to Vk, but "shortcuts" from Vk to v,. C' has joint angles a, for
1 K i K k - 1, and a' = ZVklVkVn (in general different from ak). Then, for any
configuration of C', there is a configuration of C having identical span.
Proof. Without loss of generality fix the position of the link VklVk. Because C and
C' are identical up to Vk and we have fixed the position of VklVk, reconfigurations of
C' involving only the first k links correspond to valid configurations of both C and C'.
Hence we only need to show that reconfigurations of C' which involve the last link
VkVn also correspond to valid configurations of C.
Notice that the cone K' of vn in C' and the cone K of Vk+1 in C have the same
axis VklVk. See Figure 3-5. Hence a rotation of v, by 0 on its cone K' can also
be achieved by C by rigidly rotating the entire suffix chain from Vk onwards by 0
about the axis through VklVk. Hence for any configuration A' = (v', . . . , v', v' ) of
C', there is a valid configuration A = (vs, .. , v,. . . , v') of C, and clearly A' and A
have identical spans. 0
Corollary 3.2. Let C = (vo, ... ,vn) be a maxspan configuration of an n-chain C.
Let vi be an internal vertex of C (i.e. 0 < i < n). Then C' = (vo,... , vi, vn) is a
maxspan configuration of an (i + 1)-chain C'. (Similarly, by shortcutting C from the
other end, i.e. vo, the induced chain configuration must be maxspan.)
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.3, we know that for any configuration of C', there is a
configuration of C with identical span. So if C' were not maxspan, then we could
increase the span of C', and thus also increase the span of C. 0
The following corollary shows that if you shortcut a maxspan configuration from
both ends, the induced configuration must also be maxspan.
Kak vk
Ivk-1I
Figure 3-5: The cone K' of v in C' and the cone K of Vk+1 in C have the same axis
Vk-lVk-
Corollary 3.3. Let C = (vo, ... ,v,) be a maxspan configuration of an n-chain for
some n > 3. Let i, j be integers such that 0 < Z < < n. Then C' - (vo, vi, . v.. , ,)
is a maxspan configuration of a (j - i + 2)-chain C'.
Proof. We apply Corollary 3.2 twice. Let C" = (vo, . . . , vi, . . . , v, va). By the corol-
lary, C" is maxspan. Now because C" is maxspan, if we shortcut again (this time
from vo to vi), the induced chain must also be in a maxspan configuration. Hence
C' = (vo, vi, ... , v, v,) is maxspan. El
3.4 4-Chains
In this section we prove that maxspan configurations of admissible 4-chains (with no
straight joints) are line-piercing. (Notice that if an admissible 4-chain had straight
joints, then it would really be like 1, 2 or 3-chain depending on how many straight
joints it had, so there is no point in us considering that possibility here.) Moreover a
maxspan configuration can occur in one of two ways: either by a planar configuration,
or by aligning the span of two 2-chains. See Lemma 3.5 (4-Chain Lemma).
Before we prove the 4-Chain Lemma, it is useful to first establish the geometry
of 4-chain configurations. Consider a 4-chain C = (V, . . . , V4) with link lengths
L 1,..., L4 and joint angles a 1, a 2, as.
Without loss of generality, fix the first three vertices in the xy-plane, respectively
at positions vo, v1, and v2. Also without loss of generality, take v2 to be the origin,
vi = (0, -L 2 , 0) and vo to lie in the half-plane x < 0, z = 0. Notice that with the
first three vertices fixed at those positions, there exactly two positions of V3 in the
xy-plane, one with x-coordinate < 0 and the other with x-coordinate > 0. Call these
positions v' and v3 , respectively. Recall that in maxspan configurations V4 must lie
in the xy-plane by the 4-Vertex Lemma. Hence we seek to specify the locus o- of V4
in wy-plane. Let E denote the circle of radius |V2V4 1 centered at v2. Then o- C E
since the distance between v2 and V4 is fixed for all valid configurations of C. The
maximum span of C must be achieved by some point on o-, which we will characterize
later. Let C14 denote the suffix 3-chain (V1,... , V4).
Lemma 3.4 (4-Chain Geometry Lemma). Using the definitions and assump-
tions above:
1. o- consists of two arcs (a, b) and (a', b') of E, with (a', b') a reflection of (a, b)
across the y-axis (see Figure 3-6). Note that we could have a = a' or b = b', as
Figure 3-7 illustrates. Let a be the arc endpoint with the largest y-coordinate.
Let (a, b) denote the arc with non-negative x-coordinates.
2. (a) In general, when a and a' are distinct, a (and a') is achieved uniquely by
a planar configuration of C having C14 in maxspan configuration. When b
and b' are distinct, b (and b') is achieved uniquely by a planar configura-
tion of C having C14 in minspan configuration. (Recall that because C14 is
an admissible 3-chain with no straight joints, the max and minspans are
achieved uniquely by the trans and cis-configurations, respectively.)
(b) In the case where a = a', there are exactly two planar configurations (dif-
fering only in the placement of V3, with V3 symmetrically placed across the
y-axis) corresponding to a(= a'), each having C14 in maxspan configura-
tion. There are infinitely many non-planar configurations corresponding
to a(= a'), all having C14 in maxspan configuration.
In the case where b = b',there are exactly two planar configurations (dif-
fering only in the placement of V3, with V3 symmetrically placed across
the y-axis) corresponding to b(= b'), each having C14 in minspan configu-
ration. There are infinitely many non-planar configurations corresponding
to b(= b'), all having C14 in minspan configuration.
3. All interior points of the arcs correspond to nonplanar configurations of the
4-chain.
4. Let v* be one of the two positions of V3 in the xy-plane. There are exactly two
planar configurations of C with the first four vertices fixed at (vo,v 1,v 2,v), one
which places V4 at a position a* E {a, a'}, and the other with V4 at a position
b* - {b, b'}. And the line L23 - through v2 and v* bisects a*b*. This is depicted
in Figure 3-6.
Proof. The first three vertices are fixed at vO, vi, v2 throughout. We first establish
the identity of a, a', b, and b' on E, and argue that at the very least we have o C
arc(a, b) U arc(a', b'). Then we will prove Properties (2) and (4). Lastly we will prove
Property (1), followed by Property (3).
With V and V2 fixed at vi and v2 , there are four configurations of C14 in the
xy-plane. Refer to Figure 3-6 throughout. Two of these configurations A14 and A' 4
are the trans-configuration and are reflections of each other about the y-axis. The
other two configurations B14 and B'4 are the cis-configuration and are reflections of
each other about the y-axis. Let a, a', b, and b' be the positions of V4 in A 14 , A' 4, B,
and B' 4 , respectively. Without loss of generality, take a and b to have x-coordinate
> 0, and a' and b' to have x-coordinate < 0. (This is without loss of generality
because in one of the two A configurations, V4 has x-coordinate > 0 and in the other
< 0 since they are reflections of each other across the y-axis, so we can always label
the configurations to satisfy our assumptions. The same logic applies to the two B
configurations.) Notice that a, a', b, and b' all lie on E since any valid configuration
of C14 (with V1 and V2 fixed at vi and v2) has V4 at distance IV2V4| from v2 . The
points a and a' are at distance maxspan(C14 ) from vi, and b and b' are at distance
minspan(C14 ) by the 3-Chain Lemma. Notice that the y-coordinate of a is necessarily
greater than the y-coordinate of b due to the assumption that vi lies below v2 on the y-
axis. Because the distance of any point in o- from vi is bounded between minspan(C14 )
and maxspan(C14 ), O-. must be contained in arc(a, b) U arc(a', b'). Later we will show
that o- = arc(a, b) U arc(a', b') to finish the proof of Property (1) but we do not yet
have all the pieces in place.
We now prove Property (2). We will only go through the arguments for a and a', as
the arguments for b and b' are analogous. First suppose a , a'. Then neither a nor a'
lies on the y-axis, since they are reflections of each other across the y-axis and assumed
to be distinct. Notice that it suffices to show that the only configuration corresponding
to a is A14 . (This is because any configuration of C14 corresponding to a can be turned
into one corresponding to a' by rotating it by 7r around the y-axis; similarly any
configuration corresponding to a' can be turned into a configuration corresponding
to a.) Because a is at distance maxspan(C14 ) from vi, any configuration of C14 which
places V4 at a must have C14 in trans-configuration by the 3-Chain Lemma. We will
show that A1 4 is the only such configuration. With V and V2 fixed at vi and v2, the
locus of V4 with C14 in trans-configuration can be obtained by sweeping A14 about
the y-axis. Because a does not lie on the y-axis, V4 only intersects the xy-plane twice,
once at a and once at a' throughout this rotation about the y-axis. Hence A1 4 is
the only configuration of C14 corresponding to a, and A' 4 is the only configuration
corresponding to a'. (When a = a', there would be infinitely many configurations
corresponding to a since sweeping A14 about the y-axis would leave V4 fixed at a on
the y-axis). The arguments for b and b' in Property (2) are analogous, so we do not
repeat them here. Thus we have established Property (2).
To show Property (4), let v* be one of the two positions of V3 in the xy-plane.
With the first four vertices of C fixed at (vo, ... , v), V4 rides on the rim of a cone with
axis v2v* and half-angle 7 - a 3 . The rim of this cone is a circle Q whose containing
plane is orthogonal to L2 3-, and Q intersects the xy-plane at two distinct points a*
and b*. (We only established notation for the rim of the cone as it will be useful
for later proving Property (1), but it is not immediately of use.) Refer to Figures 3-
6 and 3-8. At one of the two positions b*, V4 lies to the same side of the line L23-
as vi, and so (vi, v2, v*, b*) is the cis-configuration of C14 . Hence b* C {b, b'}. At the
other position a*, V4 lies to the opposite side of L23. as vi, and so (vI, v2 , vi, a*) is
trans and a* E {a, a'}. Finally because a* is a reflection of b* across L23-, we have
that L23. bisects a*b*.
We are now ready to prove Property (1). The claims about (a, b) being a reflection
of (a', b') across the y-axis, a having larger y-coordinate than b, and (a, b) being the
arc with non-negative x-coordinates have already been established above. Thus, to
establish Property (1), it remains to prove that o = arc(a, b) U arc(a', b'). We use the
notation from the proof of Property (4) of v* and the rim Q of the cone of V4 . The
locus o of V4 positions in the xy-plane is obtained by moving V3 on its cone, which
causes Q to rotate about the axis through viv 2 (i.e. the y-axis). All the positions
where Q intersects the xy-plane during this rotation constitute C-. Let Q+ denote
the portion of Q lying on or above the xy-plane. Refer to Figure 3-8 throughout.
The y-coordinates of the points on Q+ strictly decrease as you move from a* to b*.
Let H : {y = qy} be a plane orthogonal to the y-axis, cutting Q+ at a point q, as
shown in Figure 3-8. Rotation of q about the y-axis follows a circle in LII centered on
(0, qy, 0), which intersects the xy-plane at (in general) two points p and p' symmetric
with respect to the y-axis. These points lie on arc (a, b) and arc (a', b'), respectively.
Because we can sweep the plane H from the upper a-endpoint of the arc to the lower
b-endpoint, we obtain v4 points of o for all positions between, as claimed.
To prove Property (3), it remains to show that p and p' correspond to non-planar
configurations of C in the case where q was an interior point of Q+. Let 0 be the
angle between q - (0, qy, 0) and the positive x-axis. Because q did not originally lie in
the xy-plane, we have 0 < 0 < r. Rotating q clockwise by 0 about the positive y-axis
yields p, and rotating q counterclockwise by 7 - 0 yields p'. Hence the corresponding
configurations of C to p and p' have v* rotated about the positive y-axis by these same
angles. Thus since 0 is not a multiple of 7r, the corresponding position of V3 does not
lie in the xy-plane for either of these configurations.
The following lemma (4-Chain Lemma) characterizes maxspan configurations of
4-chains, and, in particular, shows that they are always line-piercing.
Lemma 3.5 (4-Chain Lemma). The maxspan of an admissible 4-chain C (with no
straight joints) is achieved in one of two ways (both of which are line-piercing):
1. Alignment of the spans of the two 2-chains (V, V1, V2) and (V2, V3, V4); or
2. The entire configuration is planar and line-piercing.
Proof. We use the same notation and set-up as in Lemma 3.4 (4-Chain Geometry).
Recall that the first three vertices are fixed in the xy-plane at positions vo, vi, v2,
respectively. We aim to find the point on o- at maximum distance from vo and then we
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Figure 3-6: Four cases showing the locus of V4 intersected with the xy-plane. The
planar configurations of the chain determine the arc endpoints. The four cases show
the four possible ways in which the line through v2 and a planar position of V3 can
bisect a pair of endpoints, one from {a, a'} and the other from {b, b'}. Let L 23 denote
the line through v2v3 and let L231 denote the line through v2v3. (a) L 23 bisects ab,
while L23/ bisects a'b'. (b) L23 bisects a'b', while L23, bisects ab. (c) L23 bisects a'b,
while L23, bisects ab'. (d) L23 bisects ab', while L23' bisects a'b.
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Figure 3-7: Illustrates the ways in which you can have o merge into a single arc,
rather than two distinct arcs: (a) Case where a = a' and b and b' are distinct. (b)
Case where b = b' and a and a' are distinct. (c) Case where a = a' and b = b'. Notice
that o is equal to the entire circle E in this case.
Figure 3-8: Q+ is shown in blue, and q is a point on Q+. The rotation of q about
the y-axis intersects the xy-plane at two points p and p', with p E arc(a, b) and
p' E arc(a', b'U).
a=a
will characterize the configuration(s) corresponding to that point. We first establish
some notation. We will use the notation Lij to denote the line through vertices vi
and v. Let E+ refer to the half of the circle E having x-coordinate > 0. Recall from
Property 1 of the 4-Chain Geometry lemma that arc (a, b) lies in E+.
Because we took vo to have negative x-coordinate, the maxspan of C must be
achieved at some point on arc (a, b). This is because for any point q' with negative
x-coordinate, the point q reflected across the y-axis has strictly greater distance from
vo (consider the Voronoi diagram of q' and q. vo lies in the same cell as q' so q must
be farther from vo than q' is from vo.)
Let p:= L02 0 E+. Notice that p is the point on E at max distance from vo (and
q := L0 2n E is the point at min distance from vo). We now consider two cases based
upon whether p lies in arc (a, b) or outside arc (a, b). In the first case, we show that
the maxspan configuration(s) falls into option 1 of the lemma. And in the second
case, the maxspan configuration(s) falls into option 2 of the lemma. (Notice that if
a = a' and b = b', then u = E (see Figure 3-7(c)) and so we necessarily fall into Case
1.)
Case 1: Suppose p lies in arc (a, b). Then we have found the point on o which achieves
the maxspan of C. In general, there are two symmetric configurations corresponding
to p (These configurations differ only in the position of V3 with V3 symmetrically
placed on opposite sides of the xy-plane). And the position of V4 is of course p. Now
because v2 lies along v0p, these configurations align the spans of the two 2-chains
(V, V1, V2) and (V2, V3, V4). Thus these configurations are line-piercing. Notice that
in this case the maxspan configurations fall into option 1 of the lemma.
Case 2: Suppose p does not lie in arc (a, b). We will show that the maxspan config-
uration(s) falls into the second option of the lemma. The arc endpoint of o closest
to p achieves the maxspan of C. Notice this endpoint must be a or b. (Notice that if
a is the closest arc endpoint to p, we must have a f a'. Similarly, in the case that b
is the closest arc endpoint to p, we must have b # b'.) The line L 1 2 intersects E into
two points, call them m+ and m--, where m+ is the point with positive y-coordinate,
and m- is the point with negative y-coordinate. We assume that a is the closest arc
endpoint to p (and so we must have a # a'). (The case where b is the closest arc
endpoint to p is analogous except that b takes on the role of a and m- takes on the
role of m+ throughout. The properties in which a and b differ are not relevant to the
proof so the analysis is analogous in either case.) Then p must lie in arc (m+, a) of
E+ as shown in Figure 3-9.
By Property 2(a) of the 4-Chain Geometry lemma, there is a unique, planar
configuration C corresponding to a. This establishes the planarity portion of option
2, but we still need to show that C is line-piercing.
Let v* be the position of V3 in the configuration C corresponding to a. Refer
to Figure 3-6. Notice that v* is one of the two positions, v3 and v3 of V3 in the xy-
plane. Let L 23. denote the line through v2v. By Property 4 of the 4-Chain Geometry
lemma, L 23. bisects ab or ab', and the pair of endpoints that L 23. bisects correspond
to the two positions of V4 in the xy-plane when the first four vertices are fixed at
(vo, vi, v2, v*). To show that C is line-piercing, it suffices to show that L12 intersects
voa(= vov 4) before L 23. intersects voa.
Let a* denote the point -a, i.e. the reflection of a through the origin. Consider
the wedge W,-m- bounded by the rays v2a* and v2m as shown in Figure 3-9. Be-
cause p lies on arc (m+, a) and vo has negative x-coordinate, vo must lie in Wa-m-. Let
Wm-a denote the wedge bounded by rays v2m and Via as shown in Figure 3-9. No-
tice that the union of Wa-m- and Wm-a is the halfplane below L 2a (the line through
v2a). We will prove that L 23- intersects Wm-a. And thus conclude that ray v-
must first cross L 12 (the y-axis) and then cross L 23. before reaching a, as Figure 3-9
depicts. We now break into two subcases depending on whether L 23. bisects ab or ab'.
Subcase 1: If L 23. bisects ab (and hence arc (a, b)), then clearly it intersects Wn-a
as Wn-a contains arc (a, b). See Figure 3-9(a). Thus C is line-piercing.
Subcase 2: The other subcase is that L 23. bisects ab'. Refer to Figure 3-9(b).
Notice that L 23- must in fact be the perpendicular bisector of ab', since a and b' lie
(a) (b)
Figure 3-9: (a) The case where L23. bisects ab. (b) The case where L23. bisects ab'.
on the circle E and L23. passes through its center v2. Hence the reflection of a across
L23. is b'. Suppose for contradiction that L23. does not intersect W-a. Then L23-
must intersect E at a point q along arc (m+, a). Hence the reflection of a across L23'
yields a point along top arc (a', a). But b' does not lie along top arc (a', a) because
it has smaller y-coordinate than a' and a by Property 1 of the 4-Chain Geometry
lemma. Hence this is a contradiction. Thus L23. must intersect Wmn-a, and so C is
line-piercing.
D
3.5 Degenerate Configurations
The bulk of the work in this section leads up to the proving that the shortcut
of a maxspan configuration of an admissible chain must itself be admissible (see
Lemma 3.9). If the shortcut of a maxspan configuration C of an admissible chain were
not admissible, then the original configuration C could not have been line-piercing
and so the forward direction (i.e. that a maxspan configuration of an admissible
chain must be line-piercing) of the Line-Piercing Theorem (Theorem 3.1) would be
false. Fortunately Lemma 3.9 is true (not that this in itself proves Theorem 3.1). We
use induction on the number of links in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and our induction
hypothesis applies only to maxspan configurations of admissible chains, thus when
we use the technique of shortcutting the chain to obtain a chain with fewer links we
need that the resultant shortcut is admissible in order to apply the induction hypoth-
esis. This is why we go to the trouble of directly proving Lemma 3.9. At a high
level, much of the work in proving Lemma 3.9 is in showing that certain degeneracies
cannot happen in maxspan configurations of admissible chains.
Leading up to proving Lemma 3.9, we show that certain degenerate configurations
of an admissible chain can never achieve the maxspan. In particular we show that
configurations in which a link vivi+1 lies backwards along the line through the end-
points (i.e. vivi+1 points as a vector from v, to vo, as opposed to the forward-facing
direction where it would point from vo to v) are never maxspan. We also show that
extremity-crossing configurations, which we define now, are never maxspan.
Definition 3.1. Let C =(vo, ... , vn) be a configuration of an n-chain for n > 3, and
let L denote the line through vovn. We say that C is extremity-crossing if one of the
two situations occurs:
1. There exists a vertex vi (0 < i < n) which lies on L outside of the line segment
vovn-
2. There exists a link vivi+1 (0 < i < n - 1), not lying on L, such that the line
through this link intersects L outside of the line segment voon.
Lemma 3.6 (Extremity Crossing). Let C = (vo, ... , vn) be an extremity-crossing
configuration of an admissible n-chain C (with no straight joints) for n > 3. Then C
is not maxspan.
Proof. Let L denote the line through vovn. We saw in the definition of extremity
crossing above, that there are two ways in which a configuration can be extremity-
crossing. We consider each of those cases separately.
Case 1: Suppose there exists a vertex vi for some 0 < i < n, which lies on L outside
of the line segment vov. Then one of the two incident links to vi must not lie on
L; otherwise we would have a joint angle of 0 or 7 at vi. Without loss of gener-
ality, assume that vi+1 does not lie on L. Then the induced 3-chain configuration
C' = (vo, vi, vi+1, vn), obtained by shortcutting the chain from both ends, would be
a planar cis-configuration. (Notice that C' is an admissible chain configuration since
neither of the joint angles at vi or vi+1 can be zero since vi+1 does not lie on vovn.)
This is because both vo and vn lie to the same side of the line through vivi+1. Hence C'
is not maxspan by the 3-Chain Lemma, and so C cannot be maxspan by Corollary 3.3.
Case 2: Suppose there exists a link vivi+ 1 for some 0 < i < n - 1, not lying on
L, such that the line Li through this link intersects L outside of the line segment
voVn. The argument is analogous to that of Case 1. The induced 3-chain configura-
tion C' = (vo, vi, vi+1, v) is a cis-configuration. Hence C' is not maxspan, and so C
cannot be maxspan. Li1
Lemma 3.7 (5-Chain Lemma). Let C (vo, ... , o5 ) be a configuration of an admis-
sible 5-chain C (with no straight joints), in which the middle link v2v3 lies backwards
along the line segment vov 5. Then C cannot be a maxspan configuration.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that C lies in the xy-plane. We
explain briefly why this assumption is valid. Take vo, v1 , v2 to lie in the xy-plane. Now
because v2v 3 lies along vov 5 , we must also have that v3 and v5 lie in the xy-plane. It
remains to show that we can place v4 in the xy-plane without changing the span of
C. Triangle Av 3v 4v5 can spin rigidly about the axis through v2v3 without changing
the span of C since V5 lies along this axis and so its position is unaffected by this
spinning. Hence we may assume v4 also lies in the xy-plane. We will show that there
is a configuration C' with V, V, V2 fixed at positions vo, vi, v2 which places V5 farther
out along the ray vi5 than the current position v5 , and so C' has greater span than
C.
Without loss of generality take vO, v2 , v3 to lie along the y-axis with v2 at the
origin, v 3 at (0, -|V 2V3 1, 0), and vo at (0, -|VoV 2 1, 0). Also take vi to have positive
x-coordinate, and v4 to have negative x-coordinate. Notice that, given the position
of v2 and v3 , V must lie at v3 + (0, V3V|, 0) = (0, -IV 2 V3 + V3V|, 0).
Let E denote the locus of V with the first three links fixed at (vo, v1i, v2, v3 ). No-
tice that the entire locus E' of V with the first two links fixed (vo, vi, v2) is swept
out by rotating E about the axis through viv 2. E is a spherical cap centered at v3
of radius IV3V5 1. The base B of the spherical cap is orthogonal to the axis through
v2v3. See Figure 3-10. We will use the notation Cij to refer to the subchain from Vi
through V. Notice that B derives from spinning the trans-configuration of C25 about
the axis through v2v3. Thus all points on B are at distance maxspan(C25 ) from v2 by
the 3-Chain Lemma. The topmost point (North pole) of E is V5 and is at distance
minspan(C25) from v2. Let o- denote the intersection of E with the xy-plane. The
4-Chain Geometry lemma describes what o looks like except that the two arcs merge
into a single arc with v5 = b = b'. Let a' denote the arc endpoint with negative
x-coordinate, and let a denote the arc endpoint with positive x-coordinate. And be-
cause we have oriented v3 below v2 along the y-axis, a and a' are actually the lower
endpoints (i.e. have smaller y-coordinate than b) of the arc(s) unlike the orientation
we used in the 4-Chain Geometry lemma. Let L 12 denote the line through viv2. We
will show that there is a point along o- or B that when rotated about L 12 intersects
the xy-plane at a point q lying farther than v5 along the ray vv 5.
Case 1: Suppose L 12 does not intersect u. Then a and a' must lie above L 12 (where
above is taken to mean on the same side as y = +oo; this is well-defined as L 12 is
not parallel to the y-axis). This is because -is an arc passing through v5 of a circle
centered at v3 and v2 lies above v3 and below v5 along the y-axis, so a or a' could not
lie below L 12 without L 12 intersecting o. Refer to Figure 3-11(a) throughout. Let F
be the locus of V5 in configurations having C25 in the trans-configuration. F can be
obtained by sweeping B around the axis through viv 2 . Let -y be the intersection of F
with the wy-plane. As in the 4-Chain Geometry lemma, -y consists of two symmetric
arcs across L 12 of radius maxspan(C25 ) centered at v2. Because a and a' lie above L 12,
they are one set of arc endpoints. (The other pair of arc endpoints can be obtained
by reflecting a and a' across L12.) Only arc(a, a') of -y is shown in Figure 3-11(a).
Arc(a, a') of -y crosses ray V-o at a point q of distance maxspan(C25) from v2 , and
so must occur farther along voV5 than v5 (since the maxspan of a 3-chain is strictly
greater than its minspan for 3-chains with joint angles strictly between 0 and 180').
Thus |voq| > |vov 5 |.
Case 2: Suppose L12 intersects o at a point p. Without loss of generality, assume
p lies on arc(a', v5) of o-. Let a be the angle Zv5 v 2p. We consider two subcases
depending on whether Zpv 2a' > a or < a.
Subcase 1: If Zpv2a' > a, then there exists a point q' along arc(a', p) such that
Zpv2q' = a. Refer to Figure 3-11(b) throughout. Notice that |v2q'l > |v2v5 | as the
distance from v2 to any other point f v5 on o- is strictly greater than |v2v5 | (see
Figure 3-12). Now because Zv 5v2p =a and v5 lies on the other side of L12 as q', the
reflection of q' (and hence rotation by 180' around L12) across L 12 yields a point q on
ray V2V at greater distance from v2 than that of v5 from v2 . And hence |voql > |vov 5 1
since ray v contains v v5 .
Subcase 2: On the other hand, suppose Zpv2a' < a. Notice that Zpv 2a > a since
Zpv 2 a = Zpv2v5 + Zv5 v 2 a = a + Zv5v 2 a.
In this case we'll show that there exists a point on B that when rotated around L12
into the xy-plane yields a point farther along vo5s than v5 . Let B+ denote the half of B
lying above the xy-plane. Recall that all points along B+ are at distance maxspan(C25 )
from v2. Notice that if you move a point m along B+ starting at a' and going toward
a, the angle Zpv2m strictly increases. Hence by the intermediate value theorem, there
exists a point q+ such that Zpv 2q+ = a. Now rotate q+ counterclockwise around L12
(viewed as directed from vi to v 2) until we hit the xy-plane at a point q. Then q is
the desired point along the ray vova lying farther out than v5.
Hence in all cases, we have shown that there is a configuration of larger span than
aW \ \ / ~7a
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Figure 3-10: The locus E of V5 with the first three links fixed at (vo, ... , v 3 ) is a
spherical cap centered at v3 of radius |V3V|. The blue circular arc is the intersection
- of E with the xy-plane. The red circle is the base B of the spherical cap, and
derives from spinning the trans-configuration of C25 about the axis through v2v3.
C, so C is not maxspan.
Lemma 3.8. Let C = (vo,..., v,) be a configuration of an admissible n-chain (with
no straight joints) with n > 5, in which some link vivi+ 1 lies backwards along the line
segment vov,. Then C cannot be a maxspan configuration.
Proof. The case of n = 5 has already been established by the 5-Chain Lemma above.
Thus assume n > 6. Notice that the link vivi+ 1 cannot be the first or the last link,
since such a construction would not even be possible. (The only way the first or
last link could lie along the line segment voV would be in the natural forward-facing
direction.) In fact, it's easy to see that we must have 2 < i < n - 3 for such a
construction to be possible.
Consider the induced 5-chain configuration C' = (vo, vi_ 1, vi, vi+1, vi+2, on) ob-
tained by shortcutting from both ends. (Notice that neither vi_ 1 nor vi+2 can lie
along the line Lon or the joint angle at vi or vi+1 would be 0 or 7r. Hence C' is an
admissible chain configuration with no straight joints, so the 5-Chain Lemma ap-
plies.) By the 5-Chain Lemma, C' is not maxspan, and thus C cannot be maxspan
by Corollary 3.3.
Lemma 3.9. Let C = (vo,..., v,) be a maxspan configuration of an admissible n-
chain C (with no straight joints) with n > 5. Then any shortcut chain configuration
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Figure 3-11: (a) Case where L 12 n a- = 0: a and a' must lie above L 12. Arc (a, a') of
-y is shown in red and intersects ray vios at a point q farther out than v5. (b) Case
where L 12 intersects - at a point p and Zpv2a' > Zv5v2p = a: exists a point q' along
arc(a', p) which reflects across L 12 to a point q strictly farther than v5 along Vo (c)
Case where L 12 intersects o- at a point p and Zpv2a' < Zv5v 2p = a: exists a point on
B (not shown here) that when rotated around L 12 into the xy-plane yields a point
farther along VVi5s than v5.
Figure 3-12: Given a circle K centered at v3 , a point v5 on K, and a point v2 ( v3)
on the line segment v3v5 , then the distance |v2q'l from v2 to any other point q' # V5
on K is strictly greater than |v2 v5 1. That Iv2q'l > |v2v5 | is illustrated by the circle
centered on v2 of radius v2q'l.
V5
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C' = (vo, v, ... ,vn) for 2 < i < n is admissible. (Similarly, if you shortcut from the
other end, the induced configuration is admissible).
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that C' = (vo, vi,.. . , vn) is not admissible. (Notice
that we may assume that vi does not coincide with vo, for if it does then shortcutting
to the previous vertex vj_1 would also be a non-admissible configuration and so we
could use that for C' and apply the reasoning below.) Because C is an admissible
chain configuration, the only way for C' to be non-admissible is if the joint angle
at vi in C' is 0. Thus vo, vi, vi+1 must be collinear. Let L denote the line through
vvn. Notice that if vivi+1 lies along L then either C is extremity-crossing, or vivi+1
lies backwards along vOvn, and so by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8, C would not be maxspan.
Thus we may assume vivi+1 does not lie along L. This also implies that i < n - 1. We
use the notation Lj,k to denote the line through a pair of vertices vj and Vk. Notice
that Li,i+1 n L = vo.
Now consider the shortcut 4-chain configuration C" = (vo, vi- 1, vi, Vi+1, Vn). The
joint angle at vi_1 in C" cannot be 0 or 1800, or the original configuration C must
have had a 0 or 180' joint angle at vi. Also the joint angle at vi+1 in C" cannot be
0 or 180' or we would have vivi+ 1 lying along L. Hence C" is a configuration of an
admissible 4-chain with no straight joints. We will show that C" is not line-piercing,
and so by the 4-Chain Lemma is not maxspan. Thus the original configuration C
would not be maxspan.
Li,i+1 intersects vOvn at vo, so the only chance for Li_1-, to intersect vovn no later
than Li,i+1 is for Li_,, to also intersect vovn at vo. But this implies that vi_ 1, vi, vi+1
are collinear, and so there would be a 0 or 180' joint angle at vi but C did not originally
have 0 or 180' joint angles, so this impossible. Hence C" cannot be line-piercing, and
thus C is not maxspan, which is a contradiction.
3.6 Line-Piercing Theorem
In this section, we will finally prove the Line-Piercing Theorem. The two directions
of the theorem are proved separately in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, and the
Line-Piercing Theorem follows as a corollary (Corollary 3.4). Both directions of the
proof will be built upon the results proved in the previous sections. Before we begin
the proof, we need an additional helper lemma which is given in Lemma 3.10.
Lemma 3.10. Let C = (vo,...,vn,) be a configuration of an n-chain C with n > 5.
Suppose C1 = (vo, vi, . . v,) and C2 = (vo, ... I vj, vn) are line-piercing configurations
for some i and j with 2 < i < j < n - 2. Then C is also line-piercing.
Proof. We adopt the notation from the definition of line-piercing introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1. We restate it here for convenience. Let the axis line L denote the line
through the axis segment vovn. Let Lk be the line containing VklVk, and define
Xk L n L to be the point where the k-th link's line Lk crosses the axis line L, if it
does cross. Define Xk = Vk if Lk = L. By definition of C1 being line-piercing we have
v0 <_ xi+1 <_ xi+2 -< -. -< n = Vn-
By definition of C2 being line-piercing we have
VO 1< XI X2 < -- x Vn.
Now since j > i + 1, we can combine these inequalities to obtain
VO < X1 < X2 <_ -- < Xi <_ -- < xj < -- < xn=vn.
Hence C is line-piercing. E
Theorem 3.1. Let C = (vo, ... ,vn) be a maxspan configuration of an admissible
n-chain C (with no straight joints). Then C is line-piercing.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. The theorem trivially holds for n = 1 and
n = 2. The base cases of n = 3 and n = 4 follow from Corollary 3.1 and the 4-Chain
Lemma (Lemma 3.5), respectively. Thus assume n > 5. Consider the shortcut chain
configurations C1 = (vo, V2, ... , v.) and C2 = (vo, v1i, v 2, v3 , vn). By Lemma 3.9, both
C1 and C2 must be admissible chain configurations. By Corollary 3.2, C1 and C2 are
maxspan. If C1 or C2 happen to contain any straight joints, temporarily merge any
such joints away. Let C' and C2 denote the respective configurations with straight
joints removed. Notice that C' and C2 are also maxspan. And since C' and C2
each have fewer than n links, by induction they are line-piercing. Hence C1 and C2
must also be line-piercing, applying Property (2) of Proposition 3.1. Now applying
Lemma 3.10 to C, with i = 2 and j= 3, we get that C must be line-piercing.
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Notice that Theorem 3.1 also holds for maxspan configurations of admissible chains
with straight joints. Namely, take any such configuration C, and remove the straight
joints via merging consecutive straight links to obtain a reduced configuration C',
which by Theorem 3.1 is line-piercing, and then we can add the straight joints back
to get C which by Property (2) of Proposition 3.1 must also be line-piercing.
Definition 3.2. For an n-chain C = (Vo,... , V) and any 1 < k < n - 1, let the
prefix-k-chain of C refer to (V 0,.. . , Vk) and let the suffix-(n-k)-chain of C refer to
(Vk,. . . , Vn). Similarly for a configuration C = (vO,... , v) of C, let the induced
prefix-k-chain configuration refer to (vo, ... ,Vk) and the induced suffix-(n-k)-chain
configuration refer to (Vk,... , vn).
Proposition 3.3. Let C = (vo, ... , vn) be a chain configuration with a point x E
VkVk+1 that partitions C into C1 = (vo, ... ,Vk, x) and C2 = (x, Vk1,... , n), such that
1. |vox| is the maxspan of C1, and |xVnJ is the maxspan of C2.
2. vox and xvn align end-to-end.
Then |v0vn| = v0 x + xvn| is the maxspan of C.
Proof. For any configuration C' of C, we have
vov I Jv' x'| + x'v' maxspan(C1) + maxspan(C2 ),
where we use primes to indicate corresponding points of C'. The first inequality fol-
lows from the triangle inequality, and the second inequality follows from (v, ... , v , x')
and (x', v'+ 1,... , v') being valid configurations of C1 and C2. So because C aligns the
maxspan of C1 with the maxspan of C2, those inequalities become equalities: i.e.
|voVnJ = |vozX + IXVnJ = maxspan(C1 ) + maxspan(C2).
And thus |vov' I < vov, I for any configuration C' of C, proving that C is maxspan. E
Proposition 3.4. If C = (vo, . . , vn) is a line-piercing configuration of an admissible
n-chain C, and the segment vovn only intersects C at its endpoints vo and vn, then C
must be planar.
Proof. If we sweep from left to right (in terms of the links of C) forming the largest
planar prefix chain of C as possible, then the first link position VkVk+1 which deviates
from that plane would not satisfy the line-piercing condition unless the line through
it intersected vOvn-i.e. unless Vk lied along vovn.
Theorem 3.2. If a configuration of an admissible n-chain (with no straight joints)
is line-piercing, then it is maxspan.
Proof. The cases of n = 1 and n = 2 are uninteresting since they only have one unique
configuration and are trivially line-piercing. We induct on the number of links. The
base case of n = 3 follows from Corollary 3.1. Let C = (vo,. . . , vn) be a configuration
of an n(> 4)-chain C = (V, ... , V) such that C is line-piercing. Let a1,. . . ,an1
denote the joint angles of C, and let L = vovn.
We use the term interior link to refer to any link other than the first or last link
of C. We break into two cases, the first case where L intersects an interior link of C,
and the second case being where L does not intersect any interior link.
Case 1: Suppose L intersects link VkVk+1 for some 1 < k < n - 2. Let L n VkVk+1 = x.
(In the case where VkVk+1 lies along L, just take X = Vk+ 1). Let C1 = (vO, .. . , Vk, X)
and let C 2 = (X, Vk+1,. .-. , vn). Both C1 and C2 are line-piercing configurations of ad-
missible chains (with no straight joints) having fewer than n links, so by induction C1
and C2 are maxspan configurations. Now because C aligns the maxspan configuration
C1 with the maxspan configuration C2, C must be maxspan by Proposition 3.3.
Case 2: Suppose L does not intersect any interior link of C (i.e. L only intersects the
endpoints of the chain vo and va). Then by Proposition 3.4, C must be planar.
Let p be the intersection of the line through viv 2 with L. By adding an extension
of the link v1v 2 to p, we can think of C as aligning the configuration C1 := (vo, vi, p)
with the configuration C2 := (p, v2 , ... , vn). Refer to Figures 3-13 and 3-14. Notice
that C1 and C2 are line-piercing configurations of chains C1 and C2 , respectively, each
having fewer than n links. We'll show that C1 and C2 are admissible chains with no
straight joints, so that we can apply the induction hypothesis to conclude that C1
and C2 are maxspan configurations. Finally we will argue that any configuration C'
of C induces configurations C' and C2 of C1 and C2, respectively. And thus we will
conclude that, because C aligns the maxspan of C1 with the maxspan of C2, C must
achieve that maxspan of C.
To see that C1 and C2 are admissible chains with no straight joints, we temporarily
break into two subcases depending upon whether vi or v2 is closer to p (i.e. whether
the vector v 2 points toward or away from L).
Subcase 1: In the case where p is closer to vi than to v2, refer to Figure 3-13. C1
is a configuration of 2-chain C1 whose link lengths are |vovi and |v1p| and whose joint
angle is 7r - a 1 . C2 is a configuration of a (n - 1)-chain C2 whose joint angles match
those of the suffix- (n-1)-chain of C and whose first link has length |pv 21 = |pv 1 + v1v 2 |,
and whose remaining link lengths match those of the suffix-(n-1)-chain of C. Hence
C1 and C2 are admissible with no straight joints, since C is admissible with no straight
joints.
Subcase 2: In the case where p is closer to v2 than to vi, refer to Figure 3-14. C1
matches the prefix-2-chain of C except that its second link length is |v1p| = v1v 2 | +
|v2pl. C2 is a configuration of an (n - 1)-chain which matches the suffix-(n-1)-chain
of C except that the first length is |pv 2 1 and the first joint angle is 7r - a 2. Hence C1
and C2 are admissible with no straight joints.
Thus we have shown that in either subcase C1 and C2 are admissible with no
3T-ctlI
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Figure 3-13: Case where p is closer to vi than to v2. We can view C (left figure) as
aligning configurations C1 and C2 (right figure). The joint angle at vi in C1 is 7r - ai,
and the joint angle at v2 in C2 is ae2, where ai denotes the corresponding joint angle
in C.
straight joints, and so by induction C1 and C2 are maxspan configurations of C1 and
C2 , respectively.
Finally for any configuration C' = (v', vi, ... ., v') of C, there exists a point p' such
that C' := (v', v, p') and C2 := (p', v,. . . , v') are valid configurations of C1 and C2 ,
respectively. (To see why such a p' exists, simply extend link v'v' by the appropriate
amount at the end corresponding to the subcase you were in above.) By the triangle
inequality, span(C') span(C') + span(C2). And since C aligns the maxspan of C1
with the maxspan of C2 , C achieves the maxspan of C.
Notice that Theorem 3.2 also applies to line-piercing configurations of admissible
chains with straight joints. Namely, take any such configuration C, and remove the
straight joints via merging consecutive straight links to obtain a reduced configura-
tion C' which also must be line-piercing (by Property (1) of Proposition 3.1). By
Theorem 3.2 C' is maxspan, and adding the straight joints back to obtain C does not
add any additional flexibility to the chain, so C must also be maxspan.
By combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain the following corollary. Notice
that we have removed the assumption of not having straight joints, as both theo-
rems applied equally well to admissible configurations having straight joints (see the
paragraph after the proof of each theorem for a recap of this explanation).
Corollary 3.4 (Line-Piercing Theorem). A configuration of an admissible chain is
maxspan if and only if it is line-piercing.
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Figure 3-14: Case where p is closer to v2 than to v1 . We can view C (left figure) asaligning configurations C1 and C2 (right figure). The joint angle at vi in C1 is ai,and the joint angle at v2 in C2 is Ir - a 2, where aj denotes the corresponding jointangle in C.
3.7 Structure Theorem
In this section, we state the the Structure Theorem (Corollary 3.5) as corollary ofthe Line-Piercing Theorem 4, which (recall from Section 3.1) roughly states that a
maxspan configuration of a chain can always be partitioned into planar subchains,each of which is in maxspan configuration, and whose spans align collinearly. SeeFigure 3-15 for an example. Although we had long-since conjectured this theorem,the Line-Piercing Theorem (first proved by [BS08]) is the key to proving it cleanly.Before we state the Structure Theorem formally, we first define the notion ofplanar partitions. Let C = (vo, . . . , v) be a configuration of an n-chain C. We definethe planar partition of C as follows. The idea is to partition C into subchains suchthat each subchain is planar. Group {vo, ... , vi} into one section if they lie in a plane11, but vi+1 does not lie in this plane. Then group {vi, vi+1, ... , v3} into a second
section if they lie in plane H2 # 11i, and vj+1 does not lie in 12. And so on. SeeFigure 3-16. We call the vertices between adjacent planar sections partition vertices.So for instance vi was the partition vertex between the subchain lying in 111 and the
subchain lying in 112. Each section, except possibly the last, contains at least twolinks (because three vertices determine a plane). Although the partition could bedifferent if the indices are reversed, this ambiguity will not be relevant. For maxspan
configurations, the last section cannot contain just one link (and so the partition is4Proof of the Structure Theorem is available on request, but it seemed so obvious that I thoughtit would not be worth including our own proof.
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actually the same when the indices reversed, in that the planes of the partition are
identical, the only difference being that they occur in reverse order.)
Corollary 3.5 (Structure Theorem). Let C = (vo, ... , v) be a maxspan configura-
tion of an admissible n-chain C (with no straight joints). Then the planar partition
for C has the following three properties (see Figure 3-16):
1. The vertices between adjacent planar sections (i.e. the partition vertices) all lie
along the line segment vov in increasing order.
2. The subchain corresponding to each planar section is in maxspan configuration
(and hence line-piercing by Corollary 3.4).
3. The last planar section cannot contain just one link vn_.va (if n > 2).
From these properties, it follows that
maxspan(C) = maxspan(CI) + maxspan(C2 )+ - - + maxspan(Cm),
where Ci is the subchain corresponding to the ith planar section and m is the number
of planar sections in the planar partition.
Figure 3-15: Two views of a maxspan configuration of a 900 11-chain. 3-, 5-, and
3-link planar subchains align along the central line.
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V0  Vn
Figure 3-16: The planar partition of a maxspan configuration of a chain. In this
example, the planar partition consists of four planar sections. The partition vertices
are vi, vi and Vk.
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Chapter 4
Efficient Reconfiguration of
Pivoting Tiles
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4.1 Introduction
We consider a family of natural models of planar homogeneous modular robots-
reconfigurable robots in which all modules have the same shape, namely, a regular
polygon that tiles the plane: triangle, square, or hexagon. Modules can be labeled
for distinctness, representing unique features installed in certain modules (sensors,
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external actuators, etc.). At all times, modules must form a connected mass, held
together at vertices. In our primary model of investigation, we allow only one type
of move, shown in Figure 4-1: a pivot detaches one module from its neighbors at all
but a single vertex, and then rotates that module around that vertex, to some other
unoccupied position of the grid. For a pivot to be possible, the moving module must
have a neighboring module that intersects it in at least one vertex. At all times, the
robot must be connected and non-self-intersecting. This non-collision constraint is
quite restrictive, requiring substantial clearance for each pivot, illustrated by X's in
Figure 4-1.
In a second model we investigate, the moves have the same final effect as pivots
but they are executed by sliding. In this model, the modules form a connected mass
by edge connections (not just vertex connections) at all times except that, during
a slide, the moving module is temporarily connected only at a vertex. A slide (see
Figure 4-2) translates one module by one unit parallel to one of its edges shared with
a neighbor, and then if desired, translates the same module by one unit parallel to
the other edge still touching the neighbor (thereby turning a corner). Again, at all
times, the robot must be connected and non-self-intersecting. Now the non-collision
constraint requires only that the discrete intermediate positions of the moving tile
itself be empty, making slides much less restrictive (and hence more powerful) than
pivots.
.... <* 78 ....
(a) Squares. (b) Triangles. (c) Hexagons on (d) Hexagons on a
a hexagonal lattice.
triangular lattice.
Figure 4-1: Pivoting a module around a vertex shared with another module. Collision
freedom requires the x'd module positions to be empty (in addition to the final
position).
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(a) Side slide. (b) Corner slide.
Figure 4-2: Sliding a square tile around neighboring tiles. Collision freedom requires
just the intermediate and final tile positions to be empty.
Related work. Reconfigurable robots in 2D and 3D have been studied extensively
in recent years, from both practical and theoretical perspectives. Some of the most
developed real reconfigurable robots are M-TRAN developed by AIST and Tokyo-
Tech [YMK+02, KTK+06], SuperBot developed at USC [SMS06, SKC+06], PolyBot
developed at PARC [YDROO], Molecule and Crystal developed at Dartmouth and
MIT [KROO, RV01], and the self-reproducing robots developed at Cornell [ZMAL05].
All of these robots have similar hinging structures to our moves described above, but
they have hinges fixed in place, so neither of our models capture these robots directly.
Several other robots, however, directly follow one of our models. Hosokawa et
al. [HTF+98] have developed a 2D reconfigurable robot following the square pivot
model; Chiang and Chirikjian [CC01] and An [An08] have developed 2D reconfig-
urable robots following the square slide model; and Unsal et al. [UKPKOO] and Mu-
rata et al. [MKY+98] have developed 3D reconfigurable robots that can implement
(an analog of) the square pivot model.
On the theoretical side, previous work has studied reconfiguration of same-shape
modules using movements similar to ours. The hexagonal pivot model was considered
before in the robotics literature [NGYOO] (though we are not aware of a real robot
that implements this model). The square slide model was introduced by Dumitrescu
et al. [DSY04] and analyzed later [DP06, AK08]. The square and triangular pivot
models seem to be new.
In a less restrictive model, Bose et al. [BDHM08] describe a move they call in-
terchange, whereby a module can move to any unoccupied cell with which it shares
a vertex; see Figure 4-3(c). Bose et al. [BDHM08] study reconfigurations where the
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(a) Side slide. (b) Corner slide. (c) Interchange.
Figure 4-3: Comparing slides (a-b) and interchanges (c) to pivots. Pivots require all
x cells to be unoccupied, while slides and interchanges require only dashed-x cells
to be unoccupied. All moves require the solid-o cells to be occupied, while only slides
require the dotted-o cells to be occupied. In (a), pivots also require at least one of
the two dotted-o cells to be occupied.
mass of modules as well as the mass of unoccupied cells must remain connected
throughout. They consider two kinds of connectivity, through vertices and through
edges, for each mass, and thus consider four cases of the problem. When both the
masses of occupied and unoccupied cells must remain connected through edges, they
show that any two configurations differ by 0(n4) interchanges, while in the remaining
three cases they differ by 0(n 2) interchanges.
The pivot model we consider here is in some ways more restrictive than both the
slides of Dumitrescu et al. [DSY04] and the interchanges of Bose et al. [BDHM08].
The reason is that, for a module move to be collision-free, the pivot requires more
cells neighboring the module to be unoccupied than the slide and interchange moves.
(On the other hand, the pivot model is somewhat less restrictive in that it requires
connectivity only through vertices, not edges. Notice that connectivity through edges
cannot be maintained by pivots if initially present, as Figure 4-4 shows.) Figure 4-3
illustrates these differences. We view the more restrictive collision constraints of the
(square) pivot model as a significant strengthening of Dumitrescu et al.'s model, not
previously known to be possible, and more realistic for some robotic systems. At
a high level, the pivot model is motivated by previous work in hinged dissections
[AHMU04], where objects can rotate by hinges only and must avoid collisions, as in
many real modular robots.
Our results. This paper proposes a uniform framework for reconfiguring r6bots
in the pivot model. We show that one overall algorithmic paradigm enables us to
optimally reconfigure a robot between any two configurations, when this is possible, in
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Figure 4-4: This configuration has no collision-free pivot that maintains strong con-
nectivity. None of the movable tiles (orange) can pivot without destroying strong
connectivity (i.e., connectivity through edges).
several different lattices. Here the optimal worst-case bound on the number of moves
is 0(n 2 ), and all our algorithms achieve this bound. In particular, we obtain 0(n 2 )-
move universal reconfiguration algorithms for pivoting square tiles (Section 4.4), for
sliding square tiles (Section 4.5), and for pivoting hexagonal tiles on a triangular
lattice (Section 4.6). For sliding square tiles, Dumitrescu and Pach previously gave
an 0(n 3 ) algorithm.1 Independently of our results, Sacristan developed a parallel
and distributed algorithm for the sliding square model running in O(n) parallel steps,
implying O(n 2 ) total moves [Sac1l]. For pivoting hexagonal tiles on a hexagonal
lattice (Section 4.7), it is known that not all configurations can reach each other
without collisions, but that a simple condition on the smallest gap implies universal
reconfigurability [NGYOO]. We achieve this result, along with an optimal O(n 2 )-pivot
algorithm, using our framework. The previous algorithm [NGYOO] uses 8(n 25 ) pivots
in the worst case, as stated, though a simple modification for our scenario reduces
its running time to O(n 2) as well. For pivoting triangular tiles, it seems much more
difficult to characterize reconfigurability; see Section 4.8.
4.2 Definitions
Throughout this paper, we consider homogeneous collections of tiles, where each
tile is a rigid motion of some regular polygon prototile, and the allowable positions
are defined by a compatible regular subdivision of the plane into grid cells. Thus
'Abel and Kominers [AK08] give an O(n 3 )-slide algorithm for the d-dimensional generalization,
though their manuscript incorrectly states an O(n 2) bound.
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we have square tiles on a square grid, triangles on a triangular grid, or hexagons
on a triangular or hexagonal grid. A configuration is a set of tiles embedded into
nonoverlapping positions. Each (embedded) tile has vertices and edges which define
its boundary, and an interior which is an open region of the plane. The vertices of a
configuration are the vertices of its tiles.
A pivot rotates a tile t in a configuration C about a vertex v, continuously by
some angle 0, to produce another configuration C'. (Thus the tile must end on the
underlying grid.) A pivot is collision-free if at no point during the rotation does the
interior of t intersect the interior of another tile in C. See Figure 4-1.
The weak dual graph G of a configuration C has a node for each tile and an
edge between pairs of nodes whose corresponding tiles' boundaries intersect in at
least one point. Configuration C is weakly connected if G is connected. The strong
dual graph G' of a configuration C has a node for each tile and an edge between
pairs of nodes whose corresponding tiles' boundaries intersect in a positive-length
line segment. Configuration C is strongly connected if G' is connected. (We will not
use strong connectivity until the sliding square model in Section 4.5.)
A face of a configuration C is a maximal connected (open) region of the plane
minus the closure of tiles in C (i.e., minus both the tiles and their boundaries); the
outer face of C is the unique unbounded face. Each face is bounded by edges and
vertices of tiles in C. The boundary of C is the collection of edges and vertices in C
that bound the outer face. The boundary tiles of C are the tiles that share an edge with
this boundary. See Figure 4-5 for an example with square tiles. The boundary tour of
C is the oriented cycle through the vertices and edges of the boundary that traverses
each such edge exactly once, in clockwise order, and without properly crossing itself,
but possibly revisiting vertices. (Thus the boundary tour is weakly simple.) We take
the boundary tour to start and end at the leftmost edge of the leftmost tile in C. (We'll
clarify leftmost if it is unclear from the model, such as in the case of hexagonal tiles on
a triangular grid where we opt to take leftmost in the direction 1500 counterclockwise
of the positive x-axis.) The Euler tour of C is the corresponding oriented weakly
simple cycle in the weak dual graph G, where we replace each boundary edge in the
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boundary tour with the unique incident tile and omit consecutive repeats of the same
tile, which visits every boundary tile (possibly more than once). A tile is single-visit
if the Euler tour visits it only once, or equivalently, it has degree 2 in the Euler tour.
For any three tiles or positions t, u, v, t is right of uv if the center of t is on or to
the right of the oriented line from the center of u to the center of v; t is strictly right
of uv if the center of t is strictly to the right of the oriented line from the center of u
to the center of v. Similarly we define t left or strictly left of uv. A convex corner t
is a boundary tile having an incoming Euler tour edge ej and an outgoing Euler tour
edge ei+1, where the clockwise turn angle from ej to ei+i is greater than 0' and at
most 1800. See Figure 4-11 for an example.
Finally we define a notion of ordering of boundary tiles relative to the boundary
tour. Let x be an unoccupied position incident to the boundary of a weakly connected
configuration C. Suppose x is incident to boundary tiles u and v. Let ei be the
maximum boundary tour edge (i.e., occurring farthest along the tour) of u touching
the boundary of x, and let ej be the maximum boundary tour edge of v touching
the boundary of x. Here we do not consider the boundary of x to touch edges on
the "opposite side" of a pinch point, as if we imagined them to be expanded by an
infinitesimal; see Figure 4-6.
Say that u occurs before v relative to position x on the boundary tour if ej occurs
earlier in the tour than ej. Define the maximum boundary tile incident to x to be the
boundary tile touching the boundary of x whose position relative to x occurs latest
along the tour.
4.3 General Algorithmic Framework
This section describes our framework for reconfiguring weakly connected sets of piv-
oting tiles. We will modify this framework later for sliding tiles, as some of this
section is not relevant to sliding tiles. We posit four properties, whose proofs we give
in later sections as they require knowledge of the specific tile geometry, and develop
our results generally using these properties.
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Figure 4-5: A configuration of square tiles. Thick pink edges form the boundary
tour (for ease of visibility, the boundary tour is also drawn in blue offset from the
boundary a little). Blue dots indicate boundary tiles, and are connected by the Euler
tour. Tile t is an example of a convex corner.
Figure 4-6: The boundary tour edges touched by the boundary of an unoccupied tile
position x is defined locally. At a pinch point, x is considered to intersect boundary
tour edges only on the same side of the pinch point. Here x intersects boundary tour
edges 1 and 2 of u and v, respectively, but not 5 or 6. It also intersects boundary
tour edge 3 of v. In this example, u occurs before v relative to position x.
We develop a canonicalization algorithm that, given a weakly connected configu-
ration of n tiles, computes in O(n 2 ) time a sequence of O(n 2) collision-free moves that
reconfigure the tiles into a horizontal strip.2  These quadratic bounds are optimal
in the worst case because transforming a configuration with vertical span Q(n) into a
horizontal strip requires Q(n 2) vertical travel and therefore Q(n 2) pivots. Using our
algorithm, we can reconfigure any weakly connected configuration A into any weakly
connected configuration B with the same number n of tiles: because all pivots are
reversible, we can canonicalize A and then decanonicalize into B.
At a high level, the canonicalization algorithm takes any movable boundary tile,
and pivots that tile clockwise along the boundary tour until the tile either "gets stuck"
or can be added to a partially built canonical strip. See Figure 4-7. In either case,
2Here "horizontal" refers to any fixed direction of the position lattice, so that such a strip is
actually feasible.
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this process repeats until all tiles have entered the canonicalized strip, at which time
the algorithm is finished.
More precisely, the algorithm chooses the root tile r to be a leftmost tile in the
initial configuration, and builds a canonical strip step-by-step to the left of r. Initially,
the canonical strip consists of just the root tile r. We call tiles in the canonical strip
canonicalized, and maintain the invariant that tiles never move once reaching this
state. We conceptually break the boundary tour, and consequently the Euler tour,
into paths by cutting at the leftmost edge of the canonical strip.
Figure 4-7: High-level view of the canonicalization algorithm showing a partially
canonicalized strip of hexagons on triangular grid.
A movable tile is a non-canonicalized tile that does not correspond to a cut vertex
of the weak dual graph and which has a collision-free pivot about some vertex. (Hence
it can be pivoted without disconnecting the configuration.) While pivoting such a tile,
we view it as not belonging to the configuration, and define the Euler and boundary
tours relative to that reduced configuration. A collision-free pivot of a movable tile
that touches the boundary tour advances clockwise if the pivot is clockwise and brings
the tile to a position that touches a point nonstrictly farther along the boundary tour
than before. If a movable tile has no such clockwise-advancing pivot, then we call it
stuck.
The canonicalization algorithm takes a movable boundary tile and repeatedly
makes clockwise-advancing pivots until the tile gets stuck. If the tile reaches the left
edge of the current leftmost tile of the strip, we add it to the strip. In any case, the
algorithm proceeds to the next movable boundary tile.
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For this algorithm to work, we need to prove the existence of movable boundary
tiles in all situations except an already canonicalized configuration. We use single-
visit convex corners (as defined in Section 4.2) for this purpose. First we prove that
such tiles exist:
Lemma 4.1. Any weakly (or strongly) connected configuration of tiles that has a
non-canonicalized tile has one that is a single-visit convex corner.
Proof. First observe that any configuration has at least two convex corners (assuming
there are at least two tiles) because the Euler tour, viewed as a weakly simple polygon
whose -vertices are the centers of boundary tiles, has 3600 total (signed) turn angle.
To find a non-canonicalized single-visit convex corner, we induct on the length of the
tour. (The base case of length two clearly holds.)
We claim by induction that there is a single-visit convex corner other than w in
the subtour of the Euler tour that starts and ends at some tile w. Initially we choose
w to be the root tile, so that w is the only canonicalized tile in our tour (forbidden
from being our desired corner). Because there are at least two convex corners when
we view the subtour as a closed polygon, we can find a convex corner t # w. Let
(s, t) be the first edge of the Euler tour to visit t, and suppose it is the ith edge of
the Euler tour. Let (t, u) be the (i + l)st edge of the Euler tour. If the Euler tour
visits t only once, then we have the desired corner. Otherwise, the Euler tour later
returns to t, say with edge (v, t); suppose this is the jth edge of the Euler tour. Then
we induct with the strictly shorter closed subtour from t back to t, starting with the
(i + 1)st edge (t, u) and ending with the jth edge (v, t), with the new starting and
ending tile w' = t # w. The resulting convex corner will be visited only once by the
original tour as well as the subtour, being distinct from w' = t. El
We can also justify the single-visit requirement:
Proposition 4.1. Any movable tile is single-visit.
Proof. If the tile t is not single-visit, then t has degree more than 2 in the Euler tour.
Thus t is a cut vertex of the weak dual graph, and hence not movable. El
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Next we state the four properties needed for correctness of the algorithm, but
which are specific to the tile geometry at hand. The first property says that single-
visit convex corners keep the algorithm going:
Property 4.1. In any weakly connected configuration of tiles, any single-visit convex
corner is movable and furthermore can advance clockwise.
Part of this property can be shown in the general case. Because any single-visit
tile t has degree 2 in the Euler tour, the removal of t does not disconnect the Euler
tour, viewed as a cycle, and hence the boundary tiles remain connected. (In contrast,
a higher-degree vertex in the Euler tour is a cut vertex.) It must later be shown in the
specific tile geometries that non-boundary tiles adjacent to t also remain connected
upon removal of t and that t has a clockwise-advancing collision-free pivot.
The next property guarantees that any movable tile can be pivoted clockwise,
though not necessarily advancing clockwise:
Property 4.2. A tile t has a collision-free clockwise pivot about one of its neighbors
if and only if t has a collision-free counterclockwise pivot about one of its neighbors.
Before we state the third property, we prove a lemma relating to the local topology
of the boundary tour around an unoccupied position x incident to the boundary of
a configuration. Roughly it states the boundary tour vertices incident with x occur
in their natural order cyclically around the border of x. This leads to Corollary 4.1
which states that the only way to advance a tile clockwise along the boundary tour is
to pivot about the maximum boundary tour vertex incident to x. Although neither
result is immediately of use, we will use the corollary later in the proof of the Shortcut
Lemma (Lemma 4.3) which is to come.
Lemma 4.2. Let C be a weakly connected configuration of tiles. Let x be an unoccu-
pied position incident to the boundary of C. Let bi, bi ,..., bik be the boundary tour
vertices of C incident to x recorded in counterclockwise cyclic order around x, where
the subscript ij indicates that vertex's position along the boundary tour. Rotate the
indices to make i1 the minimum index (i.e., earliest boundary tour position) among
the vertices. Then i1 < 2 < . . . < ik.
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Proof. Start following the boundary tour at bi, clockwise until we reach a position
incident to x again. Say that j steps later, we reach tile bils of the boundary tour
that is incident to x. Thus i1 + J = im for some m. If m = 2, then we are done.
Suppose for contradiction that m > 2. Consider the border of x between where it
touches bi, and bjm, and consider the region R closed off by this border and the path
along the boundary tour from bil to bim. It is impossible to subsequently revisit a
point along the border of x between bil and bjm, such as where x touches bi2 , without
having a tile overlap x, contrary to the assumption that x is unoccupied. Therefore
in fact m = 2. By a simple induction, the remaining boundary tour vertices from bi2
onward occur in their natural order around the boundary of x. E
Corollary 4.1. Let C be a weakly connected configuration of tiles. Suppose that we
are pivoting a tile t, not considered part of C, and thus its position x is unoccupied
in C. Let by be the farthest-along boundary vertex of C incident to x. Then the
only way to advance t clockwise along the boundary tour of C would be to pivot t
clockwise about by (which may or may not be collision-free).
In the following property, notice that the region enclosed by a weakly simple
cycle is well-defined by infinitesimally expanding pinch points. Say that a tile or tile
position a crosses a weakly simple path P, if there exists a positive length arc of P
lying interior to u. (It is equally valid to say that P crosses u.)
Property 4.3 (Super Property). Let C be a configuration of tiles. Let t be a tile
with two distinct nontouching neighbors ti and tk. Suppose that t has a clockwise
collision-free pivot about ti, but does not have a clockwise collision-free pivot about tk.
Let bi be the vertex of ti about which t has a clockwise collision-free pivot. In the case
where tk and t intersect at a single vertex, let bk be that vertex; in the case where
tk and t intersect along an edge, let bk be the endpoint such that an infinitesimal
clockwise rotation of t about bk does not intersect tk. Let x denote the position of
tile t, and let p denote the center of x. Let B = (p, bi, B, bk, p) be a weakly simple
counterclockwise cycle formed by the edges (bk, p) and (p, bi) together with a weakly
simple path B connecting bi to bk such that B is disjoint from the interior of t (i.e.
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B does not cross t). Call a tile or tile position u interior [exterior] to B if u does
not cross B and the center of u lies strictly inside [outside] the region enclosed by
B. (Note that we have intentionally allowed u to cross interior points of the path
(bk, p, bi) for convenience during the proof.)
If we delete t from its position x, then the following hold:
(a) In order for a tile u V C starting exterior to U to reach a position lying interior to
B via collision-free pivots, without ever crossing B, it must first reach position x.
(b) No tile u V C starting exterior to B can reach position x via clockwise collision-
free pivots without crossing B.
Property 4.4. In a weakly connected configuration of at least four tiles, suppose
that a movable tile t is adjacent in the Euler tour to two tiles a and b which are not
incident to each other. If t pivots clockwise one or more times while preserving weak
connectivity of the configuration yet without ever touching a third tile, then t can
never again reach a position incident to both a and b.
With these properties in hand, we can analyze the algorithm, proving an 0(n2 )
upper bound on the number of moves and in particular establishing that the algorithm
succeeds in finite time. The key step is to charge a tile getting stuck to a potential
function, the number of edges along the Euler tour:
Lemma 4.3 (Shortcut Lemma). Assume Properties 4.1-4.4. Let t be a single-visit
convex corner. Consider repeatedly applying clockwise-advancing pivots to t until it
gets stuck or reaches the canonical strip. If t pivots k times and then gets stuck, then
the resulting changes to the configuration reduce the number of edges in the Euler tour
by at least Fck] for a constant c > 0.
Proof. First we justify that such a sequence of pivots can be carried out. Figures 4-8
and 4-9 show an example. Let xo, x1, .... , xk denote the positions of tile t after each
successive pivot, and let Co, C1, . . . , Ck denote the corresponding configurations of all
tiles (differing only on the position of t). Because t is a single-visit convex corner in
Co, by Property 4.1, t is movable and can advance clockwise by pivoting about some
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Figure 4-8: Tile t (light) pivots clockwise until it is no longer possible to advance
clockwise along the boundary tour. In the last step, we update the Euler tour.
t t
Figure 4-9: The initial (left) and final (right) Euler tours.
neighbor. Because t is movable in Co, the configuration C resulting from removing t
(which effectively happens during the first pivot) does not disconnect the weak dual
graph. Thus every Ci has a connected weak dual graph, as Ci contains C. After each
clockwise pivot of t to position xi, because pivots can be reversed, we know that t
has a collision-free counterclockwise pivot back to xi_1, so by Property 4.2, t also has
a collision-free clockwise pivot about some neighbor in Ci. Therefore t always has
a collision-free clockwise pivot. Configuration Ck is the first in which no such pivot
advances clockwise, i.e., t gets stuck.
Let bi denote the maximum boundary tour vertex of C incident to position xi, and
let t, denote the maximum boundary tile incident to xi. (Notice that bi is necessarily
a vertex of ti.) By the definition of clockwise advance, the sequence bo, bi,... , bk is
nonstrictly increasing along the boundary tour. If each pivot rotates by an angle of
at least 0 (a constant depending on the tile geometry), then after j < 360'/0 pivots,
the rotation center of the pivot must change, meaning that the new tile position zj+j
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shares no points with xi, and thus bi+j f bi is strictly farther along the boundary tour
than bi. If each tile has e edges (another constant depending on the tile geometry),
then after j' < e - 3600/0 = 0(1) pivots, tile t must reach a new tile ti+ji f ti in C.
The portion of the boundary tour so traversed corresponds to a unique path in the
Euler tour of C from ti to ti+j, consisting of at least one edge. Let T = (bo, ... , bk)
denote the overall portion of the boundary tour of C traversed during the sequence
of k pivots. Consider the corresponding path P of the Euler tour of C, which visits
to, t1 , .. . , tk in order with various tiles in between, removing consecutive duplicate
tiles for which multiple boundary edges belong consecutively to T. Then P consists
of at least [c'k] edges where c' = 0/(360'e).
Notice that T is also a boundary tour path in Co, and so the path P in the Euler
tour of C corresponding to T is also a path in the Euler tour of Co. We'll show that
none of the edges of P appear in the Euler tour of Ck, and exactly two new edges are
added, proving that the Euler tour of Ck has at least [c'k] - 2 fewer edges than that
of Co. Moreover we'll show that the Euler tour of Ck always has at least one fewer
edge than that of Co. The net loss is therefore at least max{1, [c'k - 2] } > [ckl edges
where c = min{1, c'}/4 = c'/4 because 0 < c' < 1. Later we'll improve this constant
to c'/2.
From position Xk, we know that a clockwise pivot of t about bk is not collision-free,
for otherwise we could advance t clockwise by Corollary 4.1. By Property 4.2, there
must be a neighboring tile t' of Xk about which t has a clockwise collision-free pivot.
Let b' denote the vertex of t' about which t has the pivot. Notice that t' and tk must
be distinct. Moreover, t' and tk do not touch (assuming that we are in one of the
four models allowed by this paper-i.e. square on square grid, triangles on a triangular
grid, hexagons on a hexagonal or triangular grid), for if they did, the clockwise pivot
about b' would not be collision-free.
Let B = (b', ... , bk) denote the boundary tour path of C from b' to bk (with the
start and end taken relative to position £k). We claim that B contains the boundary
tour path T. Suppose otherwise for contradiction. Notice that B is a weakly simple
directed path which is disjoint from the interior of Xk. Let o-k denote the center of Xk.
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Figure 4-10: The boundary tour B (in blue) from b' to bk is a weakly simple coun-
terclockwise path which is disjoint from the interior of Xk. We add the two directed
edges (bk, uk) and (9k, b') to close it into a weakly simple cycle B.
Construct the weakly simple counterclockwise cycle B = (bk, Uk, b', ... , bk) by adding
the directed edges (bk, Uk) and (Uk, b'). See Figure 4-10 for a high-level schematic.
Because we assumed for contradiction that B does not contain T, then b' must occur
somewhere in the middle of the boundary tour path T and so t must have started
from a position x0 exterior to B (as defined in Property 4.3) and eventually reached
position Xk via clockwise collision-free pivots without crossing B. But Property 4.3(b)
implies that this is impossible, because a tile placed at Xk has no clockwise collision-
free pivot about bk but has a clockwise collision-free pivot about b'. (The reader can
check that B, B, etc. satisfy the conditions of Property 4.3.) Hence B must contain
T.
Let S denote the unique path in the Euler tour of C corresponding to B. Now
notice that in Ck, there is a face bounded by B and portion of the border of Xk. Hence
none of the boundary tour edges of B appear on the'boundary tour of Ck, and thus
none of the edges in S are in the Euler tour of Ck.
Let t* be the minimum boundary tile incident with Xk in C (or equivalently CO).
The Euler tour of Ck consists of the Euler tour of Co up through t*, then edges (t*, Xk)
and (Xk, tk), followed by the Euler tour of Co from tk onwards. Hence the Euler tour
of Ck has only two new edges.
Now we compute how many edges of the Euler tour of Co have disappeared from
that of Ck. Let B' denote the portion of the boundary path of Co from b' to bk.
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Notice that B' differs from B only by a diversion around the boundary of £o (i.e., the
portion of the boundary tour preceding £o and the portion after £O in B' all appear
in B). (B could still have many more boundary tour edges than B' if the removal of
t from £O exposes a pocket, but what matters is that up to £o and after £O, B and B'
are the same.)
Let Q denote the unique path in the Euler tour of Co corresponding to B'. Let
(u, £o) and (xo, w) denote the incoming and outgoing Euler tour edges to t at position
£O in Co (well-defined because t is single-visit). For the reasons stated previously, all
the edges of Q except (u, £O) and (£o, w) appear in S. In particular, the portion of
the tour from w onwards in Q is equal to P. Hence at least [c'kj edges of the Euler
tour of CO do not appear in that of C. Also, neither (u, £O) nor (£o, w) appear on the
Euler tour of Ck, because £o and zk are necessarily distinct. Thus we have established
that none of the edges of Q appear on the Euler tour of Ck. And so in fact the Euler
tour has at least [c'kJ fewer edges than Co.
Now we'll show that Q always has at least three edges, so that the length of the
Euler tour of Ck is always at least one unit shorter than that of Co. We already have
at least two edges on Q, namely (u, £o) and (£o, w) (u and w may be the same tile,
but they're still distinct directed edges). If t touches any tile distinct from u and w
during its pivots, then we add a third edge to Q. At position £k, t is incident to
two distinct tiles tk and t', which do not touch. So by Property 4.4, we cannot have
{u, w} = {tk, t'} and t touching no other tiles. Thus Q contains at least three edges.
Therefore at least max{3, Lc'k + 2] } edges of the Euler tour of Co do not appear
on that of Ck, and because precisely two new edges are added to that of Ck, the net
loss is > max{1, [c'kJ} > [ck| where c = c/2. E
Theorem 4.1. Assuming Properties 4.1-4.4, any weakly connected configuration of
n tiles can be canonicalized in O(n 2) pivots.
Proof. The algorithm repeatedly chooses a movable boundary tile that admits at least
one clockwise-advancing collision-free pivot, which we know exists by Property 4.1
and Lemma 4.1, and pivots t clockwise along the boundary tour until either (1) t gets
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stuck or (2) t can be added to the canonical strip. In the second case, the number of
pivots is at most the length of the boundary tour, which is O(n), and the boundary
and Euler tours can change.
In the first case, by Lemma 4.3, the number of pivots is at most -(AE)/c where
c > 0 is constant and AE is the change in the length E of the Euler tour. Relative to
the potential function E/c, the amortized number of pivots is -(AE)/c+A(E/c) = 0.
Thus the total number of pivots in a sequence of consecutive instances of the first case
(until an instance of the second case) is at most the maximum value of E/c (minus
the minimum value, 0), which is O(n). Hence, in all cases, after O(n) moves, a tile
becomes canonicalized. Therefore, the total number of pivots is O(n 2). E
4.4 Pivoting Square Tiles
Figure 4-11: Tile t is a convex corner because the clockwise turn angle from (s, t) to
(t, u) is > 0, and it is single-visit because it has degree two in the Euler tour. Nodes of
Euler tour are blue and edges of the Euler tour are red. Notice that t can be pivoted
clockwise along the boundary tour without disconnecting the configuration.
We show that the general algorithm presented in Section 4.3 works for reconfig-
uring weakly connected square tiles.
Lemma 4.4 (Property 4.1). In any weakly connected configuration of square tiles,
any single-visit convex corner is movable and furthermore can advance clockwise.
Proof. Let t be a single-visit convex corner. Because the tile t is single-visit, removing
t will not disconnect the Euler tour, viewed as a weakly simple cycle. So it remains
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to show that the removal of t does not disconnect the rest of the configuration (i.e.,
non-boundary tiles) and that t has a clockwise-advancing pivot.
Let (s, t) be the first edge of the Euler tour to visit t, and let (t, u) be the following
edge. Because t is a convex corner, any tile not on the tour that touches t must also
touch at least one of s or u as Figure 4-11 illustrates. Thus t is not a cut vertex.
Because the (clockwise) turn angle of a convex corner is strictly positive, the
configuration of square tiles has at least three unoccupied grid positions that touch
one of the corners of t lying on the boundary of the configuration. Clearly in this
case we can pivot t clockwise about a to a position farther along the boundary tour.
See Figure 4-11. 0
Lemma 4.5 (Property 4.2). A tile t has a collision-free clockwise pivot about one of
its neighbors if and only if t has a collision-free counterclockwise pivot about one of
its neighbors.
Proof. Assume t has at least one neighbor, else C consists of a single tile and the
claim is vacuously true.
(=>) Without loss of generality assume it is possible to pivot t in the clockwise
direction about its bottom-right corner. Because this pivot is collision free, the grid
cells North, North-East, and East of t are unoccupied. Now if t has a neighbor touch-
ing its top-left corner, then it would be possible to do a collision-free counterclockwise
pivot of t about this corner. So suppose no such neighbor of t exists, i.e., the cells
North-West and West of t are unoccupied.
If t has a neighbor touching its bottom-left corner, it would again be possible to
do a collision-free pivot of t in the counterclockwise direction, this time about its
bottom-left corner. Finally, if this is also not the case then the only neighbor of t
occupies its South-East cell. Clearly, in such a configuration it is possible to pivot t
in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions with no collisions.
(<) By symmetry, and because all the above pivots are reversible, we can similarly
show that if t has a collision-free counterclockwise pivot then it must also have a
collision-free clockwise pivot about one of its neighbors in C. 0
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See the original statement of the Super Property in Section 4.3 as well as its
preceding paragraph for the definitions of the terms, such as crossing, exterior to B,
etc. in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6 (Property 4.3). Let C be a configuration of square tiles. Let t be a tile
with two distinct nontouching neighbors t2 and tk. Suppose that t has a clockwise
collision-free pivot about ti, but does not have a clockwise collision-free pivot about tk.
Let bi be the vertex of tj about which t has a clockwise collision-free pivot. In the case
where tk and t intersect at a single vertex, let bk be that vertex; in the case where
tk and t intersect along an edge, let bk be the endpoint such that an infinitesimal
clockwise rotation of t about bk does not intersect tk. Let x denote the position of
tile t, and let p denote the center of x. Let B = (p, bi, B, bk,p) be a weakly simple
counterclockwise cycle formed by the edges (bk, p) and (p, bi) together with a weakly
simple path B connecting bi to bk such that B is disjoint from the interior of t (i.e.
B does not cross t). Call a tile or tile position u interior [exterior] to B if u does
not cross B and the center of u lies strictly inside [outside] the region enclosed by
B. (Note that we have intentionally allowed u to cross interior points of the path
(bk, p, bi) for convenience during the proof. Also note that x is the only tile position
not crossing B that lies neither interior nor exterior to B.)
If we delete t from its position x, then the following hold:
(a) In order for a tile u $ C starting exterior to B to reach a position lying inte-
rior to B via collision-free pivots, without ever crossing B, it must first reach
position x.
(b) No tile u $ C starting exterior to B can reach position x via clockwise collision-
free pivots without crossing B.
Proof. Proof of Claim (a): Because the tile and position grids are identical, pivots can
be decomposed into discrete operations, each moving a tile from one cell to another
cell that shares an edge. Consider the graph G with a vertex per unoccupied grid cell
which does not cross B, and an edge connecting two vertices if their corresponding
grid cells share an edge not on B (i.e. B does not divide the two cells). Notice that x
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corresponds to a cut vertex of G separating positions lying exterior to B from those
lying interior to B. See Figure 4-12. Hence this establishes the first claim.
......... .. . . .......
. ...... 4 ...
.. ..... . .... .....
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Figure 4-12: In order for a tile placed exterior to B to reach a position interior to B
via collision-free pivots without ever crossing B (blue), it must first reach x.
Proof of Claim (b): By Claim (a), in order for a tile u placed exterior to B to reach
position x, it must first reach an unoccupied position exterior to B sharing an edge
with x, and from there do a 90' clockwise pivot about the appropriate vertex to
position x. Hence it suffices to show that each of the positions neighboring x along
an edge either is interior to B, crosses B, is occupied by a pre-existing tile of C, or
that a 90' clockwise pivot from such a position to x collides with a pre-existing tile.
Label the vertices of x by v1 , ... , v4 in counterclockwise order, and without loss
of generality, taking bi = vi and vi to be the top left vertex. Let the edges of x be
denoted ej := vivi+1. (Notice that for a tile placed at a neighboring position of x along
edge ej, the vertex about which a 900 clockwise pivot takes you to x is vi+1.) Let W1
denote the set of edges along the counterclockwise arc of the boundary of x starting
at bi and ending at bk. (At the very least, W1 contains ei.) And let W2 denote those
edges along the counterclockwise arc from bk to bi. Notice that the edges of W1 all
lie in B (i.e., in the union of the region enclosed by B and B itself). This follows
from the fact that B is a counterclockwise cyle and so the region enclosed by B lies
locally to the left of the directed edges (bk,p) and (p, bi), and so because B does not
cross the interior of x, it must follow that the edges of W1 lie in B. Hence a position
neighboring x along an edge of W1 either is interior to B or from such a position a
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clockwise pivot to x would cross B, so we can ignore such positions.
For convenience we'll refer to the neighboring positions of x by their cardinal
directions relative to x (and with North pointing along positive y-axis), e.g., the
neighbor North of x, the neighbor South-East of x, etc. Notice that because a tile
t placed at x has a collision-free clockwise pivot about bi(= vi), the positions West,
South-West, and South of x are all unoccupied. We now consider two cases, depending
on whether a clockwise pivot of x about bk collides with t2 or not.
Case 1: Suppose a clockwise pivot of t from position x about bk does not collide
with ti. This is only possible if ti, tk lie at the positions North-West, and South-East
of x, respectively. Refer to Figure 4-13. So W2 consists of two edges e3 , e4. Let S
denote the set of positions North, North-East, and East of x. And because we know
a clockwise pivot of t about bk is not collision-free, there must be a tile s occupying
one of the positions in S. Now a tile u placed at a neighboring position along an edge
ej of W2 will either already be occupied by s, or from such a position a 900 clockwise
pivot of u about vi+1 to position x will either collide with s or tk.
S
1 4
xx
12 3--- -
x
Figure 4-13: In the case where a clockwise pivot of x about bk does not collide with
ti, then tj and tk lie at the positions North-West and South-East of x, respectively.
And because a clockwise pivot of x about bk is not collision-free, there must be a
tile s in the shaded region S. A tile placed along an edge of W2 will either already
be occupied by s, or from such a position a 900 clockwise pivot of u about vi+1 to
position x will either collide with s or tk as the blue and red circular arcs indicate.
Case 2: Suppose a clockwise pivot of t from position x about bk collides with ti.
Let S be the same set of positions as in Case 1. Hence at least one of tj or tk must
occupy a position in S, and so a tile u placed at a neighboring position of x along an
edge ej of W2 will either already be occupied or a 900 clockwise pivot of u about vi+1
will collide with tk. E
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Lemma 4.7 (Property 4.4). In a weakly connected configuration of at least four tiles,
suppose that a movable tile t is adjacent in the Euler tour to two tiles a and b which
are not incident to each other. If t pivots clockwise one or more times while preserving
weak connectivity of the configuration yet without ever touching a third tile, then t
can never again reach a position incident to both a and b.
Figure 4-14: Tile t cannot subsequently reach a position adjacent to both a and b
without disconnecting the configuration.
Proof. Our only choice is to start pivoting t clockwise about either a and b and to
continue doing clockwise pivots until you reach a position adjacent to a and b again.
Without loss of generality, choose tile b. As Figure 4-14 illustrates, the only way to
subsequently reach a position adjacent to both a and b is to do a full cycle of clockwise
pivots around b. But this would only be possible if t was the only neighbor of b, and
so t is a cut vertex of the weak dual graph. This contradicts the assumption that t is
movable. l
Corollary 4.2. Any weakly connected configuration of n square tiles can be canon-
icalized in 0(n 2) pivots.
Proof. Because Properties 4.1-4.4 hold for pivoting square tiles, the Shortcut Lemma
(Lemma 4.3) holds and hence we can apply Theorem 4.1. LI
4.5 Sliding Square Tiles
In this section we deviate briefly from the model of pivoting tiles about their neigh-
bors, and use instead the slide move introduced by Dumitrescu et al. [DSY04] and
analyzed by Dumitrescu and Pach [DP06] to reconfigure strongly connected sets of
square tiles. The two types of slide moves are illustrated in Figure 4-2 and each slide
move must maintain strong connectivity (i.e., connectivity of the strong dual graph).
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We show that it is possible to use the general reconfiguration algorithm presented
in Section 4.3 to the sliding square model. The specific definitions and lemmas used
here deviate somewhat from those presented in the general algorithmic framework
section. This is because many of properties of Section 4.3 address situations unique
to pivoting tiles. The essence of the proof however remains unchanged. In particular,
we prove an anolog of the Shortcut Lemma (modified for sliding square tiles), which
gives the result of Theorem 4.1.
Figure 4-15: F1 (shaded orange) and F2 (shaded purple) are the bounded faces of this
configuration.
We now modify the definitions of Sections 4.2 and 4.3 as necessary for sliding
square tiles, as well as introduce some new terms. A face of a strongly connected
configuration C of square tiles is a maximal weakly connected region of the plane
minus the closure of tiles in C, where by weakly connected we mean that we allow a
face to have "pinch points". Thus each bounded face is bounded by a weakly simple
polygon. See Figure 4-15. The outer face is of C is the unique unbounded face. The
boundary of C is the collection of edges and vertices of C that are shared with the outer
face. A boundary tile is a tile which has a vertex on the boundary (cf. Section 4.2,
where a boundary tile had to have an edge on the boundary). The boundary tour
of C is the oriented cycle through the vertices and edges of the boundary of the
outer face that traverses each such edge exactly once, in clockwise order, and without
properly crossing itself (but possibly revisiting vertices). Thus it is weakly simple.
See Figure 4-16 for an example. We take the boundary tour to start and end at
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the left edge of the leftmost tile. Define the length of the boundary tour to be the
number edges along the boundary tour. For the Euler tour, it does not suffice to
simply replace each boundary edge in the boundary tour with the unique incident
tile as we did before, as this could yield edges of the Euler tour which are not edges
of the strong dual graph. Thus we make the following modification to the definition:
First replace each edge of the boundary tour by the unique incident tile. Then if
two tiles u and v are consecutively visited by this tour but are not adjacent in the
strong dual graph, add the unique tile w, which is adjacent to both u and v in the
strong dual graph, between u and v in the Euler tour. This guarantees that the Euler
tour will be an oriented weakly simple cycle in the strong dual graph. Also notice
that this definnition of Euler tour ensures that each boundary tile is visited at least
once. The definitions of single-visit and convex corner are identical to those defined
in Section 4.2 relative to this definition of Euler tour.
Say that a grid cell g is adjacent to a boundary tour edge e if e lies along one of
the four sides of g. A movable tile is a non-canonicalized tile whose removal would
not disconnect the configuration and which has a slide move. As in the case of pivots,
when sliding a tile, we view it as not belonging to the configuration, and define the
Euler and boundary tours relative to that reduced configuration. A slide of a movable
tile that touches the boundary tour advances clockwise if the slide brings the tile to
a position adjacent to a boundary edge strictly farther along the boundary tour than
before. Notice that the only way to advance a tile t clockwise along the boundary
tour is to do a clockwise slide along the maximum boundary tour edge adjacent to
the position of t (note that we are only specifying the initial direction of the slide; the
slide itself would be a side slide or a corner slide depending on the local geometry).
If a movable tile has no clockwise advancing slide, then we call it stuck.
Finally we define a new term, pinch point, and state a couple of properties related
to it. A pinch point is a point visited more than once by the boundary tour (for
squares, the boundary tour can visit a point at most two times). Let p be a pinch
point. Let ei be the first incoming boundary tour edge to p, and let ej be the last
outgoing boundary edge from p. Then the boundary tour edges (ei+i,... , ej 1 ) form
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a pocket (basically a weakly simple orthogonal polygon), whose interior does not
contain any tile of C. See Figure 4-17 for a high-level sketch of a pinch point and its
pocket, ignoring the caption as it refers to a specific proof. Figure 4-16 also contains
several pinch points. Notice that a tile placed interior to a pocket can never exit the
pocket via collision-free slide moves; nor can a tile placed exterior to a pocket ever
enter the pocket via collision-free slides. The only way a tile can get stuck if it is
advancing clockwise along the boundary tour is if it reaches a pinch point, in which
case it is trapped inside a pocket.
Figure 4-16: The boundary tour is in red. The strip tiles are gray. The gray dot
indicates the start and end of the boundary. The orange tile t, in the left figure, is a
single-visit convex corner. Tile t slides clockwise along the boundary tour until it can
no longer advance along the tour (because t has reached a pinch point- see the right
figure). The length of the boundary tour decreases by at least the number of slides
made.
Figure 4-17: The sequence of boundary tour edges (er, ... ,e) forms a pocket P
containing Xk.
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Lemma 4.8 (Property 4.1). In any strongly connected configuration of tiles, any
single-visit convex corner t is movable and furthermore can advance clockwise.
Proof. Notice that because t is a convex corner, at least two adjacent edges of t must
be on the boundary tour. Hence the neighbors of t in the strong dual graph must be
boundary tiles. Thus the only way the removal of t could disconnect the strong dual
graph would be if it disconnected the Euler tour. But the fact that t is single-visit
guarantees that its removal does not disconnect the Euler tour.
It is clear that t has some slide move, but it remains to prove that t can advance
clockwise. Let ei_ 1 = (s, t) and ei = (t, u) be the incoming and outgoing Euler tour
edges to t, respectively. In the case where s = u, Figure 4-18(a) shows that t has a
clockwise-advancing slide. Similarly in the case where s f u, Figure 4-18(b) shows
that t has a clockwise-advancing slide.
~u ue e
(a) (b)
Figure 4-18: Illustrates that a single-visit convex corner t always has a clockwise-
advancing slide. Edges ei_ 1 = (s, t) and ei = (t, u) are the incoming and outgoing
Euler tour edges to t, respectively. The two figures in (a) are for the case where s = u,
and the two figures in (b) are for the case where s # u. In all four possibilities, t can
advance at least one step clockwise along the boundary tour.
Lemma 4.9 (Shortcut Lemma). Let t be a single-visit convex corner of a strongly con-
nected configuration of square tiles. Consider repeatedly applying clockwise-advancing
slides to t until t gets stuck or reaches the canonical strip. If t does k clockwise-
advancing slides and then gets stuck, the resulting changes to the configuration reduce
the length of the boundary tour by at least k.
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Proof. For a concrete example of the application of this lemma, refer to Figure 4-16.
Let Xo, . . , Xk denote the position of t after each successive slide. (Notice that each of
the xi is distinct by our definition of clockwise advancement. Also notice that k > 1,
because by virtue of t being a single-visit convex corner, Lemma 4.8 guarantees at
least one clockwise-advancing slide.) And let Co,. . . , Ck denote the corresponding
configurations of all tiles (differing only in the position of t). First we show that
this sequence of clockwise-advancing slides never disconnects the strong dual graph.
Because t is movable in C0, the configuration C resulting from removing t (which
effectively happens during the first slide) does not disconnect the strong dual graph.
Thus every C, has a has a connected strong dual graph, as C is essentially C with t
glued to one of C's boundary tour edges. Ck is the first configuration in which t has
no clockwise-advancing slide.
We now show that the final position Xk must be at a pinch point of C. Refer
to Figure 4-17 throughout. Let e, be the maximum boundary tour edge (i.e., the
farthest along the tour) adjacent to grid cell Xk. Without loss of generality take e,
to lie on the Eastern side of Xk. The grid cell North of x must be occupied by some
tile u, otherwise t could do a clockwise advancing slide along e, contrary to our
assumption. Grid cell Xk intersects u along a boundary tour edge er, occurring earlier
than e, by the assumption of e, being the maximum boundary tour edge at Xk. (For
convenience let the subscripts denote the index of the edge along the boundary tour
of C -so e, is the Tth edge, while e, is the sth along the tour, and r < s.) The grid cell
North-East of Xk must be unoccupied, otherwise we would have er occurring farther
along the boundary tour than es. Let p = e, n e,. Then p is a pinch point (because it
is visited twice along the boundary tour, the first time by erl and the second time
by es). Hence the sequence of boundary tour edges (e,..... , e,) forms a pocket P of
C containing Xk. Thus t must have started from a position inside P, because you can
only reach positions inside a pocket from positions also in that pocket.
Notice that er and es are also boundary tour edges of Co. The boundary tour
edges of Co from er to es differ only by a diversion around x0 from those of C. In
particular, the boundary tour edges from er to e, in Co also form a pocket Po. (Notice
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that C can still contain many more boundary tour edges than CO, as removal of t
from £O in CO could expose a pinch point of C leading to many more boundary tour
edges in C than Co. But we are referring to the fact that locally the only difference
is around £O, i.e., the boundary tour edges before and after the local diversion in C
and Co are identical.)
When t reaches its final position Xk, all of the boundary tour edges from er to e,
in Co (i.e., the boundary tour edges along Po) disappear from the boundary tour of
Ck and no new boundary tour edges are added. (Specifically, the boundary tour of
Ck consists of the boundary tour of Co up through er_1 followed by the boundary
tour edges from e,+1 onwards.) Hence the boundary tour of Ck has |Pol fewer edges
than the boundary tour of Co.
We now lower bound the number of edges of Po based on the number of slides
made by t. Each slide of t, except possibly the first one is along a distinct boundary
tour edge of Po. And by virtue of t being a convex corner at its starting position £O,
at least two edges of t are also distinct boundary tour edges of PO. Hence PO has at
least (k - 1) + 2 = k + 1 boundary tour edges. Thus the boundary tour of Ck has at
least k + 1 fewer edges than that of Co, establishing the lemma.
Theorem 4.2. Any strongly connected configuration of n square tiles can be canoni-
calized in O(n 2 ) slide moves.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.1, although we sketch its proof
here. The algorithm repeatedly chooses a movable boundary tile that admits at least
one clockwise-advancing slide, which we know exists by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.8, and
slides t clockwise along the boundary tour until either (1) t gets stuck, or (2) t can
be added to the canonical strip. In the second case, the number of slides is at most
the length of the boundary, which is O(n).
In the first case, by Lemma 4.9, the number of slides is at most -AB, where AB
is the change in the length B of the boundary tour. Thus the total number of slides
in a sequence of consecutive instances of the first case (until an instance of the second
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case) is 0(n). Hence, in all cases, after 0(n) moves, a tile becomes canonicalized.
Therefore the total number of pivots is 0(n 2 ).
4.6 Pivoting Hexagonal Tiles on a Triangular Grid
Our algorithmic framework from Section 4.3 also works for hexagonal tiles on a regular
triangular grid. We use T to denote the triangular grid. Let C be a weakly connected
configuration of hexagonal tiles in T. Let the strip position be given by the leftmost
tile in the direction 1500 counterclockwise of the positive horizontal axis (if this tile is
not unique then among them pick the uppermost one). See Figure 4-19 for the strip
direction.
Figure 4-19: A partially canonicalized configuration of hexagons on triangular grid.
Lemma 4.10 (Property 4.1). In any weakly connected configuration of hexagonal
tiles on a triangular grid, any single-visit convex corner is movable and furthermore
can advance clockwise.
Proof. Let t be a single-visit convex corner. We first show that t does not correspond
to a cut vertex in the weak dual graph. Removal of a vertex of degree 2 along the tour
certainly does not disconnect the Euler tour. So it remains to show that the removal
of t does not disconnect the rest of the configuration (i.e., non-boundary tiles).
Let ej = (s, t) be the first edge of the Euler tour to visit t, and let ejs = (t, u) be
the following edge. Because t is a convex corner, any tile which touches t must also
touch s or u as Figure 4-20 illustrates. Thus t is not a cut vertex.
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Figure 4-20: Strip tiles are in gray. Euler tour edges are in red. Tile t (orange) is a
single-visit convex corner. The grid cells marked by "x" must be empty, otherwise
the next edge ei+1 of the Euler tour would deviate to any hexagon occupying one
of the forbidden cells instead of visiting u, and hence the clockwise turn angle from
ei = (s, t) to ej+1 would be < 0 (contrary to our assumption that t is a convex corner).
Because these grid cells are unoccupied, t can be rotated clockwise about u without
collision. Notice that any tile touching t must also touch s or u, which, combined
with the fact that t has degree 2 along the Euler tour, ensures that t is not a cut
vertex.
Figure 4-20 also illustrates that t can be rotated without collision at least one step
clockwise along the tour boundary by pivoting about u. El
Lemma 4.11 (Property 4.2). A tile t has a collision-free clockwise pivot about one
of its neighbors if and only if t has a collision-free counterclockwise pivot about one
of its neighbors.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume C consists of more than a single tile. We will
show that if t has a collision-free counterclockwise pivot, then t also has a collision-free
clockwise pivot about some neighbor. The other direction follows by symmetry.
Let the corners of t be v1, v2 ,... , v6 starting from the top-leftmost corner and
going clockwise about the hexagonal boundary. Without loss of generality assume it
is possible to pivot t about vi in the counterclockwise direction. Then for this pivot
to be collision-free, the triangular cell positions that have to be empty are the ones
that are exterior to t and that touch v2 or v3 (refer to Figure 4-1(c)). Now if v4 has a
neighboring tile, then it would be possible to do a clockwise collision-free pivot about
v4. So suppose this is not the case, i.e., the cells touching v4 are unoccupied. If v5 has
a neighboring cell, then it would possible to do a clockwise collision-free pivot about
v5 . Suppose this is also not the case, i.e., the cells touching v5 are unoccupied. If v6
has a neighboring cell, then in this case it would possible to pivot t about v6 clockwise
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without collisions. If this also is not the case, then t has only one neighbor which
touches only one of its corners v1 . Clearly, in such a configuration it would be possible
to pivot t in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions with no collisions. EZ
See the original statement of the Super Property in Section 4.3 as well as its
preceding paragraph for the definitions of the terms, such as crossing, exterior to B,
etc. in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.12 (Property 4.3). Let C be a configuration of hexagonal tiles on a triangu-
lar grid. Let t be a tile with two distinct nontouching neighbors t2 and tk. Suppose that
t has a clockwise collision-free pivot about ti, but does not have a clockwise collision-
free pivot about tk. Let bi be the vertex of tj about which t has a clockwise collision-free
pivot. In the case where tk and t intersect at a single vertex, let bk be that vertex; in
the case where tk and t intersect along an edge, let bk be the endpoint such that an
infinitesimal clockwise rotation of t about bk does not intersect tk. Let x denote the
position of tile t, and let p denote the center of x. Let B = (p, bi, B, bk, p) be a weakly
simple counterclockwise cycle formed by the edges (bk, p) and (p, bi) together with a
weakly simple path B connecting bi to bk such that B is disjoint from the interior of
t (i.e. B does not cross t). Call a tile or tile position u interior [exterior] to B if u
does not cross B and the center of u lies strictly inside [outside] the region enclosed
by B. (Note that we have intentionally allowed u to cross interior points of the path
(bkp, bi) for convenience during the proof. Also note that x is the only tile position
not crossing B that lies neither interior nor exterior to B.)
If we delete t from its position x, then the following hold:
(a) In order for a tile u $ C starting exterior to B to reach a position lying inte-
rior to B via collision-free pivots, without ever crossing B, it must first reach
position x.
(b) No tile u V C starting exterior to B can reach position x via clockwise collision-
free pivots without crossing B.
Proof. Proof of Claim (a): Refer to Figure 4-21 for a high-level sketch of B and x.
Define the graph G to have a vertex for each unoccupied hexagon position (i.e., six
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unoccupied triangles meeting at a single vertex) which does not cross B, and an edge
connecting two vertices corresponding to positions that share two triangles. Then
pivots can be decomposed into discrete operations, each moving a tile between two
positions connected by an edge in G. We claim that x corresponds to cut vertex of
G separating positions lying interior to B from those lying exterior to B.
To prove this, suppose for contradiction that there exist unoccupied positions y
and z which do not cross B and such that y and z overlap (i.e., they share two
triangles) and y lies interior to B, while z lies exterior to B. We'll show that either
y or z must be x, establishing that x corresponds to a cut vertex of G and hence
proving the first claim. Let y U z denote the union of positions y and z. Then B must
cross the interior of y U z, otherwise we'd have y and z lying to the same "side" of
B. The only portion of B which is permitted to cross the interior of y or z is the arc
(bk, p, bi). Also notice that a tile position centered at bi or bk necessarily crosses B.
Hence ctr(y), ctr(z) §' {bi, bk}, where we use ctr to denote center.
But now (bk, p) and (p, bi) are consecutive edges in the underlying triangular lat-
tice with bk, p, bi vertices of that lattice. If none of bk, p, bi is equal to ctr(y) or ctr(z),
then the path (bk, p, bi) does not cross the interior of y U z. Hence we must have p
equal to ctr(y) or ctr(z), and thus x is equal to y or z.
Figure 4-21: In order for a tile placed exterior to B to reach a position interior to B
via collision-free pivots without crossing B, it must first reach position x.
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Proof of Claim (b): Notice that by Claim (a), in order to reach position x via clockwise
collision-free pivots from a starting position exterior to B, you must first reach an
unoccupied position exterior to B and sharing two triangles of x and from there do
a 60' clockwise pivot about the appropriate vertex to position x. Hence it suffices
to consider positions centered on vertices of x and to show that either the position
is interior to B, crosses B, overlaps some pre-existing tile, or that a clockwise pivot
from such a position to x collides with a pre-existing tile. Notice that we do not need
to consider the positions centered on bi or bk, as such a position overlaps t or tk,
respectively, and so you could never reach such a position.
We order the vertices of x in counterclockwise order starting at vi := bi and ending
at v6 . (Notice that bk is equal to v for some 2 < j 6.) Notice that if you were
for example looking at the position centered at vj, a 600 clockwise pivot about the
next vertex vj+1 (wrapping around modulo 6) will take you to x. A 300' clockwise
pivot about the previous vertex v3 _1 will take you to x, but we don't need to consider
such a pivot as it will have been handled by another case, namely the case where the
position is centered on vj- 2.
Let W1 denote the set of vertices of x occuring strictly between bi and bk in this
counterclockwise order (strictly means we don't include bi or bk in W1). And let W2
denote the set of vertices occuring strictly between bk and bi in this counterclockwise
order. (Either of W or W2 can be empty, as in the case when bi and bk are consec-
utive.) Notice that the edges of x (and hence also vertices) occuring between bi and
bk in counterclockwise order all lie in B (i.e., in the region enclosed by B or on B
itself). This follows from the fact that B is a counterclockwise cyle and so the region
enclosed by B lies locally to the left of the directed edges (bk,p) and (p, bi), and now
because B does not cross the interior of x, it must follow that the aforementioned
edges and vertices lie in . Hence a tile position centered at a vertex in W1 is either
interior to B or crosses B, so we can ignore such positions.
It remains to consider positions centered on a vertex in W 2. Without loss of
generality we take vi (and hence bi) to be the top right vertex of x. Because a
tile placed at x has a clockwise collision-free pivot about v1 (= bi), the grid cells
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surrounding x at v2 and v3 must be unoccupied, as shown in Figure 4-22. Hence bk is
equal to v4 , V5 or v6 . Notice that if bk = v6, then W2 is empty and so there's nothing
left to consider. We now consider two cases.
x V1
\x, 1,3 6,%~4 V5,1
Figure 4-22: Because a tile placed at x has a clockwise collision-free pivot about
bi(= vi), the grid cells surrounding v2 and v3 must be unoccupied. Notice that t
must lie in one of the two shaded blue regions.
Case 1: Suppose a clockwise pivot of t from position x about bk does not collide
with ti. Then tk must be incident with only vertex v4 of x, and tj must be incident
with only vertex vi of x, as shown in Figure 4-23. Thus the only vertices of W2 are v5
and v6 . Let S denote the set of the following three tile positions neighboring t (and
hence x): the position incident to only vertex v5, the position incident to edge v5V6 ,
or the position incident to only vertex v6 . By assumption, t does not have a clockwise
collision-free pivot about bk, so there must be a tile s E S. A tile u placed at the
position centered at v6 will either overlap s, or a 600 clockwise pivot of u about vi to
the position x will collide with s. For the case of the position centered at v5 , a 60
clockwise pivot of a tile placed at this position about vertex v6 to position x collides
with tk.
Case 2: Suppose a clockwise pivot of t from position x about bk collides with ti.
In this case there are potentially even fewer vertices of W2 to consider. Let S be
the same set of tile positions as in Case 1. In this case, at least one of tj or tk must
overlap S, and in such a case we can show that a tile placed at a position centered
at vj E W2 will either overlap tj or tk, or a 60' clockwise pivot about vji will collide
with tk. (We leave it to the reader to verify this claim.)
Hence, in all cases we have shown that no tile placed exterior to B can reach x
via clockwise collision-free pivots without crossing B, because to do so would require
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Figure 4-23: In the case where a clockwise pivot of x about bk does not collide with ti,
then ti and tk lie at the positions incident with single vertices vi and v4 , respectively.
Because a clockwise pivot of x about bk is not collision-free, there must be a tile s in
the purple shaded region S. A tile placed at one of the two yellow positions, centered
at v5 and v6 , respectively, does not have a clockwise collision-free pivot to x as the
circular arcs indicate.
reaching first a exterior position centered on a vertex of x which is either not possible
or once you reach such a position you have no clockwise collision-free pivot to x or
the clockwise pivot crosses B. 0
Lemma 4.13 (Property 4.4). In a weakly connected configuration of at least four
tiles, suppose that a movable tile t is adjacent in the Euler tour to two tiles a and b
which are not incident to each other. If t pivots clockwise one or more times while
preserving weak connectivity of the configuration yet without ever touching a third
tile, then t can never again reach a position incident to both a and b.
Proof. The proof of this property is analogous to that of Lemma 4.7 in the pivoting
square tiles section, so we do not repeat the argument here. l
Corollary 4.3. Any weakly connected configuration of n hexagonal tiles on a trian-
gular grid can be canonicalized in 0(n 2 ) pivots.
Proof. Because Properties 4.1-4.4 hold for pivoting hexagonal tiles on a triangular
grid, the Shortcut Lemma (Lemma 4.3) holds and hence we can apply Theorem 4.1.
4.7 Pivoting Hexagonal Tiles on a Hexagonal Grid
Unlike the case of hexagonal tiles on a triangular grid, there are connected configura-
tions of hexagons on a hexagonal grid which cannot be straightened. See Figure 4-24
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Figure 4-24: A rigid path of hexagons. The only non-cut vertices are the two leaves
(endpoints of the path), but neither has a collision-free pivot. The target cell for
a clockwise pivot of each leaf is marked by a red "x", and the target cell for a
counterclockwise pivot of each leaf is marked by a black "x". These target cells are
not reachable because they each participate in an excluded pattern.
for an example of a rigid path from [NGYOO]. Consider the three axis directions
determined by the hexagonal grid. Define an excluded pattern to be a triple (occu-
pied,unoccupied, occupied) of grid cells parallel to one of the three axes (see Figure 4-
25). The rigid path in Figure 4-24 has several excluded patterns. Consider one of the
two leaves. The target cell (marked by an x in the figure) for a clockwise pivot of the
leaf is unreachable because it is part of an excluded pattern; similarly so is the target
cell for a counterclockwise pivot.
Nguyen et al. [NGY00] restrict to configurations that do not contain any excluded
patterns, which they term admissible configurations. They show that any two con-
nected admissible configurations having the same number of tiles can be transformed
into each other in at most 0(n2 5 ) steps [NGYOO]. They require a fixed base to
which the tiles must stay connected, but eliminating this restriction, their analysis
can be reduced to an 0(n 2) bound. Our proof of an 0(n 2) bound is arguably simpler
than theirs, and follows our uniform algorithmic framework. We extend the term
admissible configuration to be a connected configuration which does not contain any
excluded patterns. Notice that excluded patterns alone do not characterize trans-
formability, as there are example of configurations containing excluded patterns that
can be transformed into a strip.
To show that any pair of admissible configurations having the same number of
tiles can be transformed into each other, it suffices to show that any admissible
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Figure 4-25: Excluded patterns for each of the three axis directions.
*>
Figure 4-26: The green tiles form a blocking pair. The grid cells marked with an x
are unoccupied in a blocking pair.
configuration can be transformed into a strip. We build a strip of hexagonal tiles
in the upper-left direction (i.e., 1500 counterclockwise of the positive x-axis) of a
hexagonal grid. We apply a similar strategy of pivoting a movable tile clockwise
along the boundary tour. Because we only consider admissible configurations, the
only obstruction to a tile from continuing to advance along the boundary tour is a
so-called "blocking pair". A blocking pair is a pair of tiles u, v such that u and v are
separated by distance exactly one, and there is no tile touching both u and v. See
Figure 4-26. If a tile t is pivoting clockwise along the boundary tour, and reaches a
tile u which participates in a blocking pair, it is possible that we cannot advance t
any farther along the tour.
Our strategy is to first remove all blocking pairs along the Euler tour. We achieve
this, by scanning counterclockwise along the Euler tour for the first tile participating
in a blocking pair. We show that this tile can be rotated clockwise along the boundary
tour until it reaches the strip. We then find the next tile participating in a blocking
pair and rotate this tile clockwise until it is added to the strip, and so on until there
are no remaining blocking pairs on the outer face. We then find a single-visit convex
corner, and rotate this tile clockwise until it reaches the strip. We again eliminate any
blocking pairs created. This process terminates when all tiles have been added to the
strip. Notice that at the end of each stage, the configuration is still admissible. This
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is because a tile whose removal would create an excluded pattern is not movable in
the first place. And our algorithm is such that once we start moving a tile it continues
until it is added to the strip, so although there may be intermediate excluded patterns,
they do not remain in the final configuration at the end of each stage.
Lemma 4.14. Let C be an admissible configuration. Let u be the first tile (found by
scanning counterclockwise along the Euler tour from the strip position) to participate
in a blocking pair. Then u is movable and can be pivoted clockwise along the boundary
tour until it reaches the strip.
Proof. All we need to argue is that the initial clockwise pivot of u can be made
without collision or disconnecting the configuration. Once u starts pivoting clockwise
along the boundary tour, the fact that there are no earlier blocking pairs ensures that
U's path is unobstructed. Refer to Figure 4-27 throughout.
Without loss of generality assume the blocking pair occurs at the bottom left
corner of u and let v be the other tile participating in the blocking pair. Let the
edges of u be labeled ei,... , e6 in clockwise order with ei being the top edge of u.
The grid cells incident with e5 and e4 are unoccupied because u forms a blocking
pair at its bottom left corner with v. The grid cells incident with e3 and e6 must
also be unoccupied or they would form excluded patterns with v. Now because C is
connected, u must then have a neighbor t at ei or e2. It's easy to see that u does
not correspond to a cut vertex, because u has at most two neighbors, and in the case
of two neighbors those two neighbors share an edge because they occupy adjacent
positions at ei and e2 .
In the case where u has a neighbor t at ei, refer to the left subfigure of Figure 4-27
to see that u has an initial clockwise pivot along the boundary tour. In the case where
u does not have a neighbor at ei, then u must have a neighbor t at e2. Refer to the
right subfigure of Figure 4-27 for this case. D
Lemma 4.15 (Property 4.1). In any admissible configuration of hexagonal tiles on
a hexagonal lattice, any single-visit convex corner is movable and furthermore can
advance clockwise.
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Figure 4-27: Tiles u and v form a blocking pair. The grid cells with black x's are
unoccupied by definition of blocking pair. The grid cells with red x's are unoccupied
because they would form excluded patterns with v. In the left figure, u has a neighbor
t at ei (and may also have a neighbor at e2 but this is irrelevant). In the right figure,
u has a neighbor t only at e2. The grid cell marked with a gray x in each subfigure is
unoccupied because it would form an excluded pattern with t. In both subfigures, u
can be pivoted clockwise about t without collision or disconnecting the configuration.
(The dashed curve in both subfigures is there only to indicate connectivity of the
configurations; otherwise it looks like v is an isolated tile.)
Proof. Let s and u be the tiles preceding and succeeding t, respectively, along the
Euler tour. Refer to Figure 4-28. The fact that t is single-visit ensures that removal
of t does not disconnect the Euler tour. Also, because t is a convex corner, any tile
touching t must also touch s or u. Hence, t is not a cut vertex. The unoccupied grid
cells (from t being a convex corner and C being admissible) shown in Figure 4-28
allow t to pivot clockwise without collision to a position farther along the boundary
tour.
Theorem 4.3. Any admissible configuration of n hexagonal tiles on a hexagonal grid
can be canonicalized in O(n 2) steps.
4.8 Pivoting Triangles
In this section we give some preliminary results for reconfiguring pivoting triangular
tiles on a triangular grid. It will be useful here to classify tiles according to their
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Figure 4-28: Tile t (orange) is a single-visit convex corner. Tiles s and u are the
predecessor and successor of t, respectively, along the Euler tour. The grid cells
labeled with black x's are unoccupied because t is a convex corner. The grid cell
labeled with a gray x is unoccupied, because a tile here would form an excluded pair
with u. Because these grid cells are unoccupied, t has a collision-free clockwise pivot
about u to a position farther along the boundary tour. The fact that t is a single-visit
convex corner also ensures that t is not a cut vertex.
degree in the strong dual graph which we hereafter call their degree. We say that a
vertex v of a triangular tile T is trapped if both of the grid cells of the same orientation
as T and touching v are occupied by tiles (see Figure 4-30 for examples - the bottom
vertex of the red triangle is trapped in all three subfigures). Say that a tile is rigid
with respect to a configuration if it has no collision-free pivot. Thus a configuration
of tiles is rigid if every tile is rigid with respect to that configuration.
Proposition 4.2. For any configuration C of triangular tiles on a triangular grid,
we have the following:
1. Any tile of degree greater than 1 is rigid with respect to C.
2. A degree 1 tile is rigid with respect to C if and only if the vertex not contained
in a shared edge is trapped.
3. A degree 0 tile is rigid with respect to C if and only if every vertex is trapped.
Proof. Figure 4-29 illustrates that a tile with degree at least two has no collision-free
pivot. A degree 1 tile T with one edge adjacent to another tile and the opposite
vertex trapped has no collision-free pivot (see Figure 4-30). Notice that because T
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has degree one, removing either "trapping tile" allows it to pivot. The same argument
applies to a degree 0 tile T'; removing any trapping tile allows T' to pivot. O
T. T Ti.1 TiI
Figure 4-29: Tiles of degree greater than 1 have no collision-free pivot.
Figure 4-30: The red tile is rigid with respect to each of the three configurations, and
has degree at most 1 in each configuration.
It turns out that both Property 4.1 and Property 4.2 fail for triangles on a trian-
gular grid. In particular, by Proposition 4.2, Property 4.1 fails for any cycle in the
strong dual graph. Property 4.2 fails for e.g. subconfigurations like the one shown
in Figure 4-31. Because our previous approach of canonicalizing everything to a
strip of tiles will definitely not work in this context, we need to consider the more
general problem of when one weakly connected configuration of triangular tiles can
reconfigure to another.
The kernel of a configuration C is defined as those tiles t E C such that for all
sequences of configurations C = Co -> C1 D ... Ck E t, where Ci is obtained from
Cj_ 1 by removing some t' non-rigid with respect to Ci_ 1, t is still rigid in Ck. The
kernel contains all of the cycles in C, but it can contain acyclic subconfigurations (see
Figure 4-32 for an example). Since no pivot can reconfigure a kernel by definition,
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Figure 4-31: Property 4.2 does not hold for triangles: an example of a subcon-
figuration where a tile has a counterclockwise collision-free pivot but no clockwise
collision-free pivot.
if A can be reconfigured to B, they must have the same kernel (up to translation of
whole kernel). This condition alone does not suffice as Figure 4-33 illustrates. Define
the shadow of a tile configuration C' as those unoccupied grid cells s where a tile in s
would be rigid with respect to C'U {s}. Notice that because every pivot is reversible,
no tile can ever enter (or, by definition, leave) the shadow of the kernel. Because of
this, the kernel along with its shadow divides the plane into weakly connected regions
or faces. Since tiles cannot move from face to face, we have the following
Proposition 4.3. Let A and B be two weakly connected configurations of triangles.
A can be transformed into B only if the following two conditions hold:
1. The kernel of A is equal to the kernel of B.
2. A and B have the same number of tiles in each face defined by the union of the
kernel and the shadow of the kernel.
We do not know if these two conditions are sufficient, but if the second condition is
weakened to refer to the face structure imposed by the kernel alone then the resulting
conditions are not sufficient; Figure 4-34 gives an example.
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Figure 4-32: A non-canonicalizable triangle configuration with one non-rigid tile and
whose strong dual graph (gray) is acyclic. The movable tile can pivot along the
boundary, but none of the other tiles can move. Notice in particular the three yellow
tiles are degree 1, but rigid by Proposition 4.2
A B
Figure 4-33: If we erase the movable tiles (yellow) from A and B, the resulting kernels
are the same; yet A cannot be transformed into B.
A B
Figure 4-34: The configurations A (left) and B (right) consist of the kernel tiles
(green) plus a single movable tile (purple). The shadow tiles which are not part
of the original kernel are in gray (note that these tiles do not exist in the actual
configurations A and B, only in the shadow of the kernel). The leaf in A and the leaf
in B belong to different faces of the union of the kernel and shadow of the kernel,
which captures the fact that A cannot be transformed to B. (Notice that A and B
have the same number of tiles in each face of the original kernel.)
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4.9 Oriented and Labeled Squares
In most models, achieving an arbitrary labeling of the tiles is trivial once the tiles have
reached a canonical configuration. In the square pivot model, however, there is an
interesting relation between the orientations and the labels of the squares, because of
the unique 2-colorability of the square lattice. In this section, we exactly characterize
this relation.
To capture the re-orientation of tiles during rotation steps, we mark each tile with
a direction vector, called the orientation, intuitively specifying which way is "up". For
discreteness, we assume that this direction is (initially and hence always) parallel to
one of the cardinal directions of the underlying movement lattice. For square tiles, the
possible orientations are the four compass directions. We distinguish in particular the
orientation axis-horizontal (West and East) versus vertical (South and North)-and
the orientation sign-negative (West and South) versus positive (East and North).
These distinctions relate to the checkerboard coloring of the square grid:
Lemma 4.16. If a square tile is oriented vertical in some position (x, y), then after
any sequence of rotations, the tile will be oriented vertical in positions of the same
parity ((x', y') where x + y = x' + y' (mod 2)) and oriented horizontal in positions of
opposite parity.
Proof. Each rotation of a pixel simultaneously flips the parity of its position and the
horizontal/verticalness of its orientation. F
Thus a tile-position pair can have exactly two orientations, with the same axis
but opposite signs.
The following terminology will be useful in subsequent sections. Let the axis parity
of a tile refer to the orientation axis on positions of given parity. Say that the axis
parity of a tile is even (odd) if its arrow is horizontal (vertical) on black squares, and
vertical (horizontal) on white squares.
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4.9.1 Three or More Tiles
Theorem 4.4. Given any permutation on n > 3 items and any boolean vector of n
bits, we can permute the tiles in a 1 x n configuration, keeping the same orientation
sign of tiles with a boolean value of false, and flipping the orientation sign of tiles
with a boolean value of true. The resulting 1 x n configuration has exactly the same
position as the original.
Proof. Let 7r be a permutation on a 1 x n strip of square tiles. We will first show
how to get from some initial 1 x n configuration C to the target configuration ir(C),
temporarily ignoring orientation signs of the tiles. In other words, the tiles will appear
in the order specified by the permutation 7 but some arrow labels may be incorrect.
Then we will show how to fix the labels.
Let x denote the square in the initial configuration which mapped to the ith
square in the target configuration 7r(C); formally 7r(.i) = i. Then x denotes the
square which is mapped to the nth (rightmost) square in the target 7r(C). Using
gadget in Figure 4-35, move Xn to the far left such that on is now in the first position,
and the remaining tiles 1, 2,.. ., Xn - 1, X + 1, ... n occupy positions 2 through n.
Next move x,_ 1 to the far left with this gadget. Repeat this procedure on x with
i ranging down to 1. Then the final configuration will be xI, x 2 ,. .. , xn which is the
target configuration 7(C), ignoring orientation signs.
This procedure yields the correct left to right ordering of the tiles, but some of the
tiles may have incorrect arrow labels. To fix this, consider a tile x whose orientation
sign is incorrect in the target configuration (i.e., perhaps x has arrow pointing north,
but is supposed to have an arrow pointing south.) At some intermediate stage Ci in
the ordering procedure, x was in position 1 (the leftmost tile). Using the gadget in
Figure 4-36 (see Figure 4-37 for case of n = 3), we can swap the orientation sign of
x while preserving the orientation signs of all other tiles. The ordering algorithm is
as above, except that when we move the xi to the leftmost square we may swap its
orientation sign before proceeding with the next tile xi-1. El
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lx 112 --- k~ -I
Figure 4-35: Permutation gadget for unlabeled tiles. Notice that if x is initially the
last square (rightmost), then a slight variation in stage 2 is required (namely pivot
900 clockwise about the Southeast corner as opposed to 1800 clockwise about the
Northeast corner).
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t
Figure 4-36: Gadget (for n > 4) to swap orientation sign of leftmost tile, while
preserving all other tile orientation signs. See Figure 4-37 for case of n = 3.
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Figure 4-37: Modified gadget for n = 3 t
preserving all other tile orientation signs
EIIIIJII
o swap orientation sign of leftmost tile, while
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4.9.2 Two Tiles
Notice that for the case of just two tiles, we can swap the order of the tiles, but cannot
flip orientation sign independently. There is an invariant that has to be preserved
throughout all moves. In particular, this invariant precludes swapping the orientation
sign of the leftmost tile in place while leaving the orientation sign of the rightmost
tile fixed (unlike we are able to do for n > 3). In this section, we consider the space
of reachable configurations of two tiles A and B which share an edge (i.e., AB is
horizontal or vertical).
We define the following three Boolean parameters. Let same have value 1 if A
and B have the same orientation sign, and value 0 otherwise. Let parity have value 1
if A is on a black tile while B is on white (recall checkerboard coloring of the plane),
and value 0 otherwise. Finally, let horizontal have value 1 if AB is in a horizontal
configuration, and value 0 otherwise. Note that we only consider configurations here
in which A and B share an edge. Also note that the parity parameter here is not to
be confused with axis parity (which refers to the orientation axis of a tile on black
squares vs. white squares). We denote these three parameters by s, p, h respectively.
Now define the following Boolean function:
$ := s e p e h.
We claim that can get from some configuration X to configuration Y whose respective
axis parities match if and only if O(X) = $(Y).
Theorem 4.5. Let X = AB and Y = A'B' be any two configurations of two tiles
such that A and B share an edge, A' and B' share an edge, and the axis parity of A
and A' match as does the axis parity of B and B'. Then configuration Y is reachable
from configuration X if and only if $(X) = $(Y).
Proof. (-) By symmetry, it does not matter which configuration we start from. So
take the initial configuration X to have s = 1, p = 1, and h = 1 with tile A left
of tile B. See the leftmost diagram in Fig. 4-38. Also by symmetry, take the first
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move to be a 90' clockwise pivot of tile B about A. It suffices to show that all
target configurations Y reachable in one step from this intermediate configuration
have #(X) = #(Y). Then, by induction, all target configurations Y' reachable in
multiple steps from X must also have #(X) = #(Y'). There are four possible next
moves from the intermediate configuration. Case 1 (top right of Fig. 4-38) moves back
to configuration X and so trivially has #(Y) = #(X) = 1. Case 2 (directly below
Case 1 in Fig. 4-38) has s = 1, p = 0, h = 0, and so #(Y) = 1 = #(X). Case 3 (below
Case 2 in Fig. 4-38) has s = 0, p = 0, h = 1, so again #(Y) = 1 = #(X). Finally Case 4
(bottom right of Fig. 4-38) has s = 0, p = 1, h = 0, also having #(Y) = 1 = #(X).
This concludes the proof of the forward direction.
(<-) To show the reverse direction, suppose X = AB and Y = A'B' are two
configurations with matching axis parities (in which A and B share an edge, and
A' and B' share an edge) such that #(X) = #(Y). Then we must show that Y is
reachable from X (i.e., we can transform AB to occupy the exact positions of A' and
B' with the arrows of AB identical to those of A'B'). Without loss of generality,
take configuration Y to have s = 1, p = 1, and h = 1 with tile A' left of tile B'. It
is easy to see that we can translate configuration X to occupy the same position as
configuration Y, which determines the values of p and h, and so the orientation sign
s is the only parameter which will determine # once we have gotten to the position
of Y. Let Y' be the resulting configuration when we transform configuration X to
occupy the same position as configuration Y. But X can only reach configurations of
the same # value as X, and hence Y' must also have the same s value as Y (because
#(X) = #(Y)). In the target, A' and B' are both pointing North. So because the
axis parities of A and B match those of A' and B', respectively (and s parameter of
Y and Y' match), the only possible issue could be that Y' has A and B both pointing
south. This is an easy fix as a configuration of two tiles in a given position can be
transformed to two tiles occupying the same position but whose orientation signs are
both swapped. See Figure 4-39. Hence Y can be obtained from X.
E
We can view each bit s, , Ah as corresponding to a coordinate of the cube f{0, 1} x
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{0, 1} x {0, 1}, and so a configuration (of a given axis parity) corresponds to one of
the eight vertices of the cube. If we color the vertices in a checkerboard pattern, then
we can reach any configuration Y (having the same axis parity as X) with the same
color as the vertex corresponding to the starting configuration X. In other words,
if X was initially at a blue vertex then can reach any other blue vertex, and more
generally, any configuration Y corresponding to a blue vertex (where blue vertices
represent configurations having # = 1, and say red vertices represent configurations
having # = 0). See Fig. 4-40 for impossible target configurations.
s(Y = 
S 1
s =1
h =I
sO
p = I
h =
*(Y)= 1OMs = 0
$(Y)= I
Figure 4-38: Without a loss of generality, take the first step to be a 90' clockwise
rotation of tile B. Any move leading to a new configuration Y has #(X) = (Y).
Figure 4-39: A configuration of two tiles in a given position can be transformed to
two tiles occupying the same position but whose orientation signs are both swapped.
Corollary 4.4. Given a horizontal configuration AB in fixed position P, it is impos-
sible to yield the configuration occupying the same position P in which the orientation
sign of the leftmost tile A is flipped, and the orientation sign of the rightmost tile B
unchanged.
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s=1 $Y=
p=I S 0(y= h=I
#(Y) =0
Figure 4-40: It is impossible to obtain the two horizontal configurations Y on the
right from the starting configuration on the left X, because #(X) = 1 $ #(Y) = 0.
Proof. To yield this configuration, we would have h(X) = h(Y), s(X) = s(Y), and
p(x) $ p(Y), which makes #(Y) $ #(X). E
4.9.3 Orientations without Labels
Take the plane to be colored in checkerboard pattern. Recall from Lemma 4.16 that
the axis parity of a square is fixed (an even square cannot become odd, or vice versa).
If we 2-color the squares with one color assigned to even squares, and a different color
assigned to odd squares, then Theorem 4.4 implies that can shuffle the tiles in any
way we like with orientation signs as specified by Boolean vector.
4.10 Global Translation of Oriented and Labeled
Squares
In this section, we show that any collection of oriented and labeled square tiles can
be globally translated in the plane in the pivot model. A similar proof applies to the
other tilings.
Theorem 4.6. Let C be a collection of labeled, oriented tiles where the number of
tiles n > 3. And let '-7 = (x, y) where x and y are integers. Then C can be translated
by V', with labels and orientation signs preserved.
Proof. Initially let's ignore orientations and labels. Because any collection of tiles can
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be reconfigured into the canonical horizontal strip of tiles, it suffices to show that any
1 x n configuration C can be translated both horizontally and vertically. Then we
obtain translation of C by an arbitrary vector & by first translating C by its horizontal
component J2 and then by its vertical component &V.
Fig. 4-41 shows how to translate C by one unit to the left or right. To shift
C horizontally by more than one unit, repeat this procedure the desired number of
times. For vertical translation, it is also sufficient to show translation of C by one
unit up or down. Fig. 4-42 shows translation up by one unit. Translation down by
one unit is analogous.
For labeled and oriented tiles, we must also preserve the original ordering of the
squares and their orientation signs. Encode the initial configuration C by its ordering
and a bit vector encoding the orientation sign of each tile. Then the target configu-
ration should be a rigid translation of the initial configuration with identical ordering
and bit vector. To achieve this, first translate to the target positions, with possibly
an incorrect ordering and orientation of the squares. Then by Theorem 4.4, we can
permute the tiles to obtain the original ordering with orientation signs as specified
by the bit vector.
Notice that for the case of just two tiles, we can only translate by V'= (x, y) where
x + y = 0 (mod 2). This is because s and h are fixed by the initial configuration
(and a translation which preserves labels and orientations signs will not change those
parameters), and so p must be preserved to satisfy the invariant of Theorem 4.5.
2 -- -n I n 1 2
Figure 4-41: Horizontal translation by one unit to left or right
0I
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Figure 4-42: Vertical translation by one unit up.
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Chapter 5
Future Work
There are various open problems related to the three main chapters of this thesis.
In Chapter 2, we presented an approximation algorithm for milling integral orthog-
onal polyhedra which led to efficient strip foldings. The complexity of minimum-turn
milling and minimum-length milling for integral orthogonal polyhedra, however, still
remains open. Both versions of the milling problem are strongly NP-hard for the
2D case when the pocket is an integral orthogonal polygon and the cutter is a unit
square [AFMOO, ABD+05]. We conjecture that both problems remain strongly NP-
hard when the pocket is an integral orthogonal polyhedron, although we have not
made any significant attempt to prove this. A more challenging problem would be to
find a PTAS for minimum-length and minimum-turn milling for integral orthogonal
polyhedra. Even the existence of a PTAS for minimum-turn milling in 2D for integral
orthogonal polygons remains open.
In Chapter 4, we looked at reconfiguring sets of regular tiles via pivots, and in one
case slides, where the tiles are embedded according to a compatible regular subdivision
of the plane. We presented a uniform reconfiguration framework, which for certain
classes of tiles (pivoting square tiles on a square lattice, pivoting hexagonal tiles on
a triangular lattice, sliding square tiles on a square lattice), allowed us to optimally
reconfigure between any two configurations having the same number of tiles. For the
case of reconfiguring triangular tiles embedded on a triangular lattice via pivots, we
showed that the general framework does not apply. We posed a necessary condition
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for when two configurations can be transformed into each other, but it remains open
whether this condition is also sufficient. If this condition turns out to be insufficient,
then is there a nice characterization of when two configurations of triangles can be
transformed into each other? For the case of hexagonal tiles on a hexagonal lattice,
we proved universal reconfigurability for the class of configurations not containing
any excluded patterns. Excluded patterns alone however do not characterize trans-
formability, as there are examples of configurations containing excluded patterns that
can be transformed into a strip. Thus we pose the same problem for hexagons on a
hexagonal lattice as we did for triangles: is there a nice characterization of when two
such configurations can be transformed into each other?
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